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CHAPTER 
Introduction:

So Matter and Colloids

. So matter

¿e term “so matter” is used to describe a huge variety of different systems, rang-
ing from polymer networks to virus particles, and from clays to cell membranes.
¿e general characteristic of these systems is that they consist of mesoscopic par-
ticles, o en in a background of microscopic solvent particles.

De Gennes, who in his  Nobel lecture coined the term “so matter” [],
identified the two main features of such systems to be flexibility and complexity.
¿e flexibility, and the adjective “so ” in “so matter”, refer to the so mechanical
response of such systems: they are o en easily deformable, compressed or sheared.

Furthermore, so matter systems are generally very complex. One cause for
this complexity is the huge zoo of different particles that such systems can consist
of: apart from the rigid, spherical colloidal particles that will be the main focus of
this thesis, also surfactants, polymers, lipids, viruses, proteins and other macro-
molecules, and all kinds of irregularly shaped particles might be present. An ad-
ditional complication is the generally very large scale difference in so matter sys-
tems. Colloidal particles, for example, might be as large as  µm, with a charge of
several thousand electron charges, but to fully describe such a colloidal system,
also the interactions with monovalent micro-ions of a few Ångströms in size have
to be taken into account. ¿is makes theoretical modeling of these systems highly
nontrivial.

Because of the mesoscopic length scales of particles in so matter systems,
these systems can be described using classical statistical mechanics and, usually,
no quantum effects are involved. On the other side, the particles are small enough
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not to be totally governed by gravity and friction (like, for example, granular sys-
tems are). Another consequence of the mesoscopic sizes of so matter systems is
that the typical energy scales are of the order of the thermal energy.¿edynamics is
therefore governed by (overdamped) Brownian motion and thermal fluctuations.

¿ere has been much interest in so matter systems lately, both from fun-
damental and applied sciences, and from industry. So matter systems are om-
nipresent in industry; their applications range from liquid crystal displays in tele-
visions and computer screens to yogurt and sun tan lotion. Also new applications
of so matter systems, like electronic paper and photonic band-gap materials, are
rapidly being developed.

One of the reasons why so matter systems are interesting from a fundamental
point of view, is that they are much easier to observe in real space and real time
than conventional, microscopic condensed matter systems. In addition, very well
characterized particles (such as mono-disperse colloids or polymers) can be syn-
thesized, and their interactions can be easily tuned, either bymodifying the chemi-
cal composition of the materials, or by varying the environmental parameters, like
changing the solvent that is used or adjusting the concentration of background
ions. Also, because of the mesoscopic size of the particles, they can be tracked eas-
ily using optical microscopy, and individual particles can be manipulated using,
for example, optical tweezers. On top of this, the increase in computer power in
the past decade hasmade study of so matter systems byMonte-Carlo simulations
and molecular dynamics a viable area of research.

Another appealing aspect of these complex systems is the large connection and
overlap of so matter physics with (molecular) biology and (physical) chemistry.
Indeed, solutions of molecules and proteins are typical examples of so matter
systems; to understand their behavior in biological systems, one has to combine
the chemistry of the  molecules with so matter physics of charged, flexible
rods mixed with microscopic cations and anions. So matter systems therefore
constitute a great new challenge at the borders of physics, chemistry and biology.

. Colloids

A specific example of so matter systems are colloidal suspensions. ¿ese are
multi-components systems that consist of mesoscopic particles suspended in a
molecular solvent, for example pigment particles in paint or ink, or fat droplets in
milk. O en other chemical components are present as well, e.g., microscopic ions,
polymers, or proteins. ¿e colloidal particles themselves range in size from sev-
eral nanometers to a fewmicrons, and can have all kinds of different shapes. Apart
from, for example, naturally occurring colloidal particles like clay platelets in mud,
it is nowadays possible to create all kinds of different particles in laboratory: silica
or metallic spheres [, ], needles [], magnetic particles [, ], dumbbell-shaped
particles [], particles with cores and shells of different materials [], hollow parti-
cles [], dipolar spheres [], etc.
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Experimentally, one has very much control over the synthesis of these parti-
cles, and very mono-disperse and well characterized systems can be synthesized
nowadays. In experimental setups, colloidal particles can be visualized and con-
trolled extremely well: using confocal video-microscopy the trajectories of thou-
sands of colloids can be imaged and followed in real space, and by using laser-
tweezers many particles can be individually controlled and manipulated simulta-
neously (see, e.g., Refs. [, ]). Because of this very accurate control, colloidal
suspension are very nice model systems for condensed matter systems, as certain
phenomena, such as phase transitions and structures, can be studied inmuchmore
detail than in, e.g., atomic or molecular systems. An example is the recent experi-
mental observation in real space of capillary waves at the gas–liquid interface be-
tween two coexisting phases in a colloid–polymer mixture [, ]. In microscopic
condensedmatter systems, capillary waves can only be studied in scattering exper-
iments.

Predicting or understanding the properties of colloidal systems from a micro-
scopic perspective is generally complicated, because the large asymmetry in size
and charge between the colloids and the other components in practice inhibits a
treatment of all the components on an equal footing. ¿e standard way out is to
regard the suspension as an effective system of colloids only, in which all micro-
scopic degrees of freedomof themedium (solvent, ions, polymers, etc.) are suitably
averaged out.

For instance, in the case of colloidal hard spheres in a medium with non-
adsorbing ideal polymers, the so-called depletion effect [, ] leads to effective at-
tractions between pairs of colloids at separations comparable to the polymer sizes,
and in the case of charged colloidal spheres in an electrolyte withDebye length κ−,
the effective interaction between a colloidal pair at center-to-center separation r
becomes a repulsive screened-Coulomb potential � exp(−κr)~r. ¿e advantage
of such a one-component viewpoint is that all of the machinery of classical one-
component fluids (integral equations, perturbation theory, simulations, etc.) can
be employed to study the equilibrium properties of colloidal suspensions. Per-
forming this averaging explicitly is generally a tremendous statistical mechanics
problem, that can only be solved approximately in some cases [, , ].

One important problem is that the effective colloidal interactions are not nec-
essarily pairwise additive, i.e. triplet or higher-order many-body potentials may
appear even if the underlying interactions in and with the medium are strictly
pairwise. On physical grounds, one generally expects the breakdown of pairwise
additivity of the effective interactions if the typical length scale of the structures
in the background is of the order of the typical colloidal length scale, e.g. the col-
loidal radius a. For colloid–polymermixtures it was indeed shown that equal-sized
colloids and polymers have bulk and interfacial properties that differ dramatically
from predictions based on pairwise potentials [, ], and charged colloids in an
electrolyte were shown to exhibit non-negligible effective triplet attractions on top
of the pairwise repulsions [, , ] at (extremely) low salt concentrations where
κ− � a.
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In this thesis, we will study such many-body effects in suspensions of charged
colloids.

. Donnan equilibrium

Historically, one of the first descriptions of suspensions of charged colloids was
given by Donnan in  [, ]. ¿is description is a very coarse-grained one,
in which all particle–particle correlations are neglected, such that the system of
colloids, cations and anions is approximated by an ideal-gas mixture interacting
through a self-consistent electric potential

We consider a colloidal suspension of volumeV and temperatureT , containing
N colloidal particles of charge−Ze, with e the proton charge, anddensity n = N~V ,
and we assume the suspension to be in osmotic equilibrium with a reservoir which
contains monovalent positive and negative salt-ions, each with concentration cs.
Apart from the counter-ions, which are present in the system with density Zn for
charge neutrality, and which are assumed to be of the same species as the positive
ions in the reservoir, also some of the salt-ions from the reservoir will migrate into
the suspension, giving rise to a (spatially) average concentration ρ̄+ of positive salt-
ions (including counter-ions) and ρ̄− of negative salt-ions in the suspension.

From the Boltzmann distribution, we find that the relation between themicro-
ion concentrations and the average electric potential ϕD in the suspension is given
by ρ̄� = cs exp[�ϕD], where the potential is fixed to ϕD �  in the salt reservoir.
Furthermore, charge neutrality of the system implies that

Zn

cs
= ρ̄+ − ρ̄−

cs
= − sinhϕD , (.)

which defines the Donnan potential ϕD [, , , ]. Note that ϕD <  for
negatively charged colloids (i.e., Z A ), and thus the total concentration of salt
ions that migrated from the reservoir to the system is ρ̄+ + ρ̄− − Zn = ρ̄− < cs,
i.e., if colloids are added to the system, salt-ions are ejected into the reservoir. ¿is
is called the Donnan effect.

Treating the colloids and the salt-ions on the ideal gas level, the osmotic pres-
sureΠ of the suspension (defined as the difference in pressure between the system
and the reservoir) is given by βΠ = n + ρ̄+ + ρ̄− − cs, where β = ~kBT is the in-
verse temperature with kB Boltzmann’s constant. Using the Donnan relation (.),
we find that the osmotic pressure is

βΠ = n + cs(coshϕD − ) = n + cs
¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
¿ÁÁÀ + �Zn

cs
� − £̈̈̈§̈̈̈¥ . (.)

Note that the osmotic compressibility (dΠ~dn)cs that follows from Eq. (.) is al-
ways positive, i.e., the Donnan theory does not predict a spinodal gas–liquid in-
stability.
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F . —¿e figure shows the  pair-potential V(r), its repulsive component

V(r), and its attractive component VA(r) as a function of the distance r between the parti-
cle centers, for a typical colloidal particle with radius a = λB, charge Z = , screening
constant κa = . and Hamaker constant A = −J. ¿e inset show the same data on a

logarithmic axis. Note that the Van der Waals term VA(r) is extremely short ranged.

.

¿e Donnan approximation breaks down for strongly interacting or dense sys-
tems, but for dilute systems of lowly charged colloids, it works very well. It has,
for example, been used recently to calculate the sedimentation profiles of colloidal
suspensions in a gravitational or centrifugal field [, , ]. In Section .., we
compare the Donnan expression for the osmotic pressure with more advanced ex-
pressions, which do take into account interactions and correlations between the
particles.

. D theory

In this thesis, we will focus on bulk suspensions of colloidal hard spheres car-
rying a (big) charge, which we assume to be homogeneously distributed on the
colloidal surface. ¿e classical theory for these systems dates back to the s,
when Derjaguin and Landau [] and Verwey and Overbeek [] independently
calculated the effective potential between two identical homogeneously charged
colloidal spheres (radius a, fixed total charge −Ze with e the proton charge) in
a bulk electrolyte medium with dielectric constant є and Debye length κ−. ¿is
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 potential is given by

V(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
ª r < a;
VA(r) +V(r) r A a, (.)

where V(r) is a repulsive Yukawa potential, given by
V(r) = Ze

є
�exp(κa)

 + κa �

exp(−κr)

r
, (.)

and VA(r) is the (attractive) Van der Waals potential, which is given by

VA(r) = −A

� a

r − a +
a

r
+ ln r

 − a
r

¡ , (.)

with A A  the Hamaker constant [], which depends quadratically on the dif-
ference between the refractive indices of the particles and the background solvent
[, ]. ¿e screening parameter κ is defined as

κ = πλBcs (.)

in the case of a : background electrolyte, consisting of monovalent, point-like
cations and anions, with total ion concentration cs far from the colloids, where
λB = βe~є is the Bjerrum length, β = ~kBT , and T is the temperature [, ].
Note that this  interaction not only involves “intrinsic” colloidal properties
(Z, a), but also properties of the medium (є, cs, T). Also note that the  poten-
tial (.) is not valid at molecular distances from the colloidal surface, as at these
length scales quantum effects become important; such effects, however, are not
relevant for the theory discussed in this thesis.

In Fig. ., the pair potential V(r) has been plotted together with its re-
pulsive component V(r) and the Van der Waals component VA(r) for a typical
colloidal system. Observe the very short range of the Van der Waals contribution
VA(r) compared to the range of the repulsive Yukawa part V(r) of the potential.
For systems with low salt concentrations, which we will be studying later on in this
thesis, we will show in more detail that the pair potential (.) is due to a diffuse
electric double-layer of counter-ions that surrounds and screens the charges on the
colloidal surface. ¿e typical thickness of this double-layer is the Debye length κ−.

As the Van der Waals contribution is very short-ranged, it is only important
for very small particle separations. Because of the potential barrier of A kBT
that the particles would have to overcome in the situation of Fig. ., however, it is
generally safe to neglect the attractive Van derWaals forces and approximate A = 
in Eq. (.), as we will do in the remainder of this thesis. Moreover, in experimental
setups, the refractive index of the solvent can be matched to the refractive index of
the particles, thus reducing the Hamaker constant A and the Van der Waals forces
greatly.
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On the basis of Eq. (.) with A = , and a Hamiltonian H = Pi< j V(SRi −R j S)
of pair potentials, one can explain many experimental observations, including the
crystallization of (essentially) hard spheres (Z =  or κa Q ) at packing fractions
η = 


πan A . into an FCC crystal [, ], the crystallization into BCC crystals

for sufficiently so spheres [, ], themeasured osmotic equation of state [, ],
structure factor [, ], radial distribution function [], pair interactions [, ],
and many other colloidal phenomena. It is therefore fair to state that the 
theory as defined by Eq. (.) is one of the corner stones of colloid science.

. Attractions?

However, not all experimental observations are in (qualitative) agreement with
 theory. For instance, the experimental observation of “voids” and “Swiss
cheese” structures in otherwise homogeneous suspensions have been interpreted
as manifestations of gas–liquid coexistence with a large density difference between
the coexisting phases [, ], and the small lattice spacing of colloidal crystals
compared to the one expected on the basis of the known density n was interpreted
as evidence for gas–crystal coexistence []. ¿ese possibilities seemed to be con-
firmed by direct observations of (meta-)stable gas–crystal coexistence [], and a
(disputed) macroscopic gas–liquid meniscus [, , ], both with much larger
differences in density between the two phases than predicted by  theory.

Despite the ongoing debates due to a lack of experimental consensus, these
experimental results, which were all obtained at low ionic strength with cs in the
µM-regime, triggered a lot of theoretical activities to find the source of cohesive
energy that stabilizes the dense liquid or crystal phase in coexistence with a dilute
gas phase []. ¿e Van der Waals forces would be the first natural candidate to
provide the cohesion, but their range and strength is generally considered to be too
small to dominate over the electrostatic repulsions with a range of κ− �  nm at
these low salt concentrations (see Section .).

It was also found that ion–ion correlations, which are ignored in the derivation
of V(r), can lead to attractive contributions to the pair potential. However, the
effect is small and too short-ranged to explain the observed phase coexistences for
monovalent ions at room temperature in water [].

Another avenue of research involves the study of the breakdown of pairwise
additivity. Within Poisson–Boltzmann theory, the triplet potential was calculated,
and it turned out to be attractive indeed [], thereby suggesting that many-body
interactions could be the source of cohesive energy. Phase diagrams based on re-
pulsive pair interactions (.) and the attractive triplet potential indeed showed
coexistence of a dilute gas with very dense crystal phases (as well as crystal–crystal
coexistence) [, ], while experimental evidence for the breakdown of pairwise
additivity was obtained by an inverse Ornstein–Zernike analysis of measured col-
loidal radial distribution functions [, , ], as well as by direct measurement
[, ]. However, although pairwise additivity seems to be breaking down at low
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salinity, it is yet questionable whether an approach based on the explicit calcula-
tion of triplet, quartet, quintet, and higher-order potentials, if feasible at all, is very
efficient, as convergence is probably slow: there is hardly any justification to ignore
the four-body potential when including the triplet potential changes the phase di-
agram completely compared to the pairwise case. ¿is notion was made explicit
by a recent simulation study of the primitive model (charged colloids and explicit
micro-ions) that underlies the effective one-component system of Ref. []: the
gas–crystal coexistence that was found with included triplet interactions disap-
peared again in the simulations of the full system [].

An alternative approach to take into account non-pairwise interactions is based
on density-dependent pair-potentials. Rather than explicitly taking into account
the coordinate-dependence of higher-body potentials, the multi-body effects are
smeared out and included through a state-dependent modification of the pair-
potential. In the case of charged colloids, it seems natural to modify the screening
constant κ of Eq. (.), such that not only the background (reservoir) salt concen-
tration cs but also the finite concentration Zn of the counter-ions and the hard-
core exclusion from the colloidal volume is taken into account. For instance, one
replaces κ by κ̃ =»πλB(cs + Zn),»πλB(cs + Zn)~( − η) or similar expres-
sions [, , , , , , , , ] that reduce to κ as given by Eq. (.) in the
dilute limit n � . O en κ̃(n) A κ, and one could interpret the resulting reduction
of the pairwise repulsions due to the more efficient screening at higher density as
an effective attractive many-body effect.

Interestingly, however, a careful analysis of the total free energy of the suspen-
sion reveals that a density-dependent screening constant affects not only the pair-
interactions but also one-body contributions, such as the free energy of each col-
loid within its “own” diffuse cloud of counter-ions [, , , , , , , , ].
¿e thickness of this double layer is typically κ̃−, and hence its typical (free) energy
is of the order of u = −(Ze)~є(a + κ̃−), i.e. the Coulomb energy of two charges
�Ze at separation a + κ̃−. ¿is term lowers progressively with increasing n and
thus provides cohesive energy, whereas it is an irrelevant constant offset of the free
energy if a constant κ is taken instead of κ̃(n). It was shown that the density-
dependence of these so-called volume terms could drive a gas–liquid spinodal in-
stability at low salt concentrations [, , , ], and could hence (qualitatively)
explain some of the puzzling experimental observations. In fact, at low-enough
background salt concentrations, we have κ̃ = (πλBZn)~, and hence the self-
energy per unit volume� Nu~V � −n~, which is very similar to the excess free
energy of :-electrolytes within Debye–Hückel theory, as we will see below.

. ¿e :-electrolyte

¿e situation in the case of :-electrolytes, i.e., systems of hard spheres of diam-
eter d with charges �q, is much clearer than the case of colloidal systems, even
though colloidal suspension can be viewed as very asymmetric electrolytes. It is
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well-established nowadays that such :-electrolytes phase-separate if the dimen-
sionless temperature T� = єkBTd~q is low enough (or the (symmetric) charge q
is large enough).

Debye and Hückel derived in the s [], that the excess (non-ideal) free
energy of such a :: electrolyte, due to the ion–ion correlations in the fluid, scales
like F(exc) � −V(n+ + n−)~, where n� are the average densities of the posi-
tive and negative ionic species, respectively []. ¿e excess free energy density is
negatively curved with regards to the density and can thus drive a Van der Waals
loop. ¿e theory of Debye and Hückel predicts a critical point at T� = 


� .

which is in reasonable agreement with computer simulations []. Extensions to
Debye–Hückel theory that have been derived recently, give excellent agreement
with simulations. [, ]

Although computer simulations and theoretical analyses have been extended
to asymmetrical electrolytes with charge asymmetries up to Z =  [, , , ,
], the experimental parameters for which possible phase-instabilities have been
observed (Z � ) are still out of reach for computer experiments, and the gap
between :-electrolytes and colloidal suspension has not been overcome.

We return to the relation between Debye–Hückel theory for electrolytes and
volume terms for charged colloids in Chapter .

. Charge regulation

In the discussion so far, the origin of the charge on the colloidal surface was not
taken into account. Typically, the colloidal particles are uncharged in vacuum or
a non-polar solvent like air, and the charge emerges because groups at the surface
of the colloid can dissolve in a polar background solvent (such as water), leaving
behind a charge at the colloidal surface. ¿e colloidal charge is thus actually a
dynamical quantity that may depend on system parameters like the temperature
and the background ion concentrations. While the charge is o en considered to
be constant and fixed, this is not always the case in practise.

For example, a typical group that exists at the colloid surface is carbon hydrox-
ide []. For such a particle, the colloidal charge is the result of protons dissolving
into the background solvent, e.g., through the reaction

–COOH X –COO− +H+ (.)

at the colloid surface. Clearly, if the proton concentration in the solution is high
(i.e., the salt concentration in the reservoir is high), the chemical equilibrium will
shi to the le , and the particle will discharge. Similarly, if the colloidal density
is increased, the counter-ion density will increase and again the equilibrium of
Eq. (.) shi s to the le and the colloid discharges.

¿is charge regulation effect should be taken into account to correctly describe
a suspension of charged colloids. We return to this issue in Chapters  and .
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. Overview

¿emain topic of this thesis will be to combine Poisson–Boltzmann theory in two
of its approximations: (i) a linear approximation that takes state-dependent pair-
interactions and one-body terms explicitly into account at the expense of neglect-
ing nonlinear screening effects like charge renormalization, and (ii) a cell approxi-
mation that explicitly takes into account these non-linear effect at the expense of ig-
noring the multi-centered nature of the systems. Furthermore, we will add charge
regulation effects to this combinedmulti-centered, non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann
theory

In Chapter , we review some general statistical mechanics that is relevant
for integrating out the micro-ionic degrees of freedom, and we derive the tradi-
tional Poisson–Boltzmann theory. In Chapter , we review the cell approximation
of Poisson–Boltzmann theory, and introduce the concepts of renormalized and
saturated charge, originally due to Alexander []. In Chapter , we revisit the lin-
ear multi-centered approximation to Poisson–Boltzmann theory, and derive the
state-dependent effective pair-potentials and volume terms in a grand-canonical
setting. In Chapter , we develop a new theory for colloidal suspensions, combin-
ing the strengths of the cell approach of Chapter  and themulti-centered approach
of Chapter . ¿en, in Chapter , we apply the concept of charge regulation to the
cell model of Chapter , and finally in Chapter , we add charge regulation to the
model derived in Chapter .
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CHAPTER
Poisson–Boltzmann theory

. Introduction

We are interested in the macroscopic properties of charged colloids, suspended in
a molecular solvent with (monovalent) cations and anions. In its simplest form,
the system is therefore a four-component mixture, as depicted schematically in
Fig. .(a). ¿e system is in osmotic equilibrium with a salt reservoir containing
cations and anions which can move freely between the system and the reservoir;
the colloids, however, are contained in the system and cannot enter the reservoir.
Note that the picture is not to scale, in the sense that (i) the size asymmetry between
the colloids on the one hand and the ions and solvent molecules on the other hand
is o en much more extreme than depicted, and (ii) the density of the solvent is
much higher than depicted.

In fact, for many thermodynamic purposes, the solvent can be seen as an in-
compressible medium, as shown in Fig. .(b). In such an approach, the solvent
background is generally considered to be a linear dielectric, and is only charac-
terized by its dielectric constant є. Although several studies exists which take into
account finite density effects of the solvent background [, ], we will not take
such effects into account in this thesis, for reasons of simplicity.

¿e next degree of coarse graining involves an average over the ionic degrees
of freedom, as schematically depicted in Fig. .(c). At this level, the colloidal co-
ordinates �Ri� (i = , . . . ,N) are still treated explicitly, but the micro-ions are rep-
resented by their density profiles ρ�(r; �Ri�). Using the framework of Density
Functional¿eory (DFT), we can determine the equilibrium ionic density profiles,
and calculate the effectiveHamiltonianH(�Ri�) of the “one-component” colloidal
system. Specifically, as we will show in this chapter, the Coulomb interaction be-
tween large, charged spheres is screened by the micro-ionic species, resulting in
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(a) Microscopic system

(b) Continuous solvent background

(c) Effective system of mesoscopic particles

(d) macroscopic (Donnan) equilibrium

F . — A schematic overview of the different levels of approximation used to de-

scribe colloidal suspensions. Note that the particle sizes are not to scale.
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an effective Yukawa potential between the particles, rather than the bare Coulomb
interactions, as was discussed already in Chapter .

Finally, at the macroscopic level as depicted in Fig. .(d), the system is char-
acterized by the thermodynamic quantities only, e.g., by the free energy F and the
osmotic pressure Π of the system as a function of the colloid density. ¿ese ther-
modynamic quantities can be calculated from the effective HamiltonianH(�Ri�),
as we will see. Note that the Donnan theory of Section . also acts at this level of
coarse graining.

In this thesis, the only interactions that we consider between the particles are
hard-core and Coulomb interactions: we only take into account the hard-core
interactions of the colloids (i.e., the colloids cannot overlap, and neither can the
micro-ions penetrate the colloid cores) and the Coulomb interactions between the
particles (i.e., micro-ion–micro-ion, micro-ion–colloid and colloid–colloid). Van
der Waals attractions are neglected throughout, which is justified for most of the
colloidal systems of interest here, with high charge at low salinity (see Section .).
We also ignore other specific effects such as hydrogen bonding, hydration shells,
etc.

In this chapter, we describe the statisticalmechanical backgroundof the coarse-
graining of the micro-ion degrees of freedom, i.e., the procedure how to get from
the situation depicted in Fig. .(b) to the situation of Fig. .(c). We derive the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation, which describes the electrostatic potential ϕ(r) in
a mean-field approximation. We will point out the problems with the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation, and we will describe our strategy for dealing with them in
this thesis.

. Model

We consider a suspension of volume V of N hard, spherical colloids of radius a,
mass m, fixed charge −Ze, which is distributed homogeneously over the surface,
and density n = N~V in a continuous background solvent, which is characterized
by the Bjerrum length λB = e~єkBT , with −e the electron charge, є the dielectric
constant of the solvent, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. ¿e sys-
tem is also assumed to containN+ positive andN− negativemonovalent, point-like
salt-ions.

Charge neutrality dictates that N+ = N− + ZN . ¿e total interaction Hamilto-
nian of the system can be written as

H =Hcc +Hcs +Hss , (.)

where the bare colloid–colloidHamiltonianHcc, the colloid–saltHamiltonianHcs,
and the salt–saltHamiltonianHss are pairwise sums of hard-core and (unscreened)
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Coulomb potentials. We writeHcc = PN
i< j Vcc(R i j) with

βVcc(r) =
¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
ª r < a;
ZλB
r

r A a, (.)

andHcs =Hc+ +Hc− withHc� = PN
i=PN�

j= Vc�(SRi − r�j S), where
βVc�(r) =

¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
ª r < a;
�ZλB

r
r A a, (.)

where r�j is the position of the jth positive (negative) micro-ion. ¿e expression
forHss is similar, but contains no hard-core terms because of the point-like nature
of the ions.

. A grand-canonical approach

In principle, the thermodynamic properties of this system could be calculated from
the Helmholtz free energy of the system F(N ,N−,V , T), which is defined by the
relation exp(−βF) = trctr+tr− exp(−βH). Note that one can ignore the explicit
N+ dependence of F because of the charge neutrality condition. ¿e classical
canonical trace of the colloid degrees of freedom is defined as

trc(. . .) = 

N !VN SVdRN (. . .), (.)

whereV is an irrelevant constant volume, accounting for the kinetic energy and the
internal partition function of the colloid, and likewise we define the traces tr+ and
tr− over the degrees of freedom of the positive and negative salt-ions, respectively.

¿is canonical formulation of the free energy has some drawbacks, the main
ones being that the numerical work in the canonical ensemble for these systems is
more involved than in a grand-canonical approach, and that in experimental work
on the systems of interest, the suspension is o en in diffusive equilibrium with a
reservoir. We therefore prefer to treat the anions and cations grand-canonically.

We thus assume the suspension to be in diffusive contact with a (dilute) reser-
voir of monovalent anions and cations at chemical potential µ� = kBT ln(csΛ

�),
where cs is the total ion density in the (charge neutral) reservoir, and where Λ� is
the thermal De Broglie wavelength of the cations (+) and anions (−), respectively.
¿e colloidal particles cannot enter the ion reservoir (for example, because of a
semi-permeable membrane in an actual experimental setting), and remain treated
canonically (fixed N and V ) as before. ¿e thermodynamic potential of this en-
semble, which we will call the “Donnan-ensemble”, is denoted by F = F − µ+N+ −
µ−N−, and is a function of the variables N , V , T , and µ�. It is related to the micro-
scopic HamiltonianH by the “Donnan partition function”

exp(−βF) = trc Tr+ Tr− exp(−βH), (.)
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whereH was defined in Eq. (.) and the grand canonical traces are defined as

Tr�(. . .) = ªQ
N�=

exp(βµ�N�)tr�(. . .) = ªQ
N�=

cs
N�

N�!
S drN�� (. . .). (.)

Here we have used that exp(βµ�)~Λ
� = cs (where the factor ~Λ

� follows from
the classical momentum integration), and we denoted the micro-ion coordinates
by rN�� . For convenience we will drop the explicit T-dependence fromnow on, and
we replace µ� by the reservoir concentration cs.

Even though our main objective is to calculate F(N ,V , cs) as defined in Eq.
(.), we will first focus on an important and convenient intermediate entity the ef-
fective HamiltonianH, which depends on the colloid configuration �R� and para-
metrically on the reservoir salt concentration cs. It is defined as

exp(−βH) =Tr+ Tr− exp(−βH)
= exp(−βHcc)Tr+ Tr− exp(−βHcs − βHss)
� exp(−βHcc) exp(−βΩ),

(.)

where, in the last step, we defined the grand partition function exp(−βΩ) of the
inhomogeneous system of interacting cations and anions (throughHss) in the ex-
ternal potential of the colloidal particles at positions �Ri� (throughHcs). ¿e cor-
responding grand potential of this system is Ω, which is the quantity that we need
to calculate in order to find the effective Hamiltonian given from Eq. (.) as

H =Hcc +Ω. (.)

Once H is known, we can use standard one-component techniques to obtain ap-
proximate expressions for F , since exp(−βF) = trc exp(−βH) is precisely the
Helmholtz free energy of a one-component system with Hamiltonian H.

Once the free energy F is known, thermodynamic properties of the system can
be calculated. Because of the extensive character of F we can write F(N ,V , cs) =
V f (n, cs), and the thermodynamic properties follow then as µ = (∂F~∂N) =(∂ f ~∂n) and P = −(∂F~∂V) = nµ − f , where the derivatives are to be taken
at fixed cs and T . Phase-coexistence is determined by chemical and mechanical
equilibrium between the two phases, i.e., the chemical potential of the cations, the
chemical potential of the anions and the pressure must be equal in the two phases.
Because of the grand-canonical nature of the theory presented here, however, the
salt-ions in both phases are already in equilibrium with the salt reservoir, and thus
the phase-coexistence conditions simplify to the two conditions

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
P(n(), cs) = P(n(), cs);
µ(n(), cs) = µ(n(), cs), (.)

for the two unknown coexisting colloid densities n(i), at fixed cs. ¿is is a con-
siderable reduction of the numerical effort compared to the work that is needed
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to calculate phase equilibria in the canonical ensemble, where a system of three
equations with three unknowns has to be solved []. Note that the mechanical
equilibrium condition is equivalent to equal osmotic pressure Π in the two coex-
isting phases, where Π(n, cs) = P(n, cs) − P(, cs) is the suspension’s excess pres-
sure over the reservoir pressure P(, cs) = cskBT . ¿is simple relation allows for
a rather direct comparison to experimental measurements of the osmotic pressure,
as we will show below.

. ¿e Poisson–Boltzmann equation

¿e task at hand is to find an explicit expression for the grand potential Ω(�Ri�)
of the colloidal system. We employ Density Functional ¿eory (DFT), accord-
ing to which the grand potential may be determined as the minimum of a suit-
able functional [, ]. It turns out be be more convenient to include the direct
colloid–colloid interactions right away, and thus calculate the effective Hamilto-
nian (.) directly rather than the grand potential Ω(�Ri�). Taking into account
only Coulombic and hard-core interactions between the different species, the ef-
fective Hamiltonian can, in mean-field approximation, be written as

βH(�Ri�) =Q
α=�
S dr ρα(r) �ln ρα(r)

cs
− 	

+ 


S dr [ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r)]ϕ(r)

+ Q
α=�
S dr ρα(r)βUHC

α (r),
(.)

where ρ+(r) and ρ−(r) denote the (yet unknown) concentrations of positive and
negative salt-ions, respectively, and H (and Ω) is now to be interpreted as a func-
tional of these densities. the hard-core potentials of the colloids is denoted by
βUHC
� (r) and is infinite inside the hard cores, and vanishes elsewhere. ¿e charge

on the colloids is distributed homogeneously over the surface, and is supposed to
be fixed (i.e., polarization effects are neglected). ¿e colloidal charge distribution
is thus given by

q(r) = NQ
i=

−Z
πa

δ(Sr −Ri S − a). (.)

¿e first term of Eq. (.) describes the entropy of the micro-ions. ¿e chemi-
cal potential, describing the diffusive equilibrium with the reservoir, is here taken
into account implicitly through the relation βµs = ln[csΛ�], which holds in the
reservoir. ¿e second term of Eq. (.) describes the Coulombic interactions in
the system; the (dimensionless) electric potential ϕ(r) is defined as

ϕ(r) = λB S dr′
ρ+(r′) − ρ−(r′) + q(r′)Sr − r′S . (.)
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¿e potential ϕ(r) is fixed such that ϕ(r) �  in the reservoir (where ρ+(r) =
ρ−(r) � cs and q(r) � ). ¿e final term of the functional (.) takes into ac-
count the exclusion of the micro-ionic species from the hard cores of the colloids.
Any other contribution to the grand potential (.) is due to ion–ion correlations,
which are not very important for dilute systems with monovalent ions at room
temperature [], and which we will ignore here.

¿e definition (.) of the electric potential can also be written in differential
form, which leads to Poisson’s equation

∇
ϕ(r) = −πλB [ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r)] . (.)

¿e equilibrium salt-ion concentrations ρ�(r) can be found by minimization of
the functional Eq. (.) [, ]. ¿e minimum condition of this functional with
respect to the ionic density profiles ρ�(r) is given by

 � δβΩ

δρ�(r) =
δβH

δρ�(r) = ln
ρ�(r)
cs
� ϕ(r) + βUHC

� (r), (.)

which is Boltzmann’s relation ρ�(r) = cs exp[�ϕ(r)] outside the hard cores and
ρ�(r) �  inside the hard cores. Combining the two relations (.) and (.), we
recover the usual non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation

∇
ϕ(r) = κ sinhϕ(r) r outside cores (.a)

ni ë∇ϕ(r) = ZλB~a r = Ri + ani , (.b)

where ni denotes the normal to the surface of colloid i. ¿e parameter κ denotes
the inverse Debye length in the reservoir, and is given by κ = πλBcs.

In principle, the electric potential ϕ(r) is completely determined by the bound-
ary value problem (.a)–(.b) alone, together with the choice ϕ(r) �  in the
reservoir. From the solution ϕ(r), one obtains the equilibrium density profiles,
and by insertion of those into Eq. (.) one finds, in principle at least, the grand
potential needed in Eq. (.). However, due to the combination of the nonlinear
character of the differential equation (.a) and the multi-centered geometry of
the boundary conditions (.b), this boundary value problem is extremely diffi-
cult, and computationally very expensive, to solve: extremely fine or spatially in-
homogeneous grids are needed to deal with the large gradients close to the spher-
ical colloidal surfaces, while simultaneously the space between the colloids must
be covered adequately to describe the colloid–colloid interactions properly. Al-
though some studies of this type exist they do not cover large parts of parameter
space because of the computational costs involved [, , , ].

. Approximations to the Poisson–Boltzmann equation

As an alternative to solving the full, non-linear problem (.a)–(.b), several ap-
proximation schemes have been devised over the years. ¿ese can be divided into
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two broad classes: (i) linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory (LPB), and (ii) Wigner-
Seitz cell theory (WSC).

.. Linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory

In linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory, the multi-centered boundary (.b) condi-
tion is le unchanged, while sinhϕ(r) in Eq. (.a) is linearized as sinh ϕ̃+(ϕ(r)−
ϕ̃) cosh ϕ̃ with ϕ̃ a spatial constant. ¿e resulting multi-centered equation can be
solved analytically, as will be shown in more detail in Chapter . If one sets ϕ̃ � ,
one finds essentially H = PN

i< j V(R i j; κ, Z) with the pair potential given by
βV(R; κ, Z) = �Z exp(κa)

 + κa � λB exp(−κr)
r

, (.)

the electrostatic part of the traditional Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek (or
) potential [, ]. ¿is Hamiltonian does not predict a spinodal instability
at low salinity as it contains only repulsions and no cohesive terms. If one chooses
to set ϕ̃ equal to the Donnan potential ϕD as defined in Section . (i.e., the vol-
ume average of ϕ(r)), then one finds the effective Hamiltonian H = Φ(N ,V , κ̃)+
PN

i< j V(R i j; κ̃, Z), where κ̃ = κ
»
cosh ϕ̃ and Φ(N ,V , κ̃) are the so-called vol-

ume terms, which describe the self-energy of the colloids in their own clouds of
counter-ions. ¿is version of the linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory does predict
gas–liquid and gas–solid coexistence of systems of highly charged colloids at low
salinity, and may therefore explain some of the surprising experimental results.
However, the parameter regime where these transitions are being predicted is such
that ZλB~a A� , and for such high charges the linear approximation is inappro-
priate as will be shown later on.

.. ¿e Poisson–Boltzmann cell model

In the Wigner–Seitz-cell approaches, on the other hand, the nonlinear character
of the problem (.a) is retained at the expense of replacing the multi-centered
boundary condition (.b) by a radially symmetric problem with one colloid in
the center. In Alexander’s original work the cell radius R was taken such that the
cell volume equals the volume per colloid in the system, i.e. R = a(ηmax~η)~,
with ηmax � . the packing fraction of a densely packed crystal and Eq. (.a)
was solved with the boundary conditions ϕ′(a) = ZλB~a and ϕ′(R) =  such that
the cell is charge-neutral [, ]. In the more recent jellium-like versions of this
theory, the cell extends to infinity and the Poisson–Boltzmann equation∇ϕ(r) =
κ sinhϕ(r) − πλBZn is solved with boundary conditions ϕ′(a) = −ZλB~a and
ϕ′(ª) = , i.e. the other (non-central) colloids are represented by their average
density [, ]. In all of these central-symmetric approaches the concept of a
renormalized charge Z� (and an effective screening constant κ�) appears natu-
rally from the decay of ϕ(r) close to the cell boundary. It is then presumed that
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the colloid–colloid Hamiltonian in the state-point of interest is a pairwise sum of
V(R i j; κ

�, Z�), while the cell is actually charge neutral or contains the other col-
loids already. Although density-dependent repulsive pair interactions may give
rise to a gas–liquid spinodal [], these have not been predicted on the basis of the
Wigner–Seitz-cell and jellium theories.

¿e Poisson–Boltzmann cell model will be further discussed in Chapter .

. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have identified two effects that are important in the study of
suspensions of charged colloids with Poisson–Boltzmann theory:

. many-body effects such as volume terms and state-dependent pair interac-
tions in multi-centered solution of the Poisson–Boltzmann equation;

. charge renormalization and non-linear effects in the Poisson–Boltzmann
cell model;

¿e many-body effects will be further discussed in Chapter , and the nonlinear
charge renormalization effects in Chapter .
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CHAPTER
Wigner–Seitz cell

Poisson–Boltzmann theory

Abstract

We briefly review the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model as introduced by Alexander and

others in Ref. [] in . We describe itsmain features, derive the expression forAlexander

charge renormalization and show the effective charge and the saturated effective charge as

a function of the system parameters.

. Model

We consider a suspension of N spherical colloidal particles of radius a and charge
−Ze, with−e the electron charge. ¿ebackground solvent, typicallywater, ethanol,
or a similar medium, is treated as a continuous dielectric background, character-
ized by the Bjerrum length λB = e~єkBT , where є is the dielectric constant of the
solvent, kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. ¿e system is as-
sumed to be in thermal and diffusive equilibrium with a reservoir which contains
monovalent, ionic salt pairs with pair density cs, giving rise to (yet unknown) den-
sities ρ�(r) of salt ions inside the system.

As argued in the previous chapter, the system is completely described by the
(dimensionless) electric potential ϕ(r), which we define to be equal to zero in the
salt reservoir. In the previous chapter, we have derived the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation

∇
ϕ(r) = κ sinh[ϕ(r)]; (.a)

ni ë∇ϕ(r) = ZλB~a , (r = Ri + ani), (.b)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

F . —¿e different stages in the cell approximation of a colloidal suspension: the

colloids in suspension (a) are inside theirWigner–Seitz cells (b). ¿eWigner–Seitz cells are

approximated by spherical cells (c), each of which is treated independently (d).

where κ− = (πλBcs)~ is the Debye length in the reservoir.
Solving Eq. (.a) with the boundary conditions of a fixed electric field at the

colloid surfaces leads to a solution ϕ(r), for which the mean-field effective Hamil-
tonianH(�Ri�) of Eq. (.) follows. In practice, however, obtaining this solution is
extremely difficult, because of the combination of the complicated multi-centered
boundary conditions and the non-linear character of the differential equation. To
overcome this problem, the system is commonly divided into (charge neutral)
Wigner–Seitz cells, which are then approximated to be identical and spherically
symmetric (see Fig. .), reducing the hard problem (.a) to a one-dimensional
non-linear boundary value problem



r
∂

∂r
�r ∂

∂r
ϕc(r)� = κ sinh[ϕc(r)], (.a)

ϕ′c(a) = ZλB~a; ϕ′c(R) =  (.b)

where we have denoted the potential in the cell by ϕc(r). We denote the radius of
the cell by R, such that R = a(ηmax~η)~, with ηmax � . the packing fraction of
a closely packed crystal. ¿is boundary value problem is easy to solve numerically
on a grid.

A typical solution for colloids of radius a = λB , charge Z =  at screening
constant κa =  and density η = . (i.e., cell radius R = a), is shown in Fig. ..
In the top figure, the electric potential ϕ(r) is shown as a function of the coordinate
inside the cell. Note that the derivative at the cell boundary r = R is indeed equal
to zero, expressing the charge-neutrality of the cell. ¿e derivative at the colloid
surface is determined by the colloid charge Z. ¿e bottom figure shows the micro-
ionic densities, as determined from Boltzmann’s equation ρ�(r) = cs exp[�ϕ(r)],
corresponding to the same solution. ¿e solid line shows the density of positive
ions (i.e., counter-ions plus positive salt-ions), the dotted line show the density of
negative micro-ions, and the dotted-dashed line denotes the charge density ρ(r) =
ρ+(r) − ρ−(r).
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F . — A typical solution of the cell boundary value problem (.a)–(.b) for κa =
, a~λB = , R~a =  and Z = . ¿e top figure shows the potential ϕ(r), the bottom
figure shows the micro-ion densities ρ�(r) and the charge density ρ(r).
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F .—¿e (dimensionless) electric potential ϕ(r) for a systemwith κa = , a~λB =
, R~a = . and Z = . ¿e solid line show the nonlinear solution, while the dashed
line shows the linear solution that matches at the cell boundary. ¿e effective charge is
determined by the derivative of the potential at the colloid surface, and is given by Z� = .

. Effective charge

Far away from the colloidal surface, near the cell boundary, the potential is reason-
ably flat. ¿erefore, in this part of the cell, it is allowed to linearize the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation (.a). Denoting the linearization point by ϕ̃ and the lin-
earized solution by ϕcell

ℓ (r), the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation is given
by



r
∂

∂r
�r ∂

∂r
[ϕcell

ℓ (r) − ϕ̃]� = κ̃ �tanh[ϕ̃] − (ϕcell
ℓ (r) − ϕ̃)� , (.)

where κ̃ = κ cosh ϕ̃. We choose the linearization point equal to the potential at
the cell boundary: ϕ̃ = ϕcell

ℓ (R) = . ¿e general solution of Eq. (.) is given by

ϕcell
ℓ (r) = ϕ̃ + tanh[ϕ̃] �ν+ λBr e κ̃(r−R) + ν− λB

r
e−κ̃(r−R) − � (.)

¿e coefficients ν� can be determined from the boundary conditions. If we match
the linearized potential ϕcell

ℓ (r) at the cell boundary to the full nonlinear solution
ϕc(r), i.e., if we demand ϕcell

ℓ (R) = ϕ̃ = ϕc(R) and ϕcell
ℓ

′(R) = ϕ′c(R), we find that
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F .—¿e effective charge Z� as a function of the bare charge Z for different values
of κa. ¿e colloid radii are kept fixed at a = λB and the density is η = ..

the coefficients are given by

ν� = κ̃R � 
κ̃λB

, (.)

fully fixing the linear Poisson–Boltzmann solution (.).
In Fig. ., the electric potential ϕc(r) is plotted for a typical systemwith charge

Z = , colloid radius a = λB , and screening constant κa = . Also plotted is
the solution of the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation (.) for the same sys-
tem. From this figure, it is clear that, except for the region very close to the colloid
surface, the linear solution is indeed a good approximation. ¿is is generally true
and therefore it makes sense to define an effective charge Z� based on the deriva-
tive of the linear solution at the colloidal surface, i.e., ϕcell

ℓ

′(a) � Z�λB~a. ¿is
concept was first introduced by Alexander in Ref. []; a more recent review can
be found in Ref. [].

As the linear solution ϕcell
ℓ (r) is known explicitly from Eqs. (.) and (.), is

is straightforward to find an explicit expression for the effective charge Z�. ¿is
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leads to the following expression for Z�

Z� = − tanh ϕ̃
κ̃λB

�(κ̃aR − ) sinh[κ̃(R − a)]
+ κ̃(R − a) cosh[κ̃(R − a)]�, (.)

which was derived in this closed form by Trizac in Ref. []. As this effective
charge Z� governs the behavior of the potential in the outer part of the cells, it
is assumed to also determine the pair interaction between two colloids at sufficient
distance from each other (see Refs. [, ]). We will substantiate this assumption
in Chapter .

¿e behavior of the effective charge Z� as a function of the bare charge Z is
plotted in Fig. . for a typical colloidal system. Clearly it can be seen that the two
charges Z and Z� are equal for low Z, as is to be expected from the observation that
the linearization (.) is a very good approximation for low colloidal charges. At
higher charges, starting from approximately ZλB~a A� , the charge renormaliza-
tion becomes important. Note specifically that at a high bare charge, the effective
charge becomes independent of the bare charge and converges to a saturatedcharge
Z�sat.

¿is saturated charge is plotted in Fig. . as a function of the screening κa
and the packing fraction η. Note that the saturated charge increases with both the
screening and the colloid density. Recently, Trizac and Bocquet and others have
derived that the saturated charge is determined by the condition [, ]

Sϕcell
ℓ (R) − ϕcell

ℓ (a)S � . (.)

¿is observation immediately explains the increase of the saturated charge with
κa and η: if the screening κa increases and the decay of the potential between
the colloidal surface and the cell boundary must stay constant as prescribed by
Eq. (.), that means that electric field (i.e., the derivative of the potential) at the
colloid surface must increase. Likewise, if the cell radius decreases while still the
condition (.)must hold, the potentialmust decay faster for the cell to stay charge-
neutral, and thus the derivative at the colloid surface should increase.

. Effective Hamiltonian and free energy

¿e effective Hamiltonian was defined in Eq. (.). Neglecting explicit inter-
particle interaction and focussing on the cell interiors, where βU�(r) �  only,
the effective Hamiltonian for the cell model is approximated as

H(�Ri�) � NΩWSC , (.)
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where ΩWSC is the internal grand potential of an individual cell, which does no
longer depend on the colloid coordinates �Ri�. It is given by (cf. Eq. (.)

βΩ[ρ�(r)] =Q
α=�
S
cell

dr ρα(r) �ln ρα(r)
cs
− 	

+ 


S
cell

dr [ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r)] ϕ(r),
(.)

where the integration are now over the interior of a single cell. ¿is first term of
Eq. (.) denotes the entropy of the micro-ions in the system; note that the dif-
fusive equilibrium of the salt-ions with the reservoir has been taken into account
here by inserting the chemical potential µ�,res = kBT ln[csΛ�], with Λ� the ther-
mal wavelength of the positive and negative ions. ¿e second term of the func-
tional (.) denotes the electrostatic interactions between the constituents of the
cell. ¿e charge of the colloids is given by q(r) = −(Z~πa)δ(r − a), and the
(dimensionless) electric potential in the cell was defined in Eq. (.).

By exploiting Poisson’s and Boltzmann’s equations, the cell grand potential of
Eq. (.) can be written in the form

βΩWSC = Q
α=�

πS
R

a
dr r �ρα(r) �ln � ρα(r)

cs
	 − � + [ϕ′c(r)]

λB
¡ (.)

= − Z

ϕ(a) + πcs S R

a
dr r �ϕc(r) sinhϕc(r) −  coshϕ(r)� ,

See for example Ref. [] for a rigorous derivation of this grand potential. From the
effective Hamiltonian (.), we calculate the free energy F of the cell model, which
takes the simple form F = Fid+NΩWSC. From the free energy, the osmotic pressure
Π = −(dF)~(dV) and the inverse osmotic compressibility χ− = (dΠ)~(dn) (and
other thermodynamic quantities) can be calculated.

¿e free energy F as determined from Eq. (.) is a convex function of the
colloid density n, and therefore χ A  and no spinodal instabilities are possible
in the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model. Many studies have been performed on the
phase behavior in the Poisson–Boltzmann cellmodel [, , ], and it is generally
agreed upon that, for the reason cited above, no gas–liquid coexistence is possible
in the cell model.

. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have given a brief review of the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model.
¿e Poisson–Boltzmann equation was solved inside a spherically symmetric cell,
and we defined the Alexander effective charge. ¿e Poisson–Boltzmann cell model
does not give rise to any spinodal instability.
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CHAPTER
Volume terms for charged

colloids: a grand-canonical

treatment

Abstract

We present a study of thermodynamic properties of suspensions of charged colloids on
the basis of linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory. We calculate the effective Hamiltonian of
the colloids by integrating out the ionic degrees of freedom grand-canonically. ¿is proce-
dure not only yields the well-known pairwise screened-Coulomb interaction between the
colloids, but also additional volume terms which affect the phase behavior and the thermo-
dynamic properties such as the osmotic pressure. ¿ese calculations are greatly facilitated
by the grand-canonical character of our treatment of the ions, and allow for relatively fast
computations compared to earlier studies in the canonical ensemble. Moreover, the present
derivation of the volume terms are relatively simple, make a direct connection with Donnan
equilibrium, yield an explicit expression for the effective screening constant, and allow for
extensions to include, for instance, nonlinear effects.

. Introduction

In this chapter we will focus on a description of effective interactions (or the effec-
tive Hamiltonian) in bulk suspensions of charged colloids within linear Poisson–
Boltzmann theory. As we will see below, and already touched upon in Chapter ,
these linear Poisson–Boltzmann theories result in density-dependent pair interac-
tions and volume terms.
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In the past few years, many studies haven been performed of this linear theory
[, , , ]. ¿ere are, however, several reasons to revisit these studies. First of
all, they are o en formulated in the canonical ensemble (fixed ion concentrations),
which not only obscures its close relationship with the classical Donnan theory for
colloidal suspensions [, ], but also unnecessarily complicates the numerical
calculation of phase diagrams.

Moreover, and more importantly, the derivation of the explicit expressions for
the total free energy was perhaps not very transparent in Refs. [, ], and may
have hindered extensions of the theory to include, for instance, charge renormal-
ization or regulation. ¿is nonlinear effect was first studied in a cell geometry [],
and, more recently, in a jellium-like model [, ]. In both of those models, the
nonlinear character of the theory is retained, while its complicated multi-centered
nature is replaced by a radially symmetric structure. ¿e effective colloidal charge
Z� that appears in the prefactor of the  repulsions, is then reduced from its
bare value Z due to a tightly adsorbed layer of counter-ions in the vicinity of the
colloidal surface. ¿is effect is important when ZλB~a Q  [, , , , ],
and therefore casts serious doubt [] on the predictions of the gas–liquid and
gas–crystal transitions in e.g. Refs. [, , ] since large values of Z were needed
to have the transitions [, ]. If one now realizes that Z� depends on n and κ̃(n),
as was shown in e.g. Ref. [], it is easy to imagine that the volume terms are af-
fected non-trivially by charge renormalization similarly as by the n-dependence
of the screening parameter. It is therefore important to be able to include this ef-
fect into volume-term-type theories, and hence to reformulate these theories as
transparently as possible.

In order to be able to address all these issues, we revisit the purely linear screen-
ing theory with volume terms in this chapter. Its nonlinear extension to include
charge renormalization will be discussed in Chapter . ¿e present chapter is or-
ganized as follows. In section . we calculate H by minimizing the mean-field
grand potential functional of the ions, whereby explicit expression for the density-
dependent screening parameter, the Donnan potential, and the Donnan effect are
obtained as intermediate results. In section . we consider the thermodynamics
of the suspension, in particular the free energy and the osmotic pressure, with a
few interesting canceling contributions. In section . we calculate a few phase
diagrams. We conclude and summarize in section ..

It turns out, aswewill show in this chapter, that at least some of these shortcom-
ings and drawbacks of working in the canonical ensemble can be li ed by treating
the anions and cations grand-canonically.

. ¿e grand potential Ω

In this section, we calculate the grand potentialΩ as defined in Eqs. (.) and (.).
Although the general structure of the linear theory is similar to that of the gen-
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eral Poisson–Boltzmann theory of Chapter , we rewrite the expression (.) in a
slightly different form in the current chapter for reasons of convenience.

.. Density functional

We consider a suspension of N hard, spherical colloids of radius a, mass m, fixed
charge −Ze and density n = N~V in a continuous background solvent, which is
characterized by the Bjerrum length λB = e~kBT , with −e the electron charge, kB
Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. ¿e system is in diffusive equilib-
rium with a salt reservoir of inverse temperature β = ~kBT ; the reservoir contains
monovalent, point-like salt ions with pair density cs. ¿is gives rise to (yet to be
determined) concentrations ρ�(r) of positive and negative ions in the suspension.

¿e cations and anions experience external potentials U+(r) and U−(r), re-
spectively, due to the Coulomb and excluded volume interactions with a fixed con-
figuration �R� of colloidal particles. ¿ese potentials are explicitly given by

U�(r) = N

Q
i=
Vc�(SRi − rS) (.)

where the colloid–ion pair potentialsVc�(r)were defined in Eq. (.). We can now
write the grand-potential functional within a simple mean-field approximation as

Ω[ρ+, ρ−] = Ωid[ρ+] +Ωid[ρ−] + e
є S drdr′

ρ(r)ρ(r′)Sr − r′S
+ S dr �ρ+(r)U+(r) + ρ−(r)U−(r)�, (.)

where we defined the ion charge density ρ(r) = ρ+(r) − ρ−(r), and where the
ideal-gas grand potential functional can be written as

Ωid[ρ�] = S dr ρ�(r)� − µ� + kBT� ln ρ�(r)Λ
� − ��

= kBT S dr ρ�(r)� ln ρ�(r)
cs
− �. (.)

Here we have substituted the identity µ� = kBT ln csΛ

�.

¿e Euler–Lagrange equations δΩ~δρ�(r) =  that follow from Eq. (.), can
be cast, for r outside a colloidal hard core, into the form ρ�(r) = cs exp[�ϕ(r)].
¿e dimensionless potential ϕ(r) must then satisfy the nonlinear multi-centered
Poisson–Boltzmann equation []

∇ϕ(r) = κ sinhϕ(r) − ZλB
a

N

Q
i=

δ(Sr − Ri S − a), (.)

where δ(r) is the Dirac-delta. Unfortunately, no analytical solution to Eq. (.)
is known for the multi-centered geometry of interest here. Even solving Eq. (.)
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numerically is far from trivial, and requires a serious computational effort [, ,
, , , ].

For this reasonwewill firstmake further approximations to the functional, and
then perform its minimization a erwards. ¿e main approximation involves the
expansion, up to quadratic order, of the ideal-gas grand potential terms about the,
as of yet unknown, ion densities ρ̄�, such that ρ�(r) − ρ̄� are considered to be the
“small” expansion parameters. ¿is expansion yields Ωid[ρ�] � Ω′id[ρ�] with

βΩ′id[ρ�] = ρ̄�� ln ρ̄�
cs
− �V + ln ρ̄�

cs
S dr (ρ�(r) − ρ̄�)

+ 

ρ̄�
S dr �ρ�(r) − ρ̄�� . (.)

In principle, this expansion holds for arbitrary ρ̄�, but later on we will choose ρ̄�
to be equal to the average ion concentrations in the system, such that R dr (ρ�(r)−
ρ̄�) = , i.e. V ρ̄� = N� is the number of ions in the suspension. As will be shown
below, this linearization corresponds to a linearization of Eq. (.) about ϕ(r) = ϕ̄
with ϕ̄ the Donnan potential. ¿is is in line with Ref. [].

It turns out to be convenient, and necessary, to rewrite the external potentials
U�(r) for the ions such that U�(r) = �V(r) +W(r), where we defined the elec-
trostatic potential (due to the colloids) V(r) = Pi v(Sr − Ri S) and the hard-core
potentialW(r) = Pi w(Sr − Ri S), with

βv(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
βv r < a;
−ZλB~r r A a, (.a)

and

βw(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
βw r < a;
 r A a. (.b)

Although in an exact theory the hard-core parameters βv and βw would be infi-
nite, we approximate them by finite values in the current theory. As we will show
below, these finite values are necessary and sufficient to ensure, within the lin-
earized theory, a vanishing ion density in the colloidal hard cores.

Collecting the results we can write the approximate grand-potential functional
as

Ω[ρ+, ρ−] = Ω′id[ρ+] +Ω′id[ρ−] + eє S drdr′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)Sr − r′S

+ S dr�ρ(r)V(r) + �ρ+(r) + ρ−(r)�W(r)�, (.)

which is minimized by those (equilibrium) profiles that satisfy the Euler–Lagrange
equations

ln
ρ̄�
cs
+ ρ�(r) − ρ̄�

ρ̄�
� ϕ(r) + βW(r) = . (.)
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Here we introduced the (dimensionless) electrostatic potential ϕ(r), given by
ϕ(r) = λB S dr′

ρ(r′)Sr − r′S + βV(r). (.)

.. Equilibrium profiles and Donnan equilibrium

We leave the hard-core parameters v andw undetermined for now, and start the
analysis of the Euler–Lagrange equations by integrating Eq. (.) over the volume.
At the same time, we impose that R dr [ρ�(r)− ρ̄�] = , i.e. we choose ρ̄� such that
it is the actual average ion density in the suspension. A er rearrangement, we find
that

ρ̄� = cs exp[�ϕ̄ − ηβw], (.)

where ϕ̄ = R dr ϕ(r)~V is the spatially averaged electric potential, i.e. the Don-
nan potential. Since global charge neutrality imposes that ρ̄+ − ρ̄− = Zn, we can
conclude from Eq. (.) that the Donnan potential satisfies

sinh ϕ̄ = −Zn
cs

exp[ηβw], (.)

which reduces to the usual Donnan expressions in the point-colloid limit η � 
(see Section . and Refs. [, ]). Combining Eq. (.) with (.) yields

ρ̄� = 

�»(Zn) + (cs) exp(−ηβw) � Zn� , (.)

which explicitly relates the salt concentration in the suspension to the colloid den-
sity and the salt reservoir concentration, provided the parameter w is known.

Using these relations for ϕ̄ and ρ̄� we consider two specific linear combinations
of the Euler–Lagrange equations, and rewrite Eqs. (.) as

ρ+(r)
ρ̄+
+ ρ−(r)

ρ̄−
−  = −  (βW(r) − ηβw) ; (.a)

ρ(r) − ρ̄ = − (ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)(ϕ(r) − ϕ̄)
− ρ̄ (βW(r) − ηβw) , (.b)

where we defined the short-hand notation ρ̄ = ρ̄+ − ρ̄− = Zn for the overall ionic
charge density. ¿is particular linear combination was chosen, because (i) the
charge density is the physical quantity of interest here, and (ii) the electric potential
is decoupled from the “charge-neutral” density.

It is straightforward to solve the “hard-core” linear combination, Eq. (.a).
Imposing that ρ+(r)~ρ̄++ ρ−(r)~ρ̄− � within the hard-core of any of the colloids
(i.e. whereverW(r) = w) yields a value for the hard-core parameter,

βw = 

 − η , (.)
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whereas outside any of the colloidal hard core positions we have

ρ+(r)
ρ̄+
+ ρ−(r)

ρ̄−
= 

 − η . (.)

¿e solution of the “charge” linear combination, Eq. (.b), ismost straightfor-
wardly found by Fourier transformation. For an arbitrary function f (r) we define
and denote the Fourier transform as fk = R dr f (r) exp(ik ë r). One easily checks
from equation (.b) that

ρk =(π) �ρ̄ + (ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)ϕ̄ + ρ̄ηβw� δ(k)
− (ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)ϕk − ρ̄Wk ,

(.)

where we have from Eq. (.b) that

Wk = πaw

k
� sin(ka)

ka
− cos(ka)� N

Q
j=
e ikëR j , (.)

and from Eqs. (.) and (.a) that

ϕk =πλB ρk
k
− πa

k

N

Q
j=

exp(ik ëR j)
� ��βv + Z λB

a
� cos ka − βv sin ka

ka
  .

(.)

Equations (.) and (.) are two linear equations in the unknowns ϕk and ρk,
which can be solved straightforwardly. Fixing the remaining hard-core parameter
v to

βv = −Z κ̄λB
 + κ̄a + βw

ρ̄+ − ρ̄−
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− , (.)

we find that the charge density is given by

ρk =(π) � ρ̄

 − η + (ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)ϕ̄¡ k

k + κ̄ δ(k)
+ Z

 + κ̄a
cos ka + κ̄

k
sin ka

 + k~κ̄ Q
j

e ikëR j ,

(.)

where the effective Debye screening parameter is defined as

κ̄ �»πλB(ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)
=
»
πλB �(Zn) + (cs exp[−η~( − η)])�~ . (.)
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F . — Total ion concentration ρ̄+ + ρ̄− (a) and concentration of added salt ρ̄− (b)
as a function of the colloid packing fraction for different reservoir concentrations, using
the expressions of Eq. (.) and (.). ¿e colloidal charge and radius are Z =  and a =
.nm, respectively, and the solvent is ethanol at room temperature such that λB = .nm.
¿is matches the parameters from the experiments by Raşa et al []. ¿e asymptote in the
top figure matches the Zn Q cs limit ρ̄+ + ρ̄− � Zn of Eq. (.).
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Herewe used Eqs. (.), (.), and (.) in rewriting the first into the second line.
Note that the factor exp[−η~( − η)] that appears in Eq. (.) can be accurately
represented by ( − η), with a relative deviation less than . for η < . and less
than . for η < ..

¿e first term in expression (.) is of the form� kδ(k) and does not con-
tribute to the charge density (.). It does, however, contribute to the electric
potential ϕ(r) though the first term of Eq. (.), as we will see below.

¿e real space representation of the charge density is a multi-centered sum
ρ(r) = Pi ρ(Sr−Ri S), where the one-particle density profiles (the “orbitals”) have
the usual  form [, ]:

ρ(r) =
¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
 r < a;
Zκ̄

π

exp(κ̄a)
 + κ̄a

exp(−κ̄r)
r

r A a. (.)

We note that the vanishing of ρ(r) inside the colloidal hard core is a direct con-
sequence of our particular choice for v given by Eq. (.); other choices for v
would have yielded a finite ion charge density inside the hard core. Note also that
themulti-centered charge density ρ(r) is not vanishingwithin the hard cores, since
the exponential tail of the orbital centered around colloid i penetrates the hard core
of all the other colloids j x i.

By inserting Eq. (.) into (.), explicit expressions for the average concen-
trations ρ̄� of ions in the suspension are obtained as a function of the colloid den-
sity n, colloid charge Z, and the reservoir concentration cs — this was already
used to obtain Eq. (.). ¿ese expressions reduce, in the limit of point-like col-
loids (for which η = ) to the standard expressions for the Donnan effect [, ].

¿is effect is illustrated in Fig. ., where we plot the total ion concentration
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− in (a), and the concentration of added salt ρ̄− = ρ̄+ + ρ̄− − Zn in (b), on
the basis of our expressions for ρ̄�. ¿e parameters are close to those of the exper-
iments by Raşa et al. [, ]: Z = , λB = .nm, and a = .nm (ethanol).
¿e reservoir salt concentration equals the η =  limit of each of the curves, and
the crossover from the low-η plateau to the high-η linear part corresponds to the
crossover from added-salt dominance to counter-ion dominance. Note the expul-
sion of added salt back into the reservoir at high η in (b). An important aspect of
these intermediate results is that the screening parameter κ̄ increases with n essen-
tially�ºZn in the counter-ion-dominated regime (which may occur at packing
fractions as low as η � − if cs � µM).

As we have now solved the Euler–Lagrange equations (.) for the two linear
combinations ρ+(r)~ρ̄+ + ρ−(r)~ρ̄− and ρ+(r) − ρ−(r), it is straightforward to
disentangle the equilibrium profiles and obtain the profiles ρ�(r) of the two ionic
species separately.

It is important to realize, however, that these results depend on the particular
choice that we have made for the hard-core potentials in Eqs. (.a) and (.b).
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Different choices for these hard-core potentials lead to other, non-equivalent min-
ima of the grand-potential. For instance, instead of U�(r) = �V(r) +W(r), we
could have considered the choice U�(r) = �V(r) + ρ̄�W(r)~(ρ̄+ + ρ̄−), which,
with βv = −Zκ̄λB~( + κ̄a) and βw = ~( − η) would lead to a vanishing ρ(r)
and ρ+(r)~ρ̄+ + ρ−(r)~ρ̄− inside the hard cores. ¿is choice was actually made in
Refs. [, ], and leads to similar, but not identical results for the effective Hamil-
tonian — see Appendix A..

.. ¿e minimum of the functional

In Appendix A., we derive the equilibrium grand potential Ω by insertion of our
solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations (.a) and (.b) into the functional
(.). ¿e effective interaction Hamiltonian H =Hcc +Ω then takes the form

H(�R�,N ,V , cs) =Φ(V , n, cs) + N

Q
i< j

V ′ (R i j; n, cs). (.)

¿e first term Φ, is independent of the colloidal coordinates Ri , and is called the
“volume term” as it is a density-dependent, extensive thermodynamic quantity that
scales with the volume of the system. ¿e second term of Eq. (.) is a pairwise
sum that does depend on the colloidal coordinates (and on the density n). For later
convenience we decompose the volume term as Φ = ΦD +Φ, with the so-called
“Donnan” term defined by

βΦD

V
=Q
�

ρ̄� �ln ρ̄�
cs
− � , (.)

and the other term by

βΦ

V
= − 



(Zn)
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− +

η

 − η
ρ̄+ ρ̄−
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− −

n



Zκ̄λB
 + κ̄a . (.)

In Section .. below, wewill see thatΦD, which takes the formof ideal-gas contri-
butions, accounts for the Donnan equation of state (except for the colloidal ideal
gas contribution); hence the nomenclature. ¿e term Φ appears as an electro-
static (and hard-core) free energy contribution. ¿is separation is slightly mis-
leading, however, since the two terms both depend on n and Z through the ex-
pressions (.) and (.), which stem from theDonnan potential (.) and hence
from the balance between electrostatics and entropy.

¿e effective pair potential between the colloids, V ′ (R i j), that appears in the
second term of Eq. (.), is given by

βV ′ (r) =
¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
ª r < a;
( + Γ)Z

AλB
exp(−κ̄r)

r
r A a, (.)
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F . — ¿e factor Γ of Eq. (.) as a function of κ̄a and η. For all parameters,
Γ  , so it can safely be neglected in Eq. (.).

with the -charge given by ZA = Z exp(κ̄a)~( + κ̄a), and with the parameter
Γ defined by

Γ = π

 − η
n

κ̄
�( + κ̄a)e−κ̄a + (κ̄a) − � , (.)

¿e effective pair interaction V ′ (r) is very similar to the traditional  poten-
tial V(r) of Eq. (.), but with two important differences. ¿e first difference
involves the screening parameter κ̄, defined in Eq. (.), in V ′(r), which is to be
contrasted with the reservoir screening parameter κ in V(r). ¿e second differ-
ence is that the amplitude of V ′ (r) is enhanced compared to V(r) by a factor( + Γ). ¿is can be traced back to our particular choice of linear combinations of
density profiles that we used to solve the Euler–Lagrange equations.

In Figure . we plot Γ as a function of the screening parameter κ̄a for sev-
eral values of the packing fraction η. ¿e plot shows that Γ   for essentially all
packing fractions of interest here. Moreover, one can also show that Γ �  if the
hard-core potentials are defined as U(r) = V(r) + ρ̄�W(r)~(ρ̄+ + ρ̄−) instead of
the definition used here. ¿is latter choice does not affect any of the volume terms,
but does involve another choice for v and w, and does change the expression of
ϕ̄ (see Appendix A.). For these two reasons we set Γ �  in the remainder of the
chapter.
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¿e so-called volume terms ΦD and Φ are very similar to their canonical
counterparts that were derived in Ref. []. ¿e main difference is that the present
volume term includes the term −R dr �µ+ρ+(r) + µ−ρ−(r)� due to the grand-
canonical character of our calculations. ¿is leads to another difference, since one
should now view the Hamiltonian H as a function of n and the reservoir salt con-
centrations cs, i.e. one should take the dependence of Φ on ρ̄� and κ̄ as a depen-
dence on cs and n throughEqs. (.) and (.). It is the nontrivial (and nonlinear)
dependence of βΦD~V and βΦ~V on the colloid density n, at fixed cs, that is re-
sponsible for interesting thermodynamic effects, as we will see below.

. ¿ermodynamics

.. Free energy

As we have now found the functional form (.) for the effective Hamiltonian of
the colloids, we are ready to calculate the corresponding free energy F(N ,V , T , cs)
defined just below Eq. (.). From this the other thermodynamic quantities follow.
Since the volume terms in (.) are independent of the coordinates of the colloids,
we can factor out their Boltzmann weights and write

exp(−βF) = exp[−βΦ]trc exp <@@@@>−β
N

Q
i< j

V(R i j)=AAAA? . (.)

¿is can be rewritten as

F = ΦD +Φ + Fid + Fexc , (.)

with ΦD and Φ defined in Eq. (.), with the colloidal ideal-gas free energy

Fid = NkBT� ln(nV) − �, (.)

with V an irrelevant volume that account for the kinetic energy and the internal
partition function of the colloidal particles. ¿e term Fexc is the non-ideal (excess)
free energy due to the colloid-colloid pair interactions (.). Here we calculate
Fexc variationally, using the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality [, , , ]. In-
troducing the excess free energy F(ref )

exc of a so-called reference system of volume V
that containsN particles with any pair interactionV (ref )(R i j), we approximate the
excess free energy Fexc of our system of interest here with

Fexc � min

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤F
(ref )
exc + dQ

i< j
�V(R i j) − V (ref )(R i j)�i

ref

£̈̈§̈̈¥ , (.)

where `. . . eref denotes a thermodynamic average that is to be evaluated in the ref-
erence system, and the minimum is to be performed over a suitably chosen free
parameter of the reference system. ¿is procedure is explained in more detail in
Appendix C.
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.. Osmotic pressure

¿eosmotic pressureΠ = P−cskT of the suspension under consideration follows
from P = −∂F~∂V at fixed N and cs. We can therefore use our expression for F
given in Eq. (.) to obtain Π(n, cs) explicitly as

Π = ΠD +Π +Πid +Πexc (.)

with ΠD = −cskBT − (∂ΦD~∂V), the Van ’t Hoff (ideal-gas) contribution Πid =
−(∂Fid~∂V) = nkBT , the excess pressure Πexc = −(∂Fexc~∂V), and the remaining
term Π = −(∂Φ~∂V). Explicit general expressions for ΠD, Π, and Πexc can of
course be given on the basis of Eqs. (.), (.), and e.g. (.), respectively, but
it turns out to be instructive to focus on these expressions in the limit of point-
colloids with radius a =  (such that η = ): this reduces the algebra and allows for
an interesting illustration of cancellations of some of the electrostatic contributions
to the osmotic pressureΠ. We stress, however, that we used the full expressions in
our numerical calculations presented below.

In the point-colloid limit we have

βΠD = − cs + ρ̄+ + ρ̄−
= − cs +

»(Zn) + (cs)
=
¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
(Zn)
cs

+O(n) Zn  cs

Zn − cs +O(cs ) Zn Q cs ,

(.)

and a little tedious but straightforward algebra yields

βΠ =
¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¤
−(Zn)

cs
+O(n) Zn  cs

−bn~ +O(cs ) Zn Q cs ,

(.)

with a coefficient b = ºZπλBZλB~. We focus first on the low-density/high-salt
regime Zn  cs, and then on the opposite regime.

¿e expressions (.) and (.) show a cancellation of the dominant term in
the regime Zn  cs, such that in this regime Π � Πid + Πexc, i.e. the pressure is
actually the pressure of the effective one-component system described by the pair-
wise screened-Coulomb Hamiltonian. Interestingly, however, one can also write
the virial expansion βFexc~V = B(κ̄)n +O(n) in this regime, where the second
virial coefficient [] is

B(κ̄) = 


S dr � − exp[−βV ′(r)]�, (.)

with the colloidal pair potential V ′ (r) defined in Eq. (.). In the limit of weak
interactions, the exponent in Eq. (.) can be linearized with the result that B =
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Z~cs for point-colloids. ¿is means that βΠexc � (Zn)~cs � βΠD, and hence
that the pressure can also be approximated by the Donnan expression Π � Πid +
ΠD . In otherwords, on the basis of this simple analysis one expects “reliable” results
for the pressure (and hence for the thermodynamics) in the regime Zn  cs
by taking either the full four-term expression (.) for Π, or the two two-term
expressions Πid +ΠD and Πid +Πexc, but not any other combination. ¿is will be
confirmed by our numerical results below.

¿e situation is a bit more complicated in the opposite low-salt regime cs 
Zn, since then (i) no cancellations take place and (ii) the virial expansion for Fexc
breaks down because of the long-range character of the unscreened-Coulomb in-
teractions.

As a simple approximation for highly charged particles (specifically, particles
for which ZλB~a Q ), the pair correlation function gd(r) can be set to gd(r) = 
for r A� n−~~ and to  otherwise. One can then show that the lowest order contri-

bution to the excess pressure takes the form βΠexc = −b′n~ with b′ = πZλB~.
Note that this contribution to the pressure is negative; this is caused by the counter-
ions dominating the screening. In this regime, the screening length scales as �
n−~, while the inter-particle distance grows as n−~, causing the repulsions to
decrease with increasing density, accounting for the negative contribution to the
pressure. We find the asymptotic low-salt result

βΠ = ( + Z)n − b′n~ − bn~ , (.)

which contains Donnan, colloidal pair, and Debye-Hückel-like contributions. ¿e
prefactors of the fractional powers would change if a proper Güntelberg charg-
ing process would have been performed [], but the present analysis is good
enough to capture the spinodal instability that is now well-known to be realistic
for primitive model systems at sufficiently strong coupling (low enough tempera-
ture) [, , , , , , ]. On this basis one could expect that the present
theory predicts phase-separation in low-salt colloidal suspensions. Within the full
theory for F we indeed find this phenomenon in the next section.

We now illustrate our results for the osmotic pressure by numerically compar-
ing the theoretically predicted values to experimental measurements in Figure ..
¿e experimental system is an ethanol suspension of colloidal silica-spheres, for
whichΠ(n)was determined by integration of the measured density profile in sed-
imentation equilibrium [, ]. ¿e system parameters are Z = , cs =  µM,
λB = . nm and a = . nm. Since ZλB~a �  we do not expect too much
charge renormalization, and as Zn~cs � . at the highest density considered
here (η = .), this experiment is expected to be in the high-salt regime where
not only the full expression (.) for Π but also both the one-component expres-
sions Π � Πid + Πexc and the Donnan expression Π � Πid + ΠD are expected to
“work” with reasonable accuracy.

¿is is to some extent confirmed by Fig. ., where themeasured osmotic pres-
sure is in quantitative agreement with two of the three theoretical versions at low
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Πid +ΠD

Πid +Πexc

Πid +Πexc +ΠD +Π
β
Π
~n

experiments

η

F . — Equation of state compared to the experiments of Raşa et al [], described
by the parameters Z =  for the colloidal charge, a~λB = . for the radius-to-Bjerrum
length ratio, and cs =  µM for the reservoir salt concentration. Shown are the experimen-
tal data (crosses), a one-component system (dotted), theDonnan theory (dashed), and
our full linear theory (solid line). Two of the three theoretical curves describe the experi-
mental curves accurately for η <� ., the Donnan theory is less accurate although still
qualitatively reasonable in this regime.

packing fractions η <� . or so; the Donnan pressure is less accurate. At higher
densities the different theoretical curves deviate from each other (and from the ex-
periment), with the one-component result Πid + Πexc being closest to the actual
experiment. A word of caution is appropriate here, however, since recent work
by Biesheuvel indicates that charge regularization is relevant in the present sys-
tem, i.e. the bare colloidal charge Z is not a constant but decreases with density,
with significant deviations of the low-density charge being predicted for η A� .
[]. ¿is is rather precisely the regime where the theories begin to deviate from
the experiment.

From the fact that the one-component osmotic pressure Π = Πid + Πexc de-
scribes the experimental data rather accurately, one may conclude that the experi-
mentally found “inflated” profiles of Ref. [] do not necessarily require theories
such as those of Ref. [], where a three-component mixture (cations, anions, and
colloids) under gravity gives rise to an ion-entropy-induced self-consistent electric
field that li s the colloids to higher altitudes than expected on the basis of gravity
alone. ¿e equation of state (.)–(.) suggests that an alternative description
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Eq. (.)
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Simulations

β
Π
~(
Z
+
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n

η

F . — Equation of state (compressibility factor) compared to the computer simu-
lation of Ref. [], where Z =  and a~λB = .. Shown are the simulation data from []
(crosses), the pressure Π from our full linear theory (solid line), the approximate low-salt
expression (.) (dotted), and the pairwise one-component resultΠid+Πexc (dashed). ¿e
theoretical curves are based on the reservoir salt concentration cs = − M, which is low
enough to ensure an essentially vanishing co-ion concentration in all state points shown
here.

could be given, based on hydrostatic equilibrium of an effective one-component
system of colloidal spheres with pairwise screened-Coulomb repulsions only. ¿e
latter picture is not in contradiction with the existence of the electric field, since
the density variation with height implies a variation of the Donnan potential with
height through Eq. (.). ¿e two pictures are, in this sense, merely two sides of
the same coin, at least on length scales beyond which the local density approxima-
tion that underlies the one-component theory is valid. On smaller length scales the
source of this electric field involves deviations from local charge neutrality, which
cannot be described by hydrostatic equilibrium and a bulk equation of state alone.

¿e other experimental system for which we calculate the osmotic pressure is
one of the systems that Linse studied byMonte Carlo simulations in Ref. []. ¿is
system is free of added salt, contains colloids with a charge Z =  and a radius-to-
Bjerrum length parameter of a~λB = . for monovalent ions (in the notation of
Ref. [] the coupling parameter is ΓII = .). ¿e simulated results are shown
in Figure ., together with three versions of the present theory. It is clear that
the major contribution to the osmotic compressibility factor originates from the
pressure Πid + ΠD � (Z + )n, which, exceeds the one-component combination
Πid +Πexc by at least an order of magnitude for the given parameters and η < ..
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¿e decrease of βΠ~n for η <� . is due to the contribution Π . Our calcu-
lated pressure describes the simulation data quite well, showing that volume terms
may give a pronounced contribution to the thermodynamic properties of low-salt
suspensions, while the pairwise -picture without volume terms breaks down
qualitatively. We note, finally, that the expression (.) for the pressure in the limit
of point-colloids can be seen to describe the low-density behavior of βΠ~n with n
as predicted by the full theory and the simulations well.

. Phase diagrams

From the free energy per unit volume f (n) = F~V at fixed cs, we calculate the
chemical potential and the pressure, and we impose the usual conditions of ther-
modynamic equilibrium (.) to find a phase-equilibrium. We already mentioned
that this is numericallymuch less involved than in the canonical calculations of e.g.
Ref. []. We merely illustrate the feasibility of these calculations here by showing
two phase diagrams, for a particular Z, a, and λB. In Chapter , wewill fully exploit
the relative simplicity of the grand-canonical formulation of the theory by “scan-
ning” the full parameter space (Z , λB~a), including a generalization of the present
theory to include charge renormalization.

¿e first set of parameters that we consider is Z = , a =  nm, and λB =
. nm, which corresponds to the experiments of Ref. []. ¿e phase diagram
that follows from the present theory is displayed in Figure ., and shows phase
coexistence with a large density gap at cs <�  µM, and only a very small density
gap at higher cs. At a salt concentrations of about . µM, a liquid–solid–solid
triple point occurs (denoted by � in Fig. .), and at . µM a solid–solid critical
point is located (denoted by j in the figure). Although somewhat difficult to see
in this picture, there is no lower critical point.

¿e phase diagram of Fig. . is pretty similar to the one calculated in Ref. []
using the canonical version of the theory, but with a few substantial differences.
¿e canonical theory, for instance, does not find any solid–solid coexistence, nor
does it find a triple point for these parameters. Also the canonical theory predicts
a lower critical point, while the current grand-canonical version of the theory does
not. Despite these differences the main phenomenon is shared that at low salinity
cs <�  µM a density gap opens up.

¿e physical mechanism for these demixing transitions is identical to the ones
explained in Refs. [, , ]: the self energy of the double layers, as represented
by the third contribution to the volume term Φ in Eq. (.), drives a spinodal
instability at low enough cs, even though the pair interactions are purely repulsive.
¿e underlying physical mechanism is the cohesive energy stabilizing the dense
phase, stemming from the decrease of the double layers thickness κ̄− upon in-
creasing the colloid density: this effect brings the charge in the diffuse double layer
closer to the oppositely charged colloidal surface. ¿is mechanism is very simi-
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F . — Phase diagram for a colloidal suspension as a function of colloidal pack-
ing fraction η and reservoir salt concentration cs . ¿e colloidal radius and charge are
a =  nm and Z = , and the solvent is water at room temperature such that the Bjer-
rum length is λB = . nm. ¿e solid lines denote fluid–solid and solid–solid binodals, and
the dotted line shows the underlying metastable gas–liquid binodal. ¿e fluid–solid–solid
triple point is denoted by �, and the solid–solid critical point by j.

lar to the one that causes gas–liquid demixing in the restrictive primitive model
according to Debye–Hückel theory [, ].

A word of caution is appropriate here: given that ZλB~a � , one expects
a substantial renormalization of the charge within nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann
theory for this system, and hence a reduction of the tendency to demix. Whether
or not this mechanism for phase separation remains strong enough to yield a large
density gap in the phase diagram if charge renormalization is taken into account,
will be investigated in Chapter .

¿e second phase diagram that we present here is for the parameters of the
experiments of Monovoukas and Gast [], where Z = , a = . nm, and
λB = . nm. We examine the parameters of this experiment, because the exper-
iments reveal a significant density gap, by a factor of three, between the coexisting
fluid and solid phases at salinity of the order of  µM. Such a large density gap
cannot be explained by the  pair potential alone, and hence we investigate
here to what extent the volume terms may account for this effect.

¿e phase diagram, shown in η–ρ̄− representation in Fig. ., shows the experi-
mental points and three fluid–solid binodals based on the present theory. As the re-
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F . — Phase diagrams for the parameters of the experiment by
Monovoukas and Gast []. ¿e Bjerrum length for this system is λB = . nm

and the particle radius is a = . nm. ¿e data points plotted here correspond to the
samples for which a fluid–solid phase separation was observed in Ref. []. ¿e solid
line is a binodal for a one-component  system, the dashed line denotes the phase
boundaries for our full linear theory for a charge of Z = . ¿e dotted line gives the
phase boundary for the same full linear theory, but with a lower charge Z = .

sults of Ref. [] seem to be independent of the concentration of added salt for salt
concentration lower than approximately  µM, we assumed an extra background
salt concentration of  µM for the experimental points. Note that this representa-
tion of the phase diagram, with the vertical axis representing the concentration of
added salt instead of the reservoir concentration, is such that the tie-lines (which
have been omitted for clarity) are no longer horizontal as in the η–cs representa-
tion, but instead tilted to lower ρ̄− at higher η due to the Donnan effect (see also
Fig. .).

¿e first binodal in Fig. . is the one based on the ideal and excess part of F
only, i.e. we assume thatΦ andΦD vanish (or more accurately: the volume terms
are assumed to be merely linear in N and V and do therefore not affect the phase
diagram). Although this binodal gives a fair representation of the experimental
points (probably this is how Z =  was chosen), it does not capture the large
density gap. ¿e second binodal is based on the full expression for F , including
the volume terms, with Z = . We find an enormous density gap that is much
larger than experimentally observed, and that extends to unreasonably high salt
concentrations. ¿e third binodal is also based on our expression for F with vol-
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ume terms, but now for a smaller charge Z = . Interestingly, this choice gives
a density-gap at fluid–solid coexistence in the right salt concentration regime, but
the magnitude of the gap is still much bigger than experimentally observed. ¿e
reduction of the charge from Z =  to Z =  may give a rough idea of the
effect of charge renormalization, and shows that this nonlinear effect reduces the
tendency to demix considerably. ¿eories for charge renormalization [, ] show
that the renormalized charge is actually not a constant but depends on the screen-
ing parameter and the density; the present value Z =  corresponds to the dilute
limit value at κa � ., i.e. at cs �  µM, and is fixed here for simplicity. We ex-
pect this to be a reasonable lower limit for the renormalized charge in the region
in which the phase-separation occurs. Also this system will be investigated within
a nonlinear version of Poisson–Boltzmann theory in Chapter .

. Conclusion

We have reformulated and re-derived the volume term theory for suspensions of
charged colloids [, ]. Our present derivation should be more transparent than
the original one, for instance because we can now avoid the extra parameter λ
that regulates the Coulomb potential from ~r to exp(−λr)~r with λ �  only at
the end of the calculation. Moreover, the presently derived expressions should be
easier to use in numerical calculations of thermodynamic properties and phase
diagrams, because the ions are treated grand-canonically instead of canonically,
thereby assuring uniform chemical potential of the ions from the outset. Moreover,
a direct connection with Donnan theory is nowmade, with explicit expressions for
the Donnan potential and the ion concentration in the system. In the next chapters
wewill fully exploit the computational advantages and extend the theory to include
charge renormalization.

We derived analytic expressions for the osmotic pressure in the point-colloid
limit for both the low-salinity and high-salinity limits. ¿e low-salinity limit of the
pressure was shown to correspond to the Donnan expression, while in the limit of
high salt concentrations the traditional results are recovered. ¿e present full
theory interpolates between these results, and gives a good account of measured
and simulated osmotic pressures in both regimes.

We also calculated two phase diagrams. ¿e first one matches the parameters
of Ref. [], and shows a similarly large phase-instability at low salinity, although
there are also a few substantial differences. ¿e second phase diagram matches
the parameters of the experiments by Monovoukas and Gast of Ref. [], where
an anomalously large density gap at fluid–solid coexistence was reported. Interest-
ingly, the present theory does predict a density gap at fluid–solid coexistence, but
its magnitude is much larger than experimentally observed. We stress, however,
that these phase diagrams are calculated in a regime where charge renormaliza-
tion cannot be ignored. ¿e relative transparency of the present derivation allows
to systematically include this nonlinear effect into the theory, as will be shown in
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Chapter .
¿e linear theory described in this chapter already shows, however, that volume

terms can affect the osmotic pressure of low-salt suspensions qualitatively, also in
regimeswhere charge renormalization and other nonlinear effects arenot expected
to be important.
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CHAPTER
Multi-centered non-linear

Poisson–Boltzmann theory

Abstract

In this chapter, we calculate the effective Hamiltonian and the resulting phase behavior
of highly charged colloidal spheres (valency Z and radius a) in a : electrolyte on the basis
of a multi-centered nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann theory. Our theory interpolates between
the spherically symmetric cell model for a single colloid and the multi-centered many-
body system, and it takes into account simultaneously the effects of charge-renormalization,
screened-Coulomb colloid–colloid interactions, and volume terms due to many-body ef-
fects. For many values of (Z , a), we calculated phase diagrams as a function of the colloid-
and salt-concentration, and we find a gas–liquid spinodal instability for ZλB~a A� , where
λB is the Bjerrum length. ¿is instability is connected to the undisputed gas–liquid insta-
bility of the primitive model with small valencies.

. Introduction

¿e Poisson–Boltzmann cell model divides the system into Wigner–Seitz cells,
each of which is approximated to be spherically symmetric and charge-neutral,
such that it suffices to solve the problem in one single cell only [, , ]. ¿is
approximation was reviewed in Chapter . It has been very successful in describ-
ing phenomena such as charge renormalization and the non-linear screening of
the colloid charges by counter-ions. Being a one-particle model, however, it does
not take into account any multi-body interactions between the colloids explicitly.

Linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory (see Chapter ), on the other hand, retains
the multi-body geometry of the system, at the expense of disposing of any non-
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linear behavior. Effects like charge renormalization [, ] andManning conden-
sation [, ] are therefore not described by the linear theories.

While both variations of Poisson–Boltzmann theory agree on the properties
of colloidal suspensions at high temperatures and high concentrations of added
salt (and thus high screening of the Coulomb-interactions between the colloids),
they disagree in the opposite, low-screening parameter regime. ¿e linear theories
predict gas–liquid and gas–solid phase instabilities with large density differences
between the coexisting phases (such as those in Figs. . and .) [, , , ,
]; cell models, on the other hand, predict that such suspensions should be stable
[, ]. Resulting from these discrepancies, there is an ongoing debate on the
question whether or not colloidal suspensions at low ionic strengths can phase
separate into a low-density gas and a high-density fluid or solid phase. ¿is debate
has been fed by some tentative experimental observations of such broad gas–liquid
or gas–solid coexistences [, , , ].

In this chapter, we present a new theory for colloidal suspensions, which be-
haves, in someway, as an interpolation between the Poisson–Boltzmann cellmodel
and linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory. By changing the size of the cell, we are able
to tune themodel in a continuous fashion between a purelymulti-body linear limit
and the pure non-linear cell limit. We therefore capture the best features of both
theories: nonlinear effects close to the colloidal surface and the effective interac-
tions for separated colloids.

. ¿e model

We consider a suspension of N hard, spherical colloids of radius a, mass m, fixed
charge −Ze and density n = N~V in a continuous background solvent, which is
characterized by the Bjerrum length λB = e~єkBT , with −e the electron charge,
є the dielectric constant of the solvent, kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the tem-
perature. ¿e system is in diffusive equilibrium with a salt reservoir of inverse
temperature β = ~kBT ; the reservoir contains two species of oppositely charged,
monovalent, point-like salt ions, each with with density cs. ¿is gives rise to (yet
to be determined) concentrations ρ�(r) of positive and negative ions in the sus-
pension.

We imagine each colloid i = , . . . ,N inside a virtual cell of (arbitrary) radius
b A a, consisting of the points satisfying the relation Sr − Ri S < b (see Fig. .).
We divide the system into two spatial subsets: the cells, and the areas outside the
cells. In each of the two subsets, we employ a different approximation, leading to
two separate types of solution solutions for the potential. ¿e overall solution is
made self-consistent by choosing boundary conditions such that the electric po-
tential ϕ(r) and the electric field E(r) = −∇ϕ(r) are continuous throughout the
entire system.

¿is scheme will allow us to describe the full, nonlinear behavior of the elec-
tric potential ϕ(r) and the ionic density profiles ρ�(r) near the (highly charged)
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F . — Around the colloids, which have a radius a, we construct a virtual cell of
(arbitrary) radius b and charge −Qe. Inside the cells, we solve the nonlinear, spherically
symmetric Poisson–Boltzmann problem (.) numerically, while outside the cells we ap-
proximate it by the linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation (.).

colloids, while still explicitly taking into account interactions between particles
through pair potentials and volume terms.

To calculate the electric potential inside the cells, we first approximate all cells
to be equal and spherically symmetric. It is then sufficient to solve the problem in a
single cell, and because of the spherical symmetry, the Poisson–Boltzmann equa-
tion (.a)–(.b) inside this cell reduces to a much simpler, one-dimensional
boundary-value problem:



r
d

dr
�r d

dr
ϕc(r)� = κ sinh �ϕc(r)�;

ϕ′c(a) = ZλBa
;

ϕ′c(b) = QλBb
.

(.)
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Here, −Qe is the (yet undetermined) net charge of the cell, and ϕc(r) is the electric
potential inside a cell, such that ϕ(r) = ϕc(Sr − Ri S) for r inside the cell around
colloid i. For given Q, Z, κ, λB, a and b, the boundary value system (.) is easy to
solve on a grid on a PC.

In the region outside the cells, we retain the multi-centered character of ϕ(r).
However, if the cell radius b is large enough (see below), we exploit the fact that
the electric potential only varies weakly about some spatial constant ϕ̄. ¿erefore,
it is allowed to linearize the Poisson–Boltzmann equation around ϕ̄ in this region,
which leads to the so-called linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation:

∇
 �ϕℓ(r) − ϕ̄� =κ̄ �tanh ϕ̄ + ϕℓ(r) − ϕ̄� − Z�λB

a

N

Q
i=

δ(Sr − Ri S − a), (.)

where we have denoted the linear solution as ϕℓ(r), and the effective screening
parameter is defined as κ̄ = κ cosh ϕ̄. Note that the source term here is expressed
in terms of a yet undetermined effective charge Z�, which is similar to Alexander’s
concept of a renormalized charged (see Chapter ).

Following the linear theory that was described in Chapter , we take the spatial
constant ϕ̄ equal to theDonnan potential of the effective system (i.e. the systemwith
particles of charge Z�), such that

sinh ϕ̄ = −Z
�n

cs
eη~(−η) , (.)

(cmp. Eq. (.)). ¿e effective screening parameter (see Eq. (.)) is given by
κ̄ = πλB(ρ̄+ + ρ̄−), with ρ̄� the spatially averaged concentrations of positive and
negative micro-ions in the effective system. ¿e screening in the effective system
is hence determined by the total salt concentration, rather than by the salt concen-
tration of the reservoir. ¿e spatially averaged salt concentrations are given by

ρ̄� = 


�½�cse−η~(−η)� + (Z�n) � Z�n� , (.)

as derived in Eq. (.). ¿e solution of the linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation
(.) was derived in Chapter , and is of the multi-centered form

ϕℓ(r) = ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ + N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sr − Ri S) (.)

where the -like orbitals ϕ(r) are given by
ϕ(r) = −λB Z�e κ̄a

 + κ̄a
e−κ̄r

r
. (.)

Note that with b = aη−~ and Q = , the standard cell model is retained (with
Z� the renormalized charge in the Alexander sense []), while for b = a and
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Z� = Q = Z, the present theory reduces to the linear theory of Chapter . In this
chapter, we interpolate between these two extreme cases, and determine, for a fixed
value of b, the charges Q and Z� by imposing that the potential and the electric
field at the boundaries of the cell be equal to the thermodynamical averages of the
potential and the electric field outside the cells, respectively. Choosing the origin
at R , this implies that we impose the conditions

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
ϕc(b) = `ϕℓ(br̂)e
ϕ′c(b) = `r̂ ë∇ϕℓ(br̂)e (.)

where we introduced the short-hand notation r̂ = r~r for the radial unit vector.
¿e le hand sides of these equations are known from the numerical solution of
Eq. (.). ¿e right hand sides of the equations can be expanded using Eqs. (.)
and (.) to

ϕℓ(b) = ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ + ϕ(b) + N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sbr̂ − Ri S), (.a)

∇ϕℓ(b) = ϕ′(b)r̂ + N

Q
i=
∇ϕ(Sbr̂ − Ri S), (.b)

wherewe again have put colloid i =  in the origin. ¿e thermodynamic averages of
the summations over the colloid coordinates in the right hand side of these equa-
tions can be expressed in terms of the colloid–colloid pair distribution function
g(SRS) as

d N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sr − Ri S)i � nS dR g(SRS)ϕ(Sr − RS) (.a)

and

d N

Q
i=
∇ϕ(Sr −Ri S)i � nS dR g(SRS)ϕ′(Sr −RS) r − RSr − RS . (.b)

In principle, the pair-distribution function g(r) that we use here to calculate the
thermodynamic average needs to be calculated self-consistently from the same ef-
fectiveHamiltonian (.)–(.) that we are trying to calculate here. For simplicity,
however, we will use a very simplified pair-distribution function, given by

g(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
 r < b;
 r A b. (.)

¿is pair distribution function is such that the colloids are randomly distributed,
but the cells cannot overlap. An advantage of this particular form of g(r) is that
the integrals on the right hand sides of Eqs. (.a) and (.b) can be calculated
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analytically, which greatly reduces the complexity of the numerical work. A er
tedious but straightforward calculations, we find that the analytic expressions for
the integrals (.a) and (.b) are given by

d N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sr − Ri S)i � − Z� πλBn
κ̄

 + κ̄b
 + κ̄a e−κ̄(b−a)

 − e−κ̄b
κ̄b

(.a)

and

d N

Q
i=
∇ϕ(Sr −Ri S)i � −Z� πλBn

κ̄

 + κ̄b
 + κ̄a e−κ̄(b−a)

e−κ̄b( + κ̄b) + κ̄b − 
(κ̄b) r̂.

(.b)

Combining all these results, we find that the continuity conditions (.) reduce to
the following expressions for the electric potential

ϕℓ(b) = ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ − λB
b

Z�e κ̄a

 + κ̄a e
−κ̄a [ + ηcζ(κ̄b)] (.a)

and for the electric field

∇ϕℓ(b) = λB
b

Z�e κ̄a

 + κ̄a
 + κ̄b
e κ̄b

[ − ηcξ(κ̄b)] r̂ (.b)

at the boundary of the cell, where we denoted the effective packing fraction of
the cells by ηc = (b~a)η. For convenience, we have defined the two auxiliary
functions ξ(x) and ζ(x) as

ζ(x) = 


( + x)  − e−x

x
(.a)

ξ(x) = 



 + x
 + x

( + x)e−x + x − 
x

. (.b)

With the linear solution �ϕℓ(b),∇ϕℓ(b)� at the cell boundary now explicitly
known in terms of Z�, the two equations Eq. (.) for the two unknowns �Z� ,Q�
can now be solved, fixing the charges Z� and Q for any value of the cell radius b.
Note specifically that the continuity of the electric field leads to an explicit relation
between the net cell charge Q and the effective charge Z�:

Q

Z�
= e κ̄a

 + κ̄a
 + κ̄b
e κ̄b

[ − ηcξ(κ̄b)] . (.)

In the low density limit η � , the last factor on the right hand side of this equation
reduces to , and the relation reads

Q
e κ̄b

 + κ̄b = Z
�

e κ̄a

 + κ̄a . (.)
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F . — Computational scheme how to solve the set of equations (.).

¿erefore, at low densities, the system can be equivalently viewed as a system of
particles of size a and charge Z�, as we do in the current chapter, or as a system
of particles of size b and charge Q. ¿e latter approach fails at higher densities,
because the cells are likely to overlap, in that case.

A scheme to solve the set of equations (.) at fixed Z, κ, η, λB and b, is depicted
in Fig. .. We pick a starting value for the charge Q of the cells and the effective
charge Z� of the colloids. From these, we calculate the electric field at the cell
boundary and the Donnan potential ϕ̄ and screening constant κ̄ as outlined above
Eq. (.). ¿ese quantities then allow us to find a first value for the  charge Z�
from Equation (.b). However, as the value of the Donnan potential ϕ̄ and the
screening constant κ̄ depends on the effective charge Z� that we just calculated, we
we need to iterate this process until the charge Z� converges to its final value.

On the other hand, a er we have picked a cell charge Q, both boundary con-
ditions of the nonlinear cell problem (.) are fixed. Hence, the boundary value
problem (.) can be solved numerically, resulting in a value for the potential ϕ(b)
at the cell surface. We then exploit Eq. (.a) to calculate a second value Z� for
the effective charge of the cell. For simplicity, we use the value of the Donnan po-
tential ϕ̄ that we calculated before, and which depends on Z� rather than Z

�

 ; as
we will eventually demand that Z� = Z� , this is not a problem.

For the equations (.) to be satisfied, the two  charges Z� and Z
�

 must be
equal. It thus suffices to solve the one-dimensional problem Z� (Q) − Z� (Q) = .
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F . —¿e figure shows the values of Sϕc(b) − ϕ̄S as a function of b~a for a typical
colloidal system with charge Z = , colloid radius a = λB and density η = . for
several values of the screening parameter κa. ¿e optimal value for the cell radius b is chosen
such that Sϕc(b)− ϕ̄S � . Note that for high screening κa = , the condition Sϕc(b)− ϕ̄S < 
holds already for the smallest possible cell radius b = a. In that case, we simply make the
choice b = a and the theory reduces to the linear theory of Chapter .

. Choosing an optimal cell radius

Except for the cell radius b, all parameters in our model are now fixed. ¿e param-
eter b can, in principle, still be chosen freely; it should be in the range  B b~a B
η−~ . ¿ere are, however, some considerations to take into account with regards
to its choice. In order to ensure that the linear approximation outside the cells of
Eq. (.) is valid, the cell radius b should be chosen such that it is large enough for
all the non-linear behavior to be contained inside the cells. On the other hand, it
be chosen as small as possible, in order to minimize any overlaps between cells.

¿e first condition can be satisfied by demanding that the condition

Sϕc(b) − ϕ̄S �  (.)

holds. An example is shown in Fig. ., where, for different screening parameters
and a fixed density, the values of Sϕc(b)− ϕ̄S have been plotted as a function of the
cell radius. It is clear from the figure, that with decreasing salt concentration and
screening, the cell radius needs to be chosen larger and larger. For high screening,
on the other hand, the cell radius can be chosen close or equal to the colloid radius.
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κa = .

κa = .

κa = .

κa = .

b
~a

η

F .—¿efigure shows the optimal cell radius b~a (as determined from Eq. (.))
for a system with charge Z =  and colloidal size a~λB = .. ¿e top figure shows the
entire η–κa plane, while the lower figure shows some horizontal cuts through this plane at
constant κa. In the top figure, lines of equal b~a are drawn in black, while lines of equal
cell packing fractions ηc = η(b~a)

 are drawn in red. It can be clearly seen that the cells are
closely packed only in very high density regimes.
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F . — ¿e optimal cell radius b~a in the meta-plane Z–a~λB . Each of the small
figures is a diagram similar to the top figure of Fig. ., i.e., showing b~a as a function of
− < η <  and . < κa < . ¿e color coding is identical to that of Fig. .. Note
that for ZλB~a < , we find that b � a for all η and κ while for ZλB~a A , the cells are
significantly larger than the colloids for low densities and screenings.
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¿e second condition translates into the requirement that the colloid–colloid
pair potential at contact of the cells (i.e. SRi j S = b) must be much larger than kBT ,
or nb  . For the colloidal parameters of interest here (Z A , ZλB~a A .)
and the choice of b as outlined in Eq. (.), this requirement is easily met; only in
extreme parameter regimes, such as Z �  and a~λB A , it fails.

¿e criterion (.) leads to values of b~a that change monotonically from
b~a �  in both the high-screening κa A  and the high-packing limit η A . to
cell radii of well larger than b~a =  in the low-density (η < −), low-screening
(κa < .) regime. ¿is is clearly visible in Figure ., where the values for b~a, as
determined fromEq. (.), are plotted for a typical colloidal systemwith Z = ,
a~λB =  and η = ., for several values of the screening parameter κa. Note
that indeed the cell radii increase as the screening decreases. For low κa, the sys-
tem is dominated by counter-ions, and the values of the cell radii only depend on
the density; in the highly-screened regime, on the other hand, the system is salt-
dominated, and the optimal cell radii only depend on the screening parameter κa.

In the top figure of Fig. ., also the effective packing fractions of the cells are
shown (in red). It can clearly be observed that the effective packing fraction of the
cells stays well below the freezing limit ηc � . for almost the entire region of
interest.

In Figure ., we show the optimal cell radius b~a as a function of η and κa
for many different values of the colloidal charge Z and the colloidal radius a~λB.
For couplings lower than ZλB~a =  (i.e., diagrams above the line ZλB~a = ), the
cells are all very small, and almost no non-linear effects occur. For ZλB~a A ,
on the other hand, there are significantly large cells; this is exactly the parameter
regime where the linear theory of Chapter  fails. It is thus to be expected that the
present model will give better results for these large couplings, because the non-
linear behavior will be taken into account correctly.

. ¿e Hamiltonian and the free energy

With the cell radius determined by the condition of Eq. (.) and the charges Q
and Z� determined from the continuity of the potential and the electric field, as
described by Eq. (.), the electric potential ϕ(r), and hence, from Boltzmann’s re-
lation Eq. (.), the ionic density profiles ρ�(r), are known explicitly, both inside
and outside the cells. ¿e grand potential, as given by Eq. (.), and the Hamilto-
nian (.) can thus be evaluated explicitly.

¿e effective Hamiltonian (.) can be formally split into three terms, such
that βH = βΩc + βΩℓ − β δΩ, with the individual terms given by

βΩc =Q
α=�
S
cells

dr ρα(r) �ln ρα(r)
cs
− 	 (.)

+ 


S
cells

dr [ρ(r) + q(r)]ϕ(r);
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βΩℓ =Q
α=�
S dr �ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α

cs
− � + (ρℓ ,α(r) − ρ̄α)

ρ̄α
¡ (.)

+ 


S dr [ρℓ(r) + q�(r)]ϕℓ(r)

β δΩ =Q
α=�
S
cells

dr �ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α
cs
− � + (ρℓ ,α(r) − ρ̄α)

ρ̄α
¡ (.)

+ 


S
cells

dr [ρℓ(r) + q�(r)]ϕℓ(r).
Here, ρℓ ,�(r) denotes the density of the positive and negative micro-ions in the
effective (linear) system, respectively, ρℓ(r) = ρℓ ,+(r) − ρℓ ,−(r) is the charge dis-
tribution in the effective system, and q�(r) = −(Z�~πa)PN

i= δ(Sr − Ri S − a)
denotes the colloidal charge distribution of the effective system. Note that the in-
tegrations in Ωc and δΩ are taken over the cell interiors (i.e. a B Sr − Ri S B b for
all i), while the integration in Ωℓ is over the entire system volume.

¿e first term of the effective HamiltonianH, Eq. (.), describes the cell-part
of the system. Using that all the cells are equivalent, and that the charge distri-
bution ρc(r) and the electric potential ϕc(r) inside the cells satisfy Boltzmann’s
relation (.) and the non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation (.), the internal
thermodynamic potential of each of the cells can be written in the form

βΩc

N
= − Z


ϕc(a) + πcs S b

a
dr r�ϕc(r) sinhϕc(r) −  coshϕc(r)�. (.)

¿is quantity can be easily calculated from the electric potential ϕc(r) in the cells,
which is (numerically) known,

¿e second term, (.), is the grand potential of the effective system. Note,
that we integrate over the entire system volume excluded the colloidal hard cores,
and that hence the cells have been doubly counted, as they have been both taken
into account in βΩc and in Ωℓ . Because we have made sure by our choice of b
that the electric potential is close to the effective Donnan potential ϕ̄, it is a good
approximation here to expand the logarithms of the entropic part of the free en-
ergy around the Donnan potential, as has been done in Eq. (.). ¿e resulting
grand potential βΩℓ then exactly matches the linear theory of Chapter . ¿ere-
fore, a er the tedious work of substituting the linear solution (.)–(.) for the
electric potential, and carrying out the multi-centered integrals, we find that the
grand potential of the effective system can be written as

Ωℓ = ΦD(Z� , κ̄, η) +Φ(Z� , κ̄, η) + N

Q
i< j

V(R i j; Z
� , κ̄). (.)

In this expression, the -like pair potential v(R i j ; Z
�, κ̄) was defined in (.)

and ΦD(Z� , κ̄, η) and Φ(Z� , κ̄, η) are volume terms, given by
βΦD

V
= Q

α=�
ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α

cs
− � , (.)
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which describes the salt equilibrium between system and reservoir, and

βΦ

V
= − 



(Z�n)
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− +

η

 − η
ρ̄+ ρ̄−
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− +

n

a

Z�λB
 + κ̄a , (.)

which contains self-energy terms, such as those describing a colloid in its own
cloud of counter-ions.

¿e third term of the Hamiltonian, (.), is a correction term, which we sub-
tract from the Hamiltonian in order to correct for the double counting of the cells,
which have both been counted in Ωc and in Ωℓ .

In the next section, we will explicitly calculate this third term by substituting
the effective potential ϕℓ(r) into the expression (.). In Appendix B, we calculate
the same correction term in an alternative way, by additionally approximating the
potential ϕℓ(r) and the ionic density profiles ρℓ ,�(r) in the correction term (.)
to be spherically symmetric. ¿is extra approximation leads to quantitatively dif-
ferent thermodynamic properties compared to the correction term as calculated
in the next section (see below).

.. ¿e correction term β δΩ

To calculate the correction term δΩ, we need to evaluate the expression (.) with
the multi-centered expression of Eqs. (.) and (.), extrapolated to the cell inte-
riors.

We start by calculating the minimum of the functional (.) with regards to
the ionic density profiles ρ�(r). ¿e minimum conditions for this functional are
given by

ln
ρ̄�
cs
+ ρℓ�(r) − ρ̄�

ρ̄�
� ϕℓ(r) = . (.)

Substituting this into (.), the correction term can be written in the form

β δΩ = Q
α=�

NVcell ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α
cs
− � + NVcell


Z�nϕ̄ℓ + 


S
cells

dr q�(r)ϕℓ(r), (.)

where ϕℓ(r) is the solution of the linear Poisson–Boltzmann equation, given by
Eqs. (.) and (.), and the integration is over the interior a < Sr − Ri S < b of all
cells. Here Vcell = 


π(b − a) is the volume of the cell interior.

¿e integration over the cell interiors can be carried out explicitly by substitut-
ing the multi-centered expressions for q�(r) and ϕℓ(r), converting the integral to
momentum space and using Parseval’s identity. A er tedious calculation, we then
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Υ
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)

x

F . —¿e factor Υ(x) of Eq. (.). ¿e factor  − Υ(κ̄a) describes the deviation
of the colloid–colloid pair-interactions as a function of the effective screening, if the cor-
rection term δΩ is calculated in a multi-centered fashion. Note that thus the colloidal pair
interactions would disappear totally at low screenings, and in the high salt limit, would be
a factor  smaller than the usual  theory predicts.

find the following final expression for the multi-centered correction:

β δΩ

N
=Vcell Q

α=�
ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α

cs
− � + Υ(κ̄a) �Z�e κ̄a

 + κ̄a �



N
Q
i< j

λB
e−κ̄R i j

R i j

+ 


Vcell ρ̄ϕ̄ + λB

a

Z�

 + κ̄a −



Z� �ϕ̄ + 

 − η
Z�n

ρ̄+ + ρ̄−¡ .
(.)

¿e factor Υ(x) describes the deviation of this interaction from a purely 

type. It is explicitly given by

Υ(x) =  + x
x

 − e−x


, (.)

and is plotted in Fig. ..

Gathering the results from Eqs. (.), (.)–(.), and (.), we find that the
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effective Hamiltonian is given by

βH =βΦc + βΦD + βΦ′
+ � − Υ(κ̄a)�Q

i< j
V(R i j ; Z

�, κ̄) (.)

where the effective colloid–colloid pair potential V(R i j) was defined in Eq. (.)
and where the cell self-energy is in this case given by

βΦc

N
=πcs S

b

a
dr r �ϕc(r) sinhϕc(r) −  cosh ϕc(r)�

− Z

ϕc(a) − Vcell Q

α=�
ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α

cs
− � , (.)

the Donnan contribution is defined in Eq. (.), and the final volume term is

βΦ′
V
=� − η � b−a

a
�� Z�n


ϕ̄ + η

 − η
ρ̄+ ρ̄−
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− . (.)

Note that in the limit b � a, the cell self-energy (.) reduces to βΦc �

−ZNϕc(a)~. Furthermore, in this limit, Z� � Z, and ϕc(a) � ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ +
ϕ(a) +PN

i= ϕ(Sar̂ −Ri S), from which we find that

β(Φc +ΦD +Φ′)
V

W
b�a

=Q
α=�

ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α
cs
− � − n

a

ZλB
 + κ̄a −

(Zn)
(ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)

+ η

 − η
ρ̄+ ρ̄−
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− −

Zn



N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sbn − Ri S),
(.)

where the first four terms correspond to the volume terms of the linear theory that
was presented in Chapter . ¿e final term cancels, on average, the factor Υ(κ̄a) in
Eq.(.); these terms do not cancel exactly because the multi-centered geometry
was replaced by one cell interacting with N −  others for the for the calculation of
Eq.(.), while the full multi-centered geometry was retained in the calculation
of pair-interactions of Eq.(.).

Note that the second term of Eq.(.) is themain cohesive term responsible for
spinodal instabilities in the linear theory of Chapter , and, in the current theory,
this term is contained in the second term of Eq.(.).

. Results

Using the procedure outlined in Section ., and using the values for the cell radius
as derived in Sections ., we have calculated the effective charge. In Figure ., the
charge Z� of the effective system effective system is shown as a function of packing
fraction and screening for typical parameters for a colloidal systemof Z =  and
a~λB = .
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F . — ¿e top figure shows the effective charge Z� of the presented model as a
function of the packing fraction η for several different screening constants κa. ¿e bottom
figure shows the Alexander effective charge for the same parameters. All calculations were
done for a system with a bare charge Z =  and colloidal radius a = λB. Note that for
low salt concentrations κa B , the agreement between the two models is very good. For
higher salt concentrations, the two models agree somewhat less satisfactory, with Alexan-
der’s cell model predicting a monotonic increase of the effective charge as a function of the
density and out model predicting a shallow minimum.
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F . —¿e effective charge for a typical colloidal system with charge Z =  and
radius a = λB as a function of the packing fraction η and the screening parameter κa.
¿e colors and the contours indicate the effective charge Z�~Z. Note the recharging as a
function of η at low κa, as also displayed in Fig. ..

For comparison, Alexander’s effective charge for the same system [, ] is
displayed in the bottom part of the figure; this was calculated in a spherically sym-
metric, charge neutral cell. Note that for κa A , we did not calculate the renor-
malized charge at low packing fractions in Alexander’s cell model, as the precision
required to solve the nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann equation for cells with radii
of more than a few Debye lengths is exceedingly time consuming on modern-day
PCs.

¿e top figure shows that both in the limit κa Q  of high screening and in the
limit η � . of close packing of the colloids, the charge Z� is equal to the bare
charge Z of the colloid. ¿is corresponds to the limits in which the cell radii b be-
come equal to the colloid sizes a (see for example Figure ., where the optimal cell
radii are plotted for a systemwith very similar parameter as the one we are consid-
ering here), and thus the model reduces to the linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory
of Chapter . Notable is also, that for low screening (κa  ), the effective charge
shows a clear minimum of Z� �  at η � ., independent of κa. ¿is feature is
not specific to ourmodel, but is also present inmore traditional,Wigner–Seitz-cell
theories, such as Alexander’s cell model [, ], which we reviewed in Chapter ,
and for which the renormalized charge is plotted in the bottom of Fig. ..

¿e results for the effective charge as shown in the top figure are quite con-
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F . —¿e effective charge Z�~Z in the Z–a~λB plane. ¿e scale and color-coding
of each of the diagrams is identical to those of Fig. ., but each diagram shows data for for
a different charge Z and radius a~λB . It is very clear from this figure that for ZλB~a B 

the effective charge is equal to the bare charge, while for ZλB~a C , the effective charge is
much lower than the bare charge, i.e., Z�  Z.
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sistent with the results for the Alexander renormalized charge as displayed in the
bottom figure. ¿e agreement between the two figures is very good for low screen-
ing κa < . For somewhat higher screenings, the two charges are still in reason-
able agreement; in the low density limit at κa = , for example, our model pre-
dicts Z� = , while the cell modes gives Z� = . ¿e qualitative behavior at
high screening shows a somewhat different behavior between the twomodels, with
our new model still displaying a weak minimum, and the cell model predicting a
monotonically increasing renormalized charge as the density increases.

¿e charge of the effective system is shown in a larger context in Figure ..
¿ere, we have plotted the effective charge as a function of the packing fraction η
and the screening κa for a large number of different values of the colloidal charge
Z and radius a~λB. For easy comparison between the different figures, the effec-
tive charge has been normalized on the colloid charge, so the plotted quantity is
Z�~Z. We notice immediately the huge decay of the effective charge in the diag-
onal direction: in the top-le (where Z �  and a~λB � ), the effective charge
is simply equal to the physical charge of the colloid; in the colloidal regime, where
ZλB~a � , some renormalization starts to take place, and when ZλB~a A , the
effective charge is almost negligible compared to the bare charge of the colloids.

We calculate the free energy of our system from the Hamiltonian (.)–(.)
and (.) by exploiting the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality (see Appendix C). Be-
cause of its extensive character, the free energy can be written as F(N ,V , cs) =
V f (n,V , cs), with f (n,V , cs) the free energy per unit volume. ¿e chemical po-
tential µ = (∂F~∂N) = (∂ f ~∂n) and the pressure P = −(∂F~∂V) = nµ − f
then follow easily, and the inverse compressibility is given by χ− = (∂βP)~(∂n) =
n(∂ f )~(∂n). We exploit the usual conditions for chemical andmechanical equi-
librium ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤

µ(n()) = µ(n())
P(n()) = P(n()) (.)

to find densities n() and n() of two phases in equilibrium. ¿is allows us to cal-
culate phase diagrams.

¿e phase-behavior of the presented theory is shown in the meta-phase di-
agram Fig. .. In that figure, the instability regions (i.e. the regions where the
compressibility is negative) are shown in blue. Additionally, in red, the instability
regions are drawn if instead of the correction term as calculated in Section ..,
the additional spherical approximation of Appendix B is used. Note that both ver-
sions of the theory indeed give rise to large spinodal instabilities, but that the area
where instabilities occur shi s to lower couplings (higher temperatures) if the extra
spherical approximation of Appendix B is used. ¿is is most probably an artifact
of the approximation; we will therefore, in the remainder of this chapter, focus on
the Hamiltonian as calculated in Section ...

Using the procedure outlined above, we also calculate full phase diagrams. ¿e
insets of Fig.. show two typical examples, where the upper le corner (small Z,
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F . — Each of the figures shows, for a different value of Z and a~λB , the regions
of spinodal instabilities (i.e. the regions where χ− < ) in blue. ¿e red colors denote the
instability regions of the theory where we use an additional spherical approximation for the
correction term δΩ, as calculated in Appendix B. It is clear that instabilities are present
in a large part of parameter space. ¿e instabilities are stronger, and are present for lower
couplings (higher temperatures) if the additional spherical approximation is used. Note that
in the lower-right part diagram, the blue and red regions overlap almost completely.
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F . — Typical η − κa phase diagrams (insets) and critical line ZλB~a �  (main
figure), as determined over many decades of the parameters by the present theory, for sus-
pensions of charged colloids (charge −Ze, radius a, packing fraction η) in osmotic contact
with a : electrolyte of reservoir screening constant κ and Bjerrum length λB . ¿e critical
line separates the strong-coupling regime (lower right) with a spinodal gas–liquid instabil-
ity (dashed line) and a large density gap (grey area) at fluid–solid coexistence for low κa
from the low-coupling regime (upper le part) without spinodal instability and with only
a narrow density gap at fluid–solid coexistence. Criticality as found in the primitive model
simulations of Refs. [] and [] are indicated by � and +, respectively, the simulated state
point of Ref. [] without an instability is indicated by j, and the experimental systems in
which evidence for large density gaps at gas-liquid and gas-crystal coexistence was found
are indicated by s [], n [], and l [].

large a~λB) only shows crystallization with a narrow density gap, and the opposite
corner (large Z, small a~λB) exhibits a spinodal instability at low κa and hence a
large density gap between the coexisting phases. Frommany such phase diagrams,
we constructed the curve in the Z–a~λB plane of Fig.., below which a spinodal
instability is present in the η–κa plane. ¿is curve is well approximated by ZλB~a =
 over many decades.

¿e parameters of several experiments in which alleged phase-instabilities are
denoted by the filled symbols in Fig. .. Not that these parameters are reason-
ably close to, yet above, our predicted critical line. ¿e system that was studied by
Monte-Carlo simulations by Hynninen [], and which did not display any insta-
bilities in the computer experiments, is shown as the open square.

Our critical line also shows good agreement with the salt-free primitive model
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simulations of Refs. [] (�) and [] (+). ¿at our critical line is at slightly weaker
coupling than predicted by the salt-free simulations of Ref.[] is consistent with
the lower-right inset of Fig.., where the instability is found for  <� κa <� , and
not for the salt-free case κa = .

Note furthermore that for Z = , our model predicts a critical point at a~λB �
.. ¿is value is close to the well-known critical point of the symmetric :-
electrolyte at T� = a~λB = . [, ], as discussed in Section .. Given that
we have employed many approximation techniques that are more appropriate for
colloidal mixtures than for the Restricted PrimitiveModel (RPM), it is not surpris-
ing that the critical point of the :-electrolyte is not exactly reproduced. However,
the fact that we find the right order of magnitude for the critical point, suggests
that the phase-instabilities of the colloidal systems are of the same physical origin
as the well-established instabilities found in Debye–Hückel theory. While those
are only found at low temperatures, it seems that in colloidal systems, through the
much larger charge and sizes, these instabilities can be li ed to much higher tem-
peratures, possibly even room temperature.

. Conclusion

We have constructed a novel theory for colloidal suspensions, which interpolates
between two widely used approximations: the linear Poisson–Boltzmann theories
andWigner–Seitz-type cell theories. We have shown that the effective charge of the
presented theory are in good agreement with those predicted by Alexander’s cell
model of Ref. []. Also, we find that, for high enough charges and low enough tem-
peratures (ZλB~a A� ), the proposed theory results in spinodal instabilities, that
can possibly explain phase-instabilities that have been observed in experiments.
¿e theory also gives the critical point of the :-electrolyte in good approximat-
ing, connecting explicitly -like theories with the Debye–Hückel theory.
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CHAPTER
Charge regulation in the

Poisson–Boltzmann cell model

Abstract

By combining Poisson–Boltzmann theory for colloidal suspensions with a chemical
equilibrium between ions at the surface of the colloidal particles and free ions in the solvent,
we study charge regulation in the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model. ¿is chapter extends sim-
ilar studies [, ], which confined themselves to small portions of the parameter space.
We derive the bare charge of the colloid as a function of the colloidal packing fraction, the
Debye length, the density of ionizable sites on the colloid surface and the particle size, and
we study the effective charge as a function of the total number of ionizable sites.

. Introduction

In an aqueous environment, macroscopic particles, for example silica particles or
poly(n-butyl methacrylaat) () core-shell latex particles, acquire a charge be-
cause of the chemical equilibrium between ions bound to the colloid’s surface and
free ions in solution. Although there has been much attention lately for these sys-
tems of charged colloidal particles, most theoretical models focus on particles with
a fixed charge.

Although some studies of charge regulation effects exist [, ], the main
focus of those was on the dependence of the charge and effective charge on the
total number of ionizable groups on the colloid surface. ¿e dependence of the
charge on other system parameters is underexposed in those studies.

Suspensions of particles with a fixed charge are o en described by Poisson–
Boltzmann theory. ¿e system is assumed to be at constant temperature T and to
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be in diffusive equilibrium with a reservoir containing a concentration cs of ionic
salt pairs. ¿e main quantity that needs to be found to describe the Hamiltonian
and the free energy is the (dimensionless) electric potential ϕ(r); it is determined
by the Poisson–Boltzmann equation (as derived in Chapter )

∇
ϕ(r) =πλBcs sinhϕ(r) (.a)

ni ë∇ϕ(r) =ZλB~a , (.b)

where λB = e~єkBT is the Bjerrum length, with −e the electron charge, є the
electric permittivity of the solvent and kB Boltzmann’s constant. Here, ni denotes
the normal vector on the surface of colloid i.

In Chapter , we solved this multi-centered, non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann
equation for fixed charges, and in Chapter  we will study the multi-centered non-
linear problemunder charge regulation conditions as described above. For now,we
focus on the charge regulation in an Alexander-type cell model []. ¿e Poisson–
Boltzmann equation is solved by dividing the system into Wigner–Seitz cells and
approximating each cell as a charge-neutral sphere of radius R = a(ηmax~η)~,
where a is the colloid radius, η the packing fraction of the system, and ηmax � .
is the packing fraction of a close-packed crystal []. In this approximation, the
problem (.a)–(.b) becomes one-dimensional and can be conveniently solved
on a computer. ¿e electric potential far away from the colloidal surface is then, in
very good approximation, of Yukawa form, and by fitting this approximated poten-
tial to match the real potential at the cell boundary and extrapolating this Yukawa
potential to the colloid surface, the effective charge and screening length can be
defined (see Section .). ¿e same effective charge is also assumed to govern the
pair-interaction between two particle; because of the charge-neutral nature of the
cells, this pair potential can, however, not be calculated explicitly within the cell
model.

Although thisAlexander-type cellmodel has been very successful in describing
such phenomena as the effective charge and the non-linear screening of colloids
by counter-ions (see Chapter ), it does not describe the chemical equilibrium be-
tween the colloid surface and the suspended ions, and the resulting dependency
of the colloidal charge on system parameters such as the particle densities or the
concentration of added salt.

Typically, colloidal particle have ionizable groups at the surface, which can dis-
solve in the background solvent (water, ethanol, etc.), causing the colloidal surfaces
to become charged. ¿ese groups can, for example, be organic acid groups, (i.e.,
ionization through the reaction −COOH X −COO− +H+), but any other type of
binding or dissociation is in principle allowed. We do assume here, however, that
there is only a single species of positive ions is our system, i.e., that the positive salt
ions are the only species binding to, or being released from, the colloidal surfaces.

¿ere have been some studies of this dynamical colloidal charge: Nimham and
Parsegain calculated the equilibrium between charged plates and a salt reservoir in
Ref. []. However, they did not generalize their model to a system of spherical
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particles. Von Grünberg in Ref. [] describes a numerical method to find the
charge, but does not describe the dependence of the charge on system parameters
like salt concentration and packing fraction.

In the current chapter, we try to give a clear and simple derivation of the dy-
namical colloid charge frommicroscopic first principles. We then make a connec-
tion with chemical and experimental quantities such as the dissociation constant;
we continue to calculate the grand potential and in the final section present results
for the bare and effective charges of the colloids, as well as the chemical potential,
pressure, and compressibility of the systems as functions of the system parameters.

. ¿emodel

We consider a system volume V , containing N colloidal particles with density n =
N~V in a continuous background solvent, which is characterized by its Bjerrum
length λB . ¿e system is in chemical equilibrium with a salt reservoir of temper-
ature T , containing oppositely charged, monovalent, point-like salt ions, each of
concentration cs. We assume that the colloidal particles are spherically symmet-
ric and that each particle has M ionizable groups, which are homogeneously dis-
tributed over the surface. One of the problems at hand is to determine the (average)
number Z of ionized groups (and the number of associated groupsM − Z).

Following the approach of Chapter , we write the functional Ω[ρ�(r), Z] for
the grand potential of a single cell as

βΩ[ρ�(r), Z] =Q
�

S dr ρ�(r) �ln ρ�(r)
cs
− 	 + βFs(M , Z)

+ 


S dr [ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r)]ϕ(r),

(.)

¿is first term, denoting the entropy of the micro-ions in the cell, and the last
term, denoting the electrostatic interactions between the constituents of the cell,
are identical to the two terms of the functional (.) for the Poisson–Boltzmann
model with a fixed charge, with q(r) = (−Z~πa)δ(r − a). ¿e electrostatic
potential ϕ(r) was defined in Eq. (.). ¿e second term of Eq. (.) is new here,
compared to the grand potential (.) of the fixed-charge cell model, and describes
the non-electrostatic part of the free energy of the surface of the colloids. It is given
by the simple expression

βFs(M , Z) = − ln�M
Z
� + ZβE, (.)

where the first term is the entropy of Z sites out of a total ofM being ionized, and
E denotes the ionization free energy of each of theM sites on the colloidal surface.
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¿e minimum conditions for the functional (.) with respect to the ion den-
sities are

 � δβΩ

δρ�(r) = ln
ρ�(r)
cs
� ϕ(r), (.)

which directly leads to the usual Boltzmann relation ρ�(r) = cs exp[�ϕ(r)]. Com-
bining this with Poisson’s equation (.), gives the Poisson–Boltzmann equation
in the cell



r
∂

∂r
�r ∂

∂r
ϕ(r)� = κ sinh[ϕ(r)] (.a)

ϕ′(a) = Z λB
a

; ϕ′(R) = . (.b)

Note that the first boundary condition here still depends on the unknown charge Z.
By substituting the minimum conditions (.) back into the functional (.),

we find the equilibrium grand potential functional (cf. Eq. (.))

βΩ′[Z] =πcs S R

a
dr r �ϕ(r) sinhϕ(r) −  coshϕ(r)�

− Z

ϕ(a) + βFs(M , Z). (.)

which is still a function of the colloid charge Z through the surface term βFs. ¿e
first term of this expression includes the electrostatic and entropic contributions
of the micro-ions; the second term is the electrostatic energy of the colloidal sur-
faces (due to both its self-interaction and to the interactions with the micro-ions
in solution); the third term is the surface’s entropy and binding free energy.

To find the equilibrium value for the net charge, we have to minimize Ω′[Z]
with respect to Z. ¿e associated minimum condition is given by

 � dβΩ
′

dZ
= ∂βΩ

′

∂Z
+ S dr� δβΩ′

δq(r)dq(r)dZ

+ δβΩ′

δρ+(r)
dρ+(r)
dZ

+ δβΩ′

δρ−(r)
dρ−(r)
dZ

¡, (.)

By definition ofΩ′[Z] as theminimumofΩ[ρ�(r), Z]with respect to the densities
ρ�(r), the derivatives ofΩ′[Z]with respect to the ion densities are zero, and there-
fore the last two terms in the integrand on the right hand side of expression (.)
vanish. Using that dq(r)~dZ = −δ(r − a)~πa, and Stirling’s approximation for
the logarithmic binomial in Fs(M , Z), we thus find that

ln
Z

M − Z = ϕ(a) − βE or Z = M

 + exp[βE] exp[−ϕ(a)] . (.)

Note that the colloidal net charge thus depends on the value of the electric potential
at the surface, and that hence the coupled set of equations (.a), (.b), and (.)
has to be solved to find the electric potential ϕ(r) and the charge Z for fixed M,
λB, κ, a and R.
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. Chemical equilibrium

We have now expressed the charge Z in terms of the binding free energy βE. Un-
fortunately, this binding free energy is not a convenient experimental parameter,
and generally depends on the systemparameters such as the solvent characteristics,
the nature of the chemical groups and the reservoir salt concentration.

¿erefore, we will now approach the problem of the dynamical charge from a
slightly different viewpoint, and try to connect the binding free energy βE to the
dissociation constant K, which is tabulated for many reactions.

For convenience, we denote the ionized surface groups byA−, the positive ions
that can bind to the surface by H+, and the bound surface complex by AH. ¿e
dissociation constant K for the reaction AHX A− +H+ is then defined as

K = [A−][H+][AH] = α

 − α ρ+(a), (.)

where [A−], [H+] and [AH] denote the concentrations at the colloidal surface of
the ionized complexes, the positive salt ions, and the bound surface complexes,
respectively. ¿e variable α = Z~M is the fraction of binding positions that is
ionized, and ρ+(a) is the concentration of positive ions at the colloidal surface.
Typically in experimental setups, the dissociation constant K and the total titrated
chargeM are known.

Combining Eq. (.) and Boltzmann’s relation ρ+(a) = cs exp[−ϕ(a)] at the
colloid surface, we find the net colloidal charge as a function of K and ϕ(a):

Z = M

 + (cs~K) exp[−ϕ(a)] . (.)

Comparing this expression with Eq. (.), it is directly clear that the dissociation
constant can be expressed in term of the dissociation free energy E and the salt
concentrations as

K = cs exp[−βE] (.)

or

βE = ln cs
K

(.)

¿is relation is plotted in Fig. . for  (K = µM) [] and silica particles
(K = nM) [] in water.

. Free energy

According to the derivation in Section ., the free energy of the system is given by

βF

N
= ln[nV] −  +Ωc , (.)
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F .—¿ebinding free energy of relation (.) plotted for the protonation reaction
of silica and  particles in water.

where Ωc denotes the internal grand potential of a single cell, and is given by the
minimum of Ω′[Z] as a function of Z. Combining Eqs. (.), (.) and (.), it
can be written as

βΩc =πcs S
R

a
dr r�ϕ(r) sinhϕ(r) −  cosh ϕ(r)�

+ Z

ϕ(a) −M ln � + K

cs
exp[ϕ(a)]� , (.)

where the charge Z is given by Eq. (.) and the electric potential ϕ(r) is the
solution of the boundary value problem



r
∂

∂r
�r ∂

∂r
ϕ(r)� = κ sinh[ϕ(r)]; (.a)

ϕ′(a) = λB
a

M

 + (cs~K) exp[−ϕ(a)] ; (.b)

ϕ′(R) = , (.c)

which can be solved by numerical integration and a shooting method (see, e.g.,
Ref. []).
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. Results

.. ¿e net charge Z

In Fig. ., we show the charge Z as a function of the total number of binding po-
sitions at the surface for a fixed particle size a = λB (top) and also for a variable
particle size with a fixed (high) binding site density σ = M~πa = .Å

−
(bot-

tom). For each curve, the colloidal packing fraction η = ., the screening constant
κa, and the dissociation constant K are fixed. From the top figure we notice that,
at high screenings, the charge starts out increasing linearly with the total number
of binding positions. For higher values of the surface charge density σ, the charge
Z grows much slower as a function of σ. Note furthermore that, for low σ and low
screening, we find that all positions at the colloid surface are ionized, i.e., Z � M.
In contrast, for high σ or high κa only a fraction < % of the surface sites is ion-
ized. ¿e behavior as a function of particle size at fixed σ, on the other hand, shows
mainly a linear relation between Z andM (i.e., Z � a). ¿e proportionality factor
in this regime is mainly dependent on the particle density (which is not shown in
this figure, see below), and, only for low packing fractions, also on the screening.
For small particle sizes, this linear relation breaks down, and the charge is lower
than expected. ¿is is due to the non-linear relation (.b) between ϕ(a) and
ϕ′(a), which becomes more pronounced for small a and large cs.

In Fig. ., the colloid charge Z is shown as a function of the dissociation con-
stant K for different values of the screening constant κa, and at fixed packing frac-
tion η = ., colloid size a = λB and M =  . Note that the dependence of
the charge on the screening constant κa becomes much more pronounced as the
dissociation constant is lower. ¿is will be quantified below, where we will com-
pare the dependence of Z on κa and η for silica particles (K = nM) and 

particles (K = µM).
In Fig. ., the charge for  particles (top figure) and silica particle (bottom

figure) is plotted as a function of the colloid packing fraction η and the screening
constant κa. Note that the color coding in the two figures is different. In both fig-
ures, the transition from salt-dominated systems at low packing fractions and high
reservoir salt concentrations to counter-ion dominated systems at high densities
and low screening is clearly visible. Note, though, that the  particles in the
top figure tend to remain charged at much higher densities and salt concentrations
than the silica particles: while, for a screening constant κa = ., the  parti-
cles still only have discharged from Z �  at low densities to Z �  at η = .
(i.e., a discharging of approximately %), the silica particles have discharged from
Z �  to Z �  (i.e., a discharging of %).

In Fig. ., we show “slices” through the top diagram of Fig. ., i.e., we have
plotted the charge for  particles as a function of the packing fraction η at fixed
κa (top) and as a function of the screening κa at fixed packing fraction (bottom).
Similar diagrams for silica particles, corresponding to the bottom figure of Fig. .,
are shown in Fig. .. Note that, in the top diagrams of Figs. . and ., some of the
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F .— Physical charge Z for  particles as a function of the number of binding
positions on the colloid at fixed packing fraction and screening constant. In the top figure,
the particle size is kept constant at a = λB, while the density of binding positions on
its surface σ = M~πa is varied, while in the bottom figure, the surface density is kept
constant at .Å

−
and the particle size is varied. In both figures, the packing fraction is

η = .. Note that the maximum physical surface charge density is of the order of σλB � ;
in the top figure, the charges have been plotted for charges densities up to σλB =  to show
to convergence of the curves for different screening constants κa.
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F . —¿e colloid charge Z as a function of the dissociation constant K, calculated
at fixed particle size a = λB, number of binding positionsM =  and colloidal packing
fraction η = ., for different values of the screening constant κa. Note the dissociation
constant can vary greatly between different systems; for silica particles it is equal to Ksilica =
nM, while for  particles, it is K = µM.

curves are cut off at low packing fractions (i.e., large cells). ¿is is because for large
screening lengths and low densities, it is not possible to calculate the solution to
the Poisson–Boltzmann cell problem: the precision needed is exceedingly large. To
generate Figure ., we have extrapolated the constant values of Z to low densities.

¿e top diagrams of Figs. . and . show that the charge of the particles de-
pends very much on the packing fraction. Note however, that for  particles,
with a relatively high dissociation constant K = µM, the η-dependence of the
charge is mainly relevant in the regime of relatively high packing η A ., while
for the silica particles (with a lower dissociation constant K = nM), the density-
dependence of the charge is relevant in a much larger part of parameter space,
especially for low salt concentrations.

¿e bottom diagrams of Figs. . and . show the dependence of the charge as
a function of the screening κa for several fixed packing fractions. At low screening
(very low salt concentration), the charge is constant as a function of κa, while for
high salt concentrations, it drops off to zero, reducing the particles essentially to
hard spheres without any Coulomb interactions. Note that the transition region
where the charge starts to drop to zero, depends on the value of the dissociation
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F .—¿e colloid charge Z as a function of the packing fraction and the screening
constant for  particles (top) and silica particles (bottom). In both figures, the particle
sizes are fixed at a = λB, and the total number of ionizable sites per particle is M =
. Note that the color codings in the two figures is different. ¿e values for the charge at
low densities and high salt concentrations were extrapolated from the values at the lowest
densities (i.e., largest cells) we could calculate (see also the top figures of Figs. . and .).
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F . —¿e colloid charge for  particles as a function of the packing fraction
(top) and the screening constant (bottom). ¿e colloid size is a = λB and the maximum
ionization number isM = . ¿ese figures correspond to the top diagram of Fig. ..
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F . —¿e colloid charge for silica particles as a function of the packing fraction
(top) and the screening constant (bottom). ¿e colloid size is a = λB and the maximum
ionization number isM = . ¿ese figures correspond to the bottom diagram of Fig. ..
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F . — ¿e bare charge Z and the renormalized charge Z� as a function of the
number of ionizable sites M for  and silica particles with a size a = λB, a fixed
packing fraction η = . and κa = .. Note that the physical maximum charge for these
particles is of the order of M � ; the entire range up to M =  is shown here for a
clearer view on the convergence of the renormalized charges for the two systems.

constant: for the  particles, the steepest decay takes place for κa A , while for
the silica particles, the decay starts at much lower κa, and at κa = , the particles
are practically charge-neutral for any η.

.. ¿e renormalized charge Z�

Far away from the colloidal surface, near the cell boundary, the electric potential
ϕ(r) is also a solution of the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equation, provided
that the linearization point is chosen to be the potential ϕ(R) at the cell boundary.
¿e potential ϕ(r) thus takes a Yukawa form, of which the prefactor can be uti-
lized to define a renormalized (or ‘effective’) charge Z� (see also Section .). ¿is
effective charge is the charge that is observed when looking at the colloid from far
away, and that is assumed to govern the pair interaction between two colloids at
sufficient distance from each other. ¿is procedure for charge renormalization is
well established for a fixed bare charge Z (see Chapter  and Refs. [, ]). Here
it is studied within a charge regulation scheme.

In Fig. ., we plot this renormalized charge together with the bare charge for
both  and silica particles. ¿e particles have a fixed size of a = λB , the
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F . —¿e chemical potential (top), osmotic pressure (middle) and inverse com-
pressibility (bottom) for the renormalized model (solid line) compared to that of the tradi-
tional cell model with a fixed charge (dashed line). ¿e charge of the fixed system Z = 

was chosen such, that in the low density limit η � , it matches the charge of the regularized
model. ¿e other parameter in the system areM = , a~λB = , κa = . and K = nM
(silica).

colloidal packing fraction is η = . and the screening constant is κa = .. Note
that, while the bare charges keep increasing as the total number of ionizable sitesM
increases, the effective charges saturate both to the same value of about Z� � .
Specifically, we observe that this saturated charge is independent of the dissociation
constant K. ¿is is consistent with recent articles by Trizac and Bocquet [, ].

In Fig. ., we show the chemical potential (top figure), pressure (middle)
and inverse compressibility of a system of silica particles of size a = λB, with
M =  and κa = .. ¿e solid lines shows these quantities for the current
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charge-regulationmodel, while the dashed lines show a corresponding traditional
Poisson–Boltzmann cell model with a fixed charge Z = ., which was chosen
such that it matches the charge of the currentmodel in the low density limit η � .
¿e figure clearly shows, that for low densities (i.e., the region where the charges of
the two systemsmatch), the chemical potential, the pressure and the compressibil-
ity are (almost) equal. For larger densities, however, the charge of the regularized
system drops, as depicted in Fig. ., and the pressure, chemical potential and in-
verse compressibility for the regularized system are smaller than in the systemwith
a fixed charge. ¿is is consistent with recent findings by Biesheuvel [].

. Conclusion

We have studied a model to calculate charge regulation in the Poisson–Boltzmann
cell model, and connected the surface binding free energy with the dissociation
constant. Within this model, we have calculated the bare charge of the colloids as a
function of a number of parameters, specifically the packing fraction, the screen-
ing parameter κa, the density of binding positions at the colloid surface and the
particle sizes. ¿e effect of charge regulation turns out to be quite significant. We
also calculated effective charges and the chemical potential, osmotic pressure and
compressibility of the model.

In principle, one could imagine a mechanism involving a trade-off between
entropy on the colloid surfaces and electrostatic energy, resulting in spinodal in-
stabilities. We have scanned large regions of parameter space, . < κa < ,
− < η < ., . < a~λB < , and  < M <  , but found no such instabilities
within the cell model approach.

However, in the context of multi-centered Poisson–Boltzmann theory, as de-
rived inChapter , where already significant spinodal instabilities are found, charge
regulation, as described in this chapter, may be important. On the one hand, a
decreasing charge as a function of the density, as we found here, corresponds to
reduced repulsions or effective attractions and might therefore increase the insta-
bilities found in the theory of Chapter . On the other hand, we have seen here, that
the charge of the colloids is typically much less than the total number of ionizable
sites on the colloids, and it might therefore be hard to find a regime in parameter
space where the colloid charge is high enough to drive phase separations. ¿is will
be further investigated in Chapter .
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CHAPTER
Charge regulation in

multi-centered non-linear

Poisson–Boltzmann theory

Abstract

We extend the multi-centered non-linear Poisson–Boltzmannmodel of Chapter  with
the concept of charge regulation, which explicitly takes into account the chemical equilib-
rium between ions at the colloidal surface and free ions in solution.

. Introduction

In Chapter , we have studied a model which contains both the non-linear charge-
renormalization behavior of the Poisson–Boltzmann cell model of Chapter  and
the multi-centered character of the linear theory of Chapter . ¿is model seems
to work rather well, and describes the phase-behavior of suspensions of charged
colloids for a very large range of charges and colloid sizes, even down to the re-
strictive primitive model at Z =  and a < λB . It predicts spinodal instabilities for
systems with ZλB~a A� – (see Fig. .).

One major feature that is still missing from this multi-centered non-linear the-
ory, is the concept of charge regulation. In Chapter , we described this effect,
caused by a chemical equilibrium between ions bound to the colloidal surfaces
and free ions in solution. In that chapter, we have shown that the charge of col-
loidal particles in suspension can vary greatly with system parameters such as the
screening length and the colloid density.
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In the current chapter, we will expand themulti-centered, non-linear Poisson–
Boltzmann theory of Chapter  with the concept of charge regulation. We expect
that this effect will be important for the phase behavior of colloidal suspensions:
the charge regulation mechanism causes the colloidal particles to discharge as the
density increases, thereby decreasing the repulsions between the colloids. ¿is
phenomenon could be interpreted as an effective attraction, reducing the spinodal
stability of the suspension. On the other hand, the question is if the net charge of
the colloids can remain high enough (i.e., ZλB~a A� ) for the (spinodal) insta-
bilities to occur in a charge regulation model. To check which one of these effects
is dominant, we calculate the charge and the effective Hamiltonian for the multi-
centered, non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann theorywith charge regulation, and study
the stability of colloidal suspensions by calculating the free energy and the com-
pressibility.

We will base our theory on the multi-centered non-linear theory of Chapter ,
combine it with the charge regulation expressions derived in Chapter . ¿is ex-
tension is not very hard: we only need to introduce extra surface terms in the
effective Hamiltonian. ¿ese surface terms are very localized and do therefore
not interfere with the general structure of the model of Chapter . Moreover, the
non-regulated model, already involves solving a spherically-symmetric Poisson–
Boltzmann equation, which we have seen in Chapter  to be exactly what is needed
to include charge regulation in a Poisson–Boltzmann type theory.

. ¿e model

Like in Chapter , we consider a suspension of N hard, spherical colloids of ra-
dius a, mass m, density n = N~V in a continuous background solvent, which is
characterized by the Bjerrum length λB = e~єkBT , with −e the electron charge,
kB Boltzmann’s constant and T the temperature. ¿e charge of the colloid is de-
noted by Z, but, unlike the charge in Chapter , is now no longer fixed, but rather
a dynamical variable. ¿e system is assumed to be in diffusive equilibrium with a
salt reservoir, which contains oppositely charged, monovalent, point-like salt ions,
each with density cs. ¿is gives rise to (yet to be determined) concentrations ρ�(r)
of positive and negative ions in the suspension.

Like in theWigner–Seitz cell charge regulation theory of Chapter , we assume
that each particle has M homogeneously distributed ionizable groups on its sur-
face, Z of which are assumed to be ionized. Due to the ionization of the colloidal
surface, each colloidal surface gains an energy Fs(M , Z), given by

βFs(M , Z) = − ln�M
Z
� + βE, (.)

where the first term denotes the entropy of occupying Z out of M binding posi-
tions and E is the binding free energy of each ion. In Chapter , we derived that
this binding free energy is related to the dissociation constant K of the ionization
process as exp[βє] = cs~K.
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¿e effective interaction Hamiltonian, as defined in Eq. (.), now takes the
form (cf. Eq. (.))

βH(�Ri�; ) =Q
α=�
S dr ρα(r) �ln ρα(r)

cs
− 	

+ 


S dr [ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r)]ϕ(r)

+ Q
α=�
S dr ρα(r)βUHC

α (r) + NβFs(M , Z),
(.)

where q(r) denotes the charge distribution of the colloids as defined by Eq. (.),
ϕ(r) is the dimensionless electric potential, as defined in Eq. (.), and βUHC

�
(r)

describes the hard-core interaction between the colloids and the micro-ions. In
Eq. (.), we have neglected any fluctuations in the colloid charge Z and we have
assumed that all colloids carry exactly the same charge. Note that the Hamilto-
nian (.) is a functional of the ionic profiles ρ�(r) and a function of the colloid
charge Z.

Following the procedure outlined in Chapter , we construct virtual cells of
radius b A a and (yet unknown) net charge Q around each colloid. Inside the
cell, we solve a non-linear Poisson–Boltzmann cell equation, while in the regions
outside the cell, we assume the system is well described as particles of radius a and
effective charge Z�, and use a linear, multi-centered approximation to the electric
potential.

Because the surface free energy of the system (.) does not depend explic-
itly on the micro-ion profiles ρ�(r), the minimization procedure of the effective
Hamiltonian (.) with regard to the salt concentrations, carries though exactly as
the minimization procedure in Section .. We thus find that outside the cells, the
electric potential, which we denote by ϕℓ(r), is the solution of the linear Poisson–
Boltzmann equation (.), and is given by

ϕℓ(r) = ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ + N

Q
i=

ϕ(Sr − Ri S) (.)

where the -like orbitals ϕ(r) are given by
ϕ(r) = −λB Z�e κ̄a

 + κ̄a
e−κ̄r

r
. (.)

where κ̄ = κcosh ϕ̄, and ϕ̄ is the Donnan potential of the effective system, which
is defined through the relation

sinh ϕ̄ = Z�n

cs
eη~(−η) . (.)
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Inside the cell around colloid i, the electric potential is denoted by ϕc(Sr−Ri S) �
ϕ(r), where ϕc(r) is determined by the boundary value problem



r
∂

∂r
�r ∂

∂r
ϕc(r)� = κ sinh �ϕc(r)�; (.a)

ϕ′c(a) = ZλB

a
; (.b)

ϕ′c(b) = QλB

b
. (.c)

Note that the first boundary condition (.b) still depends on the unknown charge
Z.

¿e charge Z is determined by the minimum of the effective Hamiltonian (.)
with respect to Z. Using partial differentiation similar to Eq. (.), we find

ln
Z

M − Z = ϕc(a) − βE or Z = M

 + (cs~K) exp[−ϕc(a)] (.)

where Ri denotes the position of the center of colloid i. For the regions inside the
cells, we thus need to solve the coupled set of equations (.a)–(.) rather than the
simple boundary value problem (.). Numerically, however, it does not really pose
any problem.

To completely determine the electric potential ϕ(r) and the charges Z of the
colloid and Q of the cell, we need to demand that the potential and the electric
field are continuous at the cell boundaries. ¿is translates into the relations

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
ϕc(b) = ϕℓ(br̂);
ϕ′c(b) = r̂ ë∇ϕℓ(br̂), (.)

where ϕc(b) is determined by Eqs. (.a)–(.), and ϕℓ(br̂) and∇ϕℓ(br̂) are given
by Eqs. (.a) and (.b). ¿is set of equations can for example be solved by the
procedure outlined in Fig. . and described in Section ..

¿is procedure fixes the potential ϕ(r) and the charges Q and Z for given val-
ues of M, λB, η, κ, K, a and b. ¿e cell radius b is still a free parameter. It is fixed
in the same way as already discussed in Section .: we determine the cell radius b
from the condition

Sϕc(b) − ϕ̄S � , (.)

or b = a if Sϕc(a) − ϕ̄S < .
¿e effective Hamiltonian of the multi-centered non-linear charge-regulated

theory, finally, is given by

βH =βΦ(regul)c + βΦD + βΦ′ + � − Υ(κ̄a)�Q
i< j

V(R i j ; Z
�, κ̄), (.)
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which is identical to the effective Hamiltonian of the theory with fixed charges, as

given by Eq. (.), except for the cell contributionΦ(regul)c . ¿eDonnan contribu-
tionΦD was defined in Eq. (.) and the volume termΦ′ in Eq. (.). ¿e factor
Υ(x) is given by Eq. (.), and the pair potentialV(R i j)was defined in Eq. (.).
¿e cell contribution is simply equal toΦ(regul)c = Φc + Fs(M , Z), whereΦc is the
cell contribution (.) of the fixed-charge theory, and Fs is the charge regulation
contribution of Eq. (.). ¿e cell contribution thus becomes

βΦ
(regul)
c

N
=πcs S

cell
dr r �ϕc(r) sinhϕc(r) −  coshϕc(r)� (.)

+ Z


ϕc(a) −M ln � + K

cs
exp[ϕ(a)]� − Vcell Q

α=�
ρ̄α �ln ρ̄α

cs
− � ,

where Vcell = 

π(b − a) is the volume of a cell interior.

With the effective Hamiltonian H given by Eq. (.), we calculate the free en-
ergy (.) that follows from H by exploiting the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality as
outlined in Appendix C.

. Results

In Fig. ., we show the colloid charge Z as a function of the packing fraction η and
the screening constant κa for a system with M = , a~λB =  and K = µM
(silica). It is clear that the charge decreases with both increasing packing fraction
and stronger screening.

Figure . should be compared to Fig. ., which shows the charge in the regu-
lated cell Poisson–Boltzmann theory for the same system parameters. Note that in
the current figure . the range of κa and η is larger than in Fig. .. ¿e data for
the charge Z in the current multi-centered non-linear charge-regulated Poisson–
Boltzmann model matches the data for the regulated cell model very well.

In Fig. ., we plot the charge for the same system in a slightly different format:
we show the colloid charge–size ratio ZλB~a as a function of the packing fraction η
and the screening constant κa for a system with fixed a~λB = , M =  and
K = µM. ¿e dimensionless quantity ZλB~a is interesting here, because we have
shown in Chapter  that in themulti-centered non-linearmodel with fixed charges,
spinodal instabilities occur only for systems where ZλB~a A�  (or slightly lower
for the spherically symmetric approach described in Section B); see Fig. .. Note
that for this particular system in the charge-regulated model, the maximum value
of ZλB~a attained, is ZλB~a � ..

In Fig. ., we show the quantity ZλB~a as a function of the packing fraction η
and the screening constant κa for many different values of the number M of ion-
izable surface sites and the particle size a~λB. Each of the small diagrams in this
figure is identical to Fig. ., with the packing fraction − < η <  on the horizon-
tal axes and the screening constant . < κa <  on the vertical axes. Note that
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F . — ¿e colloid charge Z for a typical colloidal system with fixed a~λB = ,
M =  and K = µM (i.e., silica particles). ¿e top figure shows the charge Z as a
function of the colloidal packing fraction η for several values of the screening constant κa.
¿e bottom figure show the charge as a function of the screening κa for several values of the
packing fraction. ¿is can be seen to agree well with the charges calculated in the Poisson–
Boltzmann cell approximation, as displayed in Fig. ..
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F . — ¿e colloid charge ZλB~a as a function of the packing fraction η and the
screening constant κa for a typical colloidal system with fixed a~λB = , M =  and
K = µM. Observe that the charge is lower than ZλB~a � . in the entire parameter
regime . < κa <  and − < η < . shown here. ¿e charge is thus too low to result
in spinodal instabilities, for which ZλB~a A� – is needed in a constant-Z model (see
Chapter ).

for most of these parameters, the quantity ZλB~a is smaller than , and that only
in the case of M =  and a~λB =  and a~λB = , this value is exceeded,
but even then the maximum value attained is ZλB~a � . ¿ese values are all too
small to induce any spinodal instabilities in the fixed-charge model.

By calculating the free energy F from the effective Hamiltonian (.) using the
procedure outlined in Appendix C, we calculated the pressure P = −(dF)~(dV)
and the inverse compressibility χ− = (dβP)~(dn) for the systems of Fig. .. ¿e
compressibility is always positive for the systems studied, and thus no spinodal
instabilities are present. We therefore conclude that the values of ZλB~a are indeed
too small to give instabilities, and that the density-dependent Z, which in principle
could have caused instabilities in the phase-behavior even for low values of ZλB~a,
does not affect the stability significantly.

It is not hard to understand why the charge cannot become very large: if Z is
large, on the one hand that means, by Gauss’s theorem, that the derivative ϕ′c(a)
at the colloid surface must be large. A large ϕ′c(a) induces also a large negative
value for the electric potential ϕc(a) at the colloid surface by the non-linear cou-
pling through the Poisson–Boltzmann equation (.a). If ϕ(a) −, however, the
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F . — ¿e colloid charge ZλB~a as a function of the packing fraction η and the
screening constant κa for a many different colloidal system with varyingM (columns) and
a~λB (rows). ¿e scales of the axes of each of the individual figures are similar to Fig. .,
with on the horizontal axes the colloidal packing fraction ranging from η = − to η = .
and on the vertical axes the screening constant κa ranging from κa = . to κa = .
Observe that the highest value for ZλB~a that is attained in this entire parameter regime is
ZλB~a �  for M = 

 and a~λB = 
 in the low screening and low density regime.
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charge Zmust be small because of the relation (.). ¿is suggests that indeed large
values of Z are hard to attain.

¿e significant computational effort required to generate the phase-diagram
Fig. . has prevented us from studying lower values of a~λB, where gas–liquid
instabilities may yet be possible. ¿is is work in progress.

. Conclusion

We have extended the multi-centered nonlinear Poisson–Boltzmann theory that
was derived in Chapter  with a simple charge regulation mechanism, which was
first introduced in Chapter  in a cell model. We calculated the charges for a large
number of systems, and found that for almost all systems ZλB~a < . We calcu-
lated the effective Hamiltonian and the free energy; the compressibility resulting
from the free energy is always positive for the systems studied and no spinodal in-
stabilities were found. We thus conclude that the value of ZλB~a is too small to
induce any spinodal instabilities and the density-dependence of the charge does
not induce any instabilities either, at least for the parameter regime investigated
so far. ¿e spinodal instabilities that were found in the multi-centered nonlinear
Poisson–Boltzmann theory of Chapter  are therefore probably very hard to reach
in experimental systems.

¿e charge regulation mechanism that we employed here, was very simple. A
more sophisticated model, or use of a different material than silica, might perhaps
allow for more highly charged systems in which the broad gas–liquid and gas–
crystalline phase coexistences of Chapters  and may be experimentally achieved.
Also this should be investigated in more detail.
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CHAPTER
Conclusions and Outlook

In this thesis we studied colloidal suspensions by means of Poisson–Boltzmann
theory. ¿e main goal was to explain observations suggesting the presence of co-
hesive energy in colloidal suspensions at low salinity (see Section .), which cannot
be explained by traditional  theory.

¿emain result of this thesis consists of a new theory for the effectiveHamilto-
nian of suspensions of highly charged colloids at low ionic strengths. ¿is theory,
which we constructed in Chapter , is based on (mean-field) Poisson–Boltzmann
theory and describes non-linear effects such as charge renormalization and quasi-
condensation of counter-ions on the colloidal surfaces, while still explicitly taking
into account the multi-centered character of the system. ¿e effective Hamilto-
nian is found to consist of pairwise screened-Coulomb interactions and so-called
volume terms; all parameters and quantities can be obtained explicitly, either an-
alytically, or from relatively simple and straightforward numerical computations.
Existing theories were either computationally very expensive, or would only take
into account either the non-linearity or the multi-centered geometry, reducing the
problem either to a non-linear cell-type model, or to a linearmulti-centered prob-
lem.

Using the multi-centered, non-linear theory, we have calculated the phase-
behavior of colloidal suspensions for a large range of salt concentrations and col-
loidal charges, densities, and radii. ¿e results (see Fig. .) show that spinodal
instabilities can occur, if the colloidal particles have sufficiently high charges or
sufficiently small radii. ¿e cohesion that causes these spinodal instabilities re-
sides in the volume terms. Furthermore, the theory extends in parameter space
from (very) highly charged colloids (with charge Z = –) to the : electrolyte
(Z = ), and we have shown that the spinodal instabilities of highly asymmetric
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colloidal systems are directly related to the well-established instabilities in the re-
strictive primitive model.

Additionally, we have included a charge regulation mechanism in this multi-
centered nonlinear theory. ¿e resulting model, which is described in Chapter ,
includes the multi-centered nature of the system, the non-linear behavior close
to the colloidal surfaces, and additionally, the chemical equilibrium between the
micro-ions in solution and those bound to the colloidal surfaces. ¿is extended
model shows that it is very hard to experimentally reach the parameter regime
where the colloids have sufficiently high net charge to induce a spinodal instability,
at least for silica particles.

In Fig. ., we have given a clear overview of the region in parameter space
where, at low ionic strength, spinodal instabilities are found on the basis of the
theory of Chapter ; this region is well approximated by the relation ZλB~a C ,
where a is the particle radius, and λB is the Bjerrum length. ¿is might be an
incentive to try and reach these parameters in experimental setups; we have shown
in Chapter , however, that such high charges are probably hard to obtain. Another
area of experimental studymight be tomeasure the net and the effective charges of
colloids as a function of the salt concentration and the colloid density for different
colloid radii and charges, in order to compare these to the theoretical predictions of
Chapters  and . Although somework has been done on this subject [, , ],
not many quantitative data are available at the moment.

InMonte-Carlo simulations, the highest charges that can be achievedwith cur-
rent techniques do not exceed a few hundred electron charges. Although also the
parameter range between Z =  and Z =  is interesting, it is fair to say that
primitive model simulations have not yet closed the gap to highly charge colloidal
systems (with, say, Z � –) with added salt. However, progress in this area
is fast, and, with increasing computer power becoming available, it is likely that
it will become possible to simulate systems with much higher charge in the near
future. ¿is should allow for further quantitative tests of the present theory.

Another direction for further research might be the extension of the multi-
centered non-linear model of Chapter  to other potentials than the simple hard-
coreCoulomb systems thatwere studied in this thesis. By adjusting the interactions
inside the cells, it should be relatively easy to add specific short-ranged interactions
to the model, including for example stickiness, or to make the colloidal core so ,
like, for example, in star polymer systems []. We therefore expect that the theory
developed here will have many more applications and could be a useful tool to
study all kinds of colloidal and so matter systems in the future.
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APPENDIXA
Linear Poisson–Boltzmann

theory: additional calculations

¿is Appendix contains some technical calculations that are used in the linear
Poisson–Boltzmann theory of Chapter 

A. ¿e grand potential

In this Appendix, we calculate the equilibrium grand potential Ω for the linear
Poisson–Boltzmann theory that is described in Chapter . We show that upon
insertion of this grand potential into Eq. (.), the effective Hamiltonian (.) can
be cast into the form specified by Eqs. (.)–(.).

In the framework of Density Functional¿eory, the equilibrium grand poten-
tial is given by the minimum of the functional Ω[ρ+, ρ−] of Eq. (.). ¿is mini-
mum is found by inserting the Euler–Lagrange equations (.a) and (.b) into
the functional. ¿is leads to the following expression for the grand potential:

βΩ

V
=Q
�

ρ̄� �ln � ρ̄�
cs
� − � + Zn


ϕ̄

+ ηβw
ρ̄+ + ρ̄−


+ 

V
S dr ρ(r)βV(r)

+ 

V
S dr βW(r)�ρ+(r) + ρ̄−(r)�.

(A.)
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¿e “electrostatic” integral can be evaluated as



V
S dr ρ(r)βV(r) = 

V

(π) S dk βVkρ−k

= − 





 − η
(ρ̄+ − ρ̄−)
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− − Zn


ϕ̄ − n



Zκ̄λB

 + κ̄a

+ 

V
Q
i< j

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤( +
Γ


) � Ze κ̄a

 + κ̄a�

λBe

−κ̄R i j

R i j

£̈̈§̈̈¥
− 

V
Q
i< j
�−Z λB

R i j
¡ ,

(A.)

where we inserted the Fourier transform ρk of ρ(r) from (.), and the Fourier
transform Vk of V(r), which is given by

βVk = −π
k
��βv + Z λB

a
� ka cos ka − βv sin ka¡Q

j

e ikëR j . (A.)

¿e factor Γ~ in the fourth termon the right hand side of Eq. (A.) is caused by the
expulsion of micro-ionic charges from the colloid cores, and is given by Eq. (.).
Note that the first and second term of Eq. (A.) result from the� kδ(k) term in
equation (.) that did not contribute to the charge density.

In a similar way, the “hard-core” part of the grand potential (A.) is evaluated
as



V
S dr βW(r) (ρ+(r) + ρ−(r)) = 

V

(π) ρ̄+ − ρ̄−ρ̄+ + ρ̄− S dk βWkρ−k

= 

V

Γ


� Ze κ̄a

 + κ̄a�


Q
i< j

λBe
−κ̄R i j

R i j
,

(A.)

where the Fourier transform ofW(r) is given by Eq. (.) and where we used that
W(r)[ρ+(r)~ρ̄+ + ρ−(r)~ρ̄−] � .

Substitution of Eqs. (A.) and (A.) into the grand potential (A.) leads to

βΩ = ( + Γ) � Ze κ̄ a

 + κ̄a�


Q
i< j

λB
e−κ̄R i j

R i j
− ZQ

i< j

λB

R i j
+ βΦ, (A.)

where the “volume term”Φ = ΦD +Φ is given by Eqs. (.) and (.).
Gathering Eqs. (.), (.) and (A.), we find that the effective Hamiltonian can

be cast into the form given by Eqs. (.)–(.).

A. Alternative hard-core terms

We have already mentioned that, in Chapter , we have used a slightly different
definition of the hard-core parameters βv and βw than were used by Van Roij
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and Hansen in Refs. [, ]. In this Appendix wemake this statement explicit and
calculate, within the grand-canonical linear Poisson–Boltzmann theory of Chap-
ter , the effective Hamiltonian using the definition of the hard-core potentials of
Refs. [, ].

In contrast to the definitionU�(r) = �V(r)+W(r) for the micro-ion–colloid
interactions, which we used in Chapter , as outlined just above Eq. (.a), Van
Roij and Hansen used the definition

U�(r) = �V(r) + ρ̄�

ρ̄+ + ρ̄−W(r), (A.)

where the potentials V(r) and W(r) are defined in Eqs. (.a) and (.b). With
this definition, the grand potential becomes

Ω[ρ+, ρ−] =Ω′id[ρ+] +Ω′id[ρ−] + kBTλB S drdr′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)Sr − r′S

+ S dr ρ(r)V(r) + ρ̄+ ρ̄−

ρ̄+ + ρ̄− S dr � ρ+(r)
ρ̄+
+ ρ−(r)

ρ̄−
�W(r), (A.)

where the ideal-gas functionals βΩid[ρ�] are defined in Eq. (.).
¿e corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations are then given by

ln
ρ̄�

cs
+ ρ�(r) − ρ̄�

ρ̄�
� ϕ(r) + ρ̄�βW(r)

ρ̄+ + ρ̄− = . (A.)

By integrating these equations over the system volume, and using the condition for
global charge neutrality, we find that the average densities ρ̄� are identical to those
given in Eq. (.). ¿e Donnan potential ϕ̄, however, is not given by Eq. (.)
anymore, but by

ϕ̄ = − sinh− �Zn
cs

eηβw� + ηβw
Zn

ρ̄+ + ρ̄− (A.)

instead. Although this expression also reduces to the usual Donnan expression
in the limit n � , it is physically less satisfactory than the result we found in
Eq. (.), as at high η its sign can become different from that of the colloidal
charge −Ze.

To calculate the density profiles, we take the following linear combination of
the Euler–Lagrange equations (A.):

ρ+(r)
ρ̄+
+ ρ−(r)

ρ̄−
= ( − βW(r) + ηβw) ; (A.a)

ρ(r) − ρ̄
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− = − (ϕ(r) − ϕ̄). (A.b)
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Note that, due to the different definition of U�(r), the hard-core potential W(r)
is now totally decoupled from the charge density ρ(r).

Eq. (A.a) is identical to Eq. (.a), so its solution is again  inside the hard
cores of the colloids, and given by Eq. (.) outside the hard cores, provided that
we fix βw = ~( − η).

¿e second equation (A.b) is not identical to its counterpart Eq. (.b). ¿e
solution is quite similar though: we need to fix the hard core parameter βv to

βv = −Z κ̄λB

 + κ̄a , (A.)

in order to make sure that the charge density ρ(r) is a multi-centered sum of 
profiles. ¿e solution (in k-space) is then given by

ρk =(π) �ρ̄ + (ρ̄+ + ρ̄−)ϕ̄� k

k + κ̄ δ(k)
+ Z

 + κ̄a
cos ka + κ̄

k
sin ka

 + k~κ̄ Q
j

e ikëR j ,

(A.)

which, in real space, is indeed amulti-centered sum ρ(r) = Pi ρ(Sr−Ri S)with the
individual profiles given by Eq. (.). Note that Eq. (.) and (A.) only differ
in the � kδ(k) term. As a consequence, the profiles ρ(r) resulting from those
two equations, are identical, but the minimum of the functional differs.

Upon insertion of the equilibrium density profiles into the functional (A.), we
immediately notice that the last term on the right hand side vanishes. ¿e grand
potential then becomes

βΩ

V
=Q
�

ρ̄� �ln � ρ̄�
cs
� − � + Zn


ϕ̄ + η

 − η
ρ̄+ ρ̄−

ρ̄+ + ρ̄− +


V
S dr ρ(r)βV(r).

¿e integral in this expression can now be calculated using Parseval’s theorem and
the expression (A.) for the Fourier transform of V(r). ¿e result is



V
S dr ρ(r)βV(r) = 

V
Q
i< j

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤�
Ze κ̄a

 + κ̄a�

λBe

−κ̄R i j

R i j
− Z λB

R i j

£̈̈§̈̈¥
− n



Z κ̄λB

 + κ̄a −




(ρ̄+ − ρ̄−)
ρ̄+ + ρ̄− − Zn


ϕ̄,

(A.)

so that the grand potential eventually becomes

βΩ = � Ze κ̄ a

 + κ̄a�


Q
i< j

λB
e−κ̄R i j

R i j
− ZQ

i< j

λB

R i j
+ βΦ. (A.)

¿e volume term βΦ is exactly equal to the one that was found previously in
Eqs. (.) and (.); the colloidal pair interaction, however, reduces to a purely
 interaction, i.e. the factor Γ we found before, is now equal to .
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APPENDIXB
Spherically symmetric

corrections

As an additional approximation to the calculation of the correction term δΩ of
Eq. (.) in Chapter , we calculate this correction term within a spherically sym-
metric cell in a spherically symmetric cell in this Appendix. For clarity, this al-
ternative version of the correction term will be denoted by δΩ′, and the resulting
effective Hamiltonian by H′.

Starting out by calculating the spherically symmetric linear solution of the
Poisson–Boltzmann equation (.) inside the cell, we find

ϕcell
ℓ (r) = ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ +Q

�

ν�
λB

r
e�κ̄(b−a) (B.)

where the two constants ν� are found from the boundary conditions ϕcell
ℓ (b) =

ϕc(b) and ϕcell
ℓ
′(b) = ϕ′c(b), and are given by

ν� = (κ̄b � )(ϕc(b) − ϕ̄ + tanh ϕ̄) � bϕ′c(b)
κ̄λB

. (B.)

By inserting this solution (B.) into the correction (.) to the grand potential, we
find

β δΩ′

N
=Q
�

Vcell ρ̄� �ln ρ̄�

cs
− � + ρ̄ϕ̄


Vcell

− Z�


�ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ +Q

�

ν�
λB

a
e�κ̄(b−a)¡ (B.)
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where Vcell = 

π(b − a) is the volume of the cell interior.

Gathering the results (.), (.) and (B.), we find that the effective Hamil-
tonian is given by

H′ = Φ(Z� , κ̄, η) +ΦD(Z� , κ̄) +Φ′c(Z� , κ) + N

Q
i< j

V(R i j ; Z
�, κ̄), (B.)

where v(R i j; Z
� , κ̄) is the pair interaction as defined in Eq. (.). ¿e first vol-

ume term Φ describes the self-energies in the effective system, and is given by
Eq. (.). ¿e second volume term ΦD describes the Donnan equilibrium, and is
given by Eq. (.). Finally, the volume termΦ′c describes the excess self-energy of
each (nonlinear) cell over the effective system, and is equal to

βΦ′c
N
=πcs S

b

a
dr r �ϕc(r) sinhϕc(r) −  cosh ϕc(r)�

+ Z�


�ϕ̄ − tanh ϕ̄ +Q

�

ν�
λB
a
e�κ̄(b−a)¡

− Z


ϕc(a) − ρ̄ϕ̄


Vcell −VcellQ

�

ρ̄� �ln ρ̄�

cs
− � ,

(B.)

with the ν� given by Eq. (B.).
Observe that, in the limit b � a, the second term of Eq. (B.) reduces to

Z�ϕ(a)~ and thus exactly cancels the third term −Zϕ(a)~. ¿erefore, βΦ′c � 
in this limit, and the grand potential explicitly reduces to the expression we found
for the linear theory of Chapter .
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APPENDIXC
Mathematical and numerical

methods and techniques

Abstract

We review some of the numerical methods and techniques that were used in the this
thesis to calculate the free energy for systems of which the pair potential is known.

C. Introduction

¿e numerical work employed for this thesis is not always completely standard.
In this Appendix, we provide an overview of the techniques and the numerical
methods that were used to calculate the free energy if the Hamiltonian is known.

Most of this Appendix deals with the use of the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality
to calculate the free energy of -fluids and -solids from the pair potential. In
Section C., we review the general procedure and in C.., we introduce the Gibbs–
Bogoliubov inequality. In Section C., we apply the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality
to the fluid phase, and in Section C., we do the same for solids. Finally, in Sec-
tion C., we review a technique for easy lattice summations.

C. Free energy

In this thesis, we have typically considered systems of N spherical particles, in-
teracting through an effective pair potential and volume terms. ¿e Hamiltonian
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effective is thus of the form

H = Φ +
N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

v(SRi − R j S), (C.)

whereΦ is a volume term that can depend on thermodynamic quantities such as
temperature, chemical potential, colloid density, etc., but not on the positionsRi of
the particles. ¿e last term of Eq. (C.) denotes the pair interactions in the system;
the summation is over all colloid pairs, andRi denotes the position of the center of
particle i. ¿e pair potential v(r) is supposed to be of  form, with a hard-core
of radius a and a Yukawa-tail with screening length κ−, and is defined by

βV(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
ª r < a;
Z
AλB

e−κr

r
r A a, (C.)

where for convenience, we have denoted ZA = Zeκa~( + κa), Z is the charge of
the colloid, β = ~kBT is the inverse temperature, and λB is the Bjerrum length.

¿e thermodynamic properties and the phase behavior of the system follow
from the free energy, which is related to the Hamiltonian by

F = −kBT ln [trc exp[−βH(�Ri�)]] = F(id) +Φ + F(exc) , (C.)

where trc denotes the classical trace over the colloid degrees of freedom, as defined
in Eq. (.). ¿e free energy has been decomposed into three parts on the right-
most side of this equation; the first of these denotes the ideal gas free energy and
is given by

βF(id) = N(ln[nV] − ), (C.)

with n = N~V the colloid density and V is an irrelevant constant volume that ac-
counts for the kinetic energy and the internal partition function of the colloidal
particles. ¿e volume term survives because it is independent of the colloid posi-
tions andmomenta and thus factors out of the phase-space integral, and the excess
free energy can be expressed in terms of the pair potential as

F(exc) = −kBT ln

<@@@@>trc exp
<@@@@>−β

N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

v(SRi −R j S)=AAAA?
=AAAA? . (C.)

In the remainder of this Appendix, we disregard the volume termΦ in our calcu-
lations, as it factors out of the free energy and does not need to be approximated.
It can just be added to the approximated free energy of system as calculated in this
Appendix.

¿e main problem that we are facing when calculating the free energy, is to
evaluate the trace in Eq. (C.), as F(id) and Φ are known analytically. Unfortu-
nately, no analytic way is known to carry out these integrations, which involve a
double exponential. ¿erefore, we need to resort to approximate methods to eval-
uate it. Here, we exploit the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality.
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C.. ¿e Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality

¿eGibbs–Bogoliubov inequality [], which has been derived in many different
forms by, for example, Gibbs [], Bogoliubov [], and Feynman [], gives an
upper limit for the free energy of a system, expressed in terms of the properties
of a so-called reference system. ¿is reference system is described by a Hamilto-
nian Href that is of the same form as Hamiltonian (C.) of the original system, but
can have a different, arbitrary, pair potential, i.e.,

Href = K +Φ +
N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

Vref(SRi −R j S). (C.)

Here, Vref is the pair potential of the reference system.
¿e Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality is based on the following mathematical ob-

servation: for any two positive functions A(�Ri�) and B(�Ri�) which are equally
normalized, i.e. for which R dRN A(�Ri�) = R dRNB(�Ri� ), the inequality

S dRN A(�Ri�) lnA(�Ri�) B S dRN A(�Ri�) lnB(�R�) (C.)

is satisfied. ¿is is easily checked by combining the two integrals, using the ele-
mentary inequality ln x B x − , and exploiting the equal normalization ofA(�Ri�)
and B(�Ri�). Substituting A(�Ri�) = exp[β�Fref −Href(�Ri�)�] and B(�Ri�) =
exp[β�F −H(�Ri�)�] into relation (C.) and rearranging some terms leads to the
Gibbs–Bogoliubov equation

F B Fref + d N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi
�V(SRi − R j S) −Vref(SRi −R j S)�i

ref

, (C.)

which gives an upper bound for the free energy of the original system in terms of
quantities of the reference system. ¿e `. . . eref on the right hand side of the in-
equality denotes a thermodynamic average in the reference system, i.e., `(. . .)eref =
R dRN exp[−βHref](. . .)~ exp[−βFref]. ¿e free energy of the reference system
was denoted by Fref .

¿e way to exploit the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequality is to take a suitable ref-
erence system of which the thermodynamic properties, such as the equation of
state and the pair distribution function, are known, and in which the thermody-
namic average on the right hand side of Eq. (C.) can be evaluated explicitly. ¿e
minimum of the right hand side of Eq. (C.) as a function of variational system pa-
rameters can can then be used as an approximation of the free energy of the system
of interest, i.e., we approximate

F � min

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤Fref + d
N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi
�v(SRi − R j S) − vref(SRi − R j S)�i

ref

£̈̈§̈̈¥ , (C.)
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where the minimum is to be taken over (a set of) variational parameters of the
reference system.

¿e choice of the reference system to use depends, of course, greatly on the
exact system that is being studied. For our system (C.), we use two different refer-
ence systems: for fluids we use a hard-sphere fluid where the sphere diameter acts
as the variational parameter. For solids, we use a classical Einstein solid, with the
mean square displacement from the lattice positions as variational parameter.

C. ¿e fluid reference state

For fluid phases, a hard-sphere fluid is a suitable reference system to use, as very
precise analytical free energy expressions exist for hard-sphere systems, and the
thermodynamic average on the right hand side of the Gibbs–Bogoliubov inequal-
ity (C.) can be carried out analytically, as we will show below.

¿e hard-sphere diameter, which we will denote by d, will be used as the vari-
ational parameter in the system. ¿e free energy of the hard-sphere fluid can then
be accurately denoted by []

Fref(d) = F(id) + F(CS)(ηd), (C.)

where F(id) is the ideal gas free energy defined in Eq. (C.). For the excess free
energy due to the hard-core interactions, we use the Carnahan–Starling approxi-
mation

βF(CS)(ηd) = ηd( − ηd)( − ηd) , (C.)

where ηd = nπd~ is the packing fraction of the reference system, which is related
to the actual packing fraction η of the system of interest by ηd = η(d~a).

In a recent comparison of many different hard-sphere equations of state [],
the Carnahan–Starling equation of state was found to give very accurate results up
to densities well into the crystalline state (ηd < .).

We note here that the only dependence of the free energy of the reference sys-
tem on the hard-sphere diameter is through the effective packing fraction ηd; the
ideal gas part F(id) does not depend on the hard-sphere radius.

For convenience, we denote the difference between the pair interactions of the
original -system and the hard-sphere reference system by ∆V(r). It takes the
following Yukawa-form:

∆V(r) � V(r) − Vref(r) = ¢̈̈¦̈̈¤
 r < d;
λBZ


A
e−κr

r
r A d . (C.)

Note that this pair potential no longer contains a hard core; the cores are taken into
account by F(CS), provided d A a.
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Introducing the radial distribution function gHS
 (ηd; r) of the hard sphere sys-

tem (see, e.g., Refs. [, ]), the thermodynamic average of this difference of
pair potentials as specified in Eq. (C.) can be expressed as

d N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

∆V(SRi −R j S)i
ref

= N

V
SSRSAddR gHS

 (ηd; SRS)∆V(SRS), (C.)

where V is the system volume. By substituting the pair potential of Eq. (C.) and
rescaling the integration variable in units of the diameter, this expression can be
written as

d N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

∆V(SRi −R j S)i
ref

= NZ
AκλB

ηG(ηd ; κd)
κd

, (C.)

where the dimensionless integral G(ηd; t) is defined as
G(ηd; t) = S ª


dx gHS

 (ηd; x)x exp[−tx]. (C.)

Note that G(ηd; t) is a two-dimensional Laplace transform of the radial distribu-
tion function. ¿is Laplace transformwas calculated by Bravo Yuste and Santos in
Refs. [, ] on the basis of a Padé-approximation []. Explicitly, their expres-
sion for G(ηd; t) is given by

ηdG(ηd; t)
t

= F(t)e−t
F(t)e−t −  , (C.)

where F(t) is the (, )-Padé-approximant
F(t) =  + L t + L t



 + S t + S t + S t + S t (C.)

with the coefficients given by

L =  + 

ηd

 + ηd +
ηd

 + ηd ( L − S); (C.a)

S = −


ηd

 + ηd +
ηd

 + ηd ( L − S); (C.b)

S = − 


 − ηd
 + ηd +



 + ηd �( − ηd)L + ηdS�; (C.c)

S = − 

ηd

( − ηd)
 + ηd −



 + ηd �( − ηd)L + ηdS�. (C.d)

To make the expression (C.) consistent with the Percus–Yevick equation of state
[, ], it suffices to take L = S = . ¿is is a convenient expression to combine
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with Verlet–Weis corrections to gHS
 (r), which will be reviewed in the next section.

¿is is the expression that was used for the calculations in this thesis.
Alternatively, the approximation (C.) can also be made consistent with the

Carnahan–Starling equation of state (C.) by taking the following choice for the
coefficients L and S:

L = −ηd  − ηd~( − ηd) S; (C.e)

S = − ( − ηd)
ηd(ηd − ηd − )
�
<@@@@> − ( + ηd)

¿ÁÁÀ (ηd − ηd + )
ηd − ηd + ηd + ηd + 

=AAAA? ,
(C.f)

To conclude, we combine Eqs. (C.), (C.), (C.), and (C.), and find that
the free energy of the fluid state with Hamiltonian (C.) is approximated by

βF � βF(id) +Φ +min
d
�βF(CS)(ηd) + NZ

AκλB
ηdG(κd)

κd
¡ , (C.)

where G(t) is given by Eqs. (C.)–(C.f). ¿e minimization over the effective
hard-sphere diameter d can be easily performed numerically (see, e.g., [, ]).
Such a minimum does indeed exist for all system parameters, as the Carnahan–
Starling excess free energy (C.) diverges to positive infinity as the effective pack-
ing fraction becomes very high; the minimal effective diameter is of course given
by the physical hard sphere diameter, i.e., d C a.

C. Verlet–Weis corrections

If we take a Percus–Yevick approach, and thus choose L = S =  for the approx-
imation (C.), we can additionally employ a correction to the pair-distribution
function of the hard-sphere system, originally due to Verlet and Weis [] (see
also Ref. [], Appendix C). Verlett and Weiss proposed these extra corrections
to the Percus–Yevick pair distribution function to better match the radial distribu-
tion function to data fromMonte-Carlo simulations.

¿ey considered the radial distribution function gHS
 (η; x) to be of the form

gHS


′(η; x) = gHS
 (η′; x) + δg(η′; x) (C.)

where η′ = η− η~ is a corrected packing fraction and δg(η′; x) is a short-range
correction, given by

δg(η′; x) = Aexp[−α(x − )] cos[α(x − )]
x

. (C.)
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¿eparametersA and α were found by fitting gHS


′(η; x) toMonte-Carlo data, and
are given by

A = η′




 − .η′ − .η′( − η′) ; (C.a)

α = A ( − η′)
η′( + η′~) . (C.b)

In the specific case we are studying here, this correction has two effects. First
of all, in all expressions involving the hard-sphere radial distribution function,
i.e., Eqs. (C.), (C.), (C.)–(C.f) and (C.), the effective packing fraction
ηd needs to be replaced with the Verlett–Weiss-corrected packing fraction η′d =
ηd − ηd~. Secondly, an extra term, resulting from the correction term δg(x),
needs to be added to the function G(η; t) of Eq. (C.). ¿is term is given by

δG(η′; t) = S ª


dx e−x tx δg(x) = Ae−t t + α

α + tα + t . (C.)

Incorporating these corrections, the expression (C.) for the free energy is
replaced by

βF � βF(id) +min
d
�βF(CS)(ηd)
+ Z

AκλB
η′d
κd
�G(η′d; κd) + δG(η′d; κd)�¡,

(C.)

which is also easy to minimize numerically.

C. ¿e crystalline reference state

For the crystalline state, we take a different approach than for liquids. ¿e choice
of the reference system is now the classical Einstein crystal on a lattice equal to that
of the crystal phase of interest, e.g., FCC or BCC. ¿e frequency, or, equivalently,
themean square displacement of the particles from their lattice positions, will now
serve as the variational parameter. ¿is approach is based on ideas by Shih [].

We assume that the crystalline state is perfect, i.e., there are no lattice defects,
stacking faults, vacancies in lattice positions or multiple particles at a single lattice
position. ¿e potential for each particle around its lattice position is given by a
harmonic trap V(r) = 


mωr. ¿e free energy of a single particle is thus given

by

βF = − ln �V− S dr exp[−βV(SrS)]� = ln �� γ
π
�~ V	 (C.)
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where γ− = kBT~mω is themean square displacement of the particle in the trap,
and will function as the variational parameter.

¿e free energy of the entire lattice is therefore given by

βFsolid,ref = N ln �� γ
π
�~ V	 (C.)

Following Eq. (C.), we thus find the following expression for the reference free
energy of the crystalline phase of the Yukawa system (C.):

Fsolid =min
γ
�Fsolid,ref + F(exc)

solid
� , (C.)

where the excess part of the free energy of the crystal is defined as

F(exc)
solid = d N

Q
i=

N

Q
jAi

V(SRi − R j S)i
ref

(C.)

and the effective colloid–colloid pair potential is given by Eq. (C.).
¿e probability distribution P(r) of finding a particle at a distance r from its

lattice position, is given by a Boltzmann distribution; in the reference system of
non-interacting particles this is simply P(r) = (γ~π)~ exp[−γr]. Exploiting the
fact that all lattice sites are equivalent and placing the origin at an arbitrary lattice
site, the excess free energy of the solid can be written as

βF(exc)
solid = N Q

R~=
S drS dr′ P(r)P(r′)V(Sr − (R + r′)S), (C.)

where the summation on the right hand side is over the lattice positions outside the
origin. By substituting the explicit expression for the pair potential (while neglect-
ing the hard cores), exploiting Parseval’s theorem, and evaluating these integrals
in momentum space, we find

βF(exc)
solid =




Z
Ae

κ~γ Q
R~=

λB

R
�e−κR erfc �»κ~γ − R»γ~�
− eκR erfc �»κ~γ + R»γ~�¡, (C.)

where R = SRS is the distance of lattice position R from the origin, and erfc(x) =
 − erf(x) is the error function complement.

¿is expression is still somewhat complicated, and because of the lattice sum,
it cannot easily be minimized as a function of γ. For simplicity, therefore, we ap-
proximate the expression (C.) as

βF(exc)
solid �




Z
Ae

κ~γ Q
R~=

λB

R
e−κR (C.)
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which is accurate, provided γDκ Q , where D is the typical nearest-neighbor
distance between two particles in the lattice. ¿is approximation turns out to be
fairly accurate for the density regimes in which we are interested (η A . for the
solids).

Gathering these results, we find that the free energy of the solid phase is given
by

βFsolid = Φ +min
γ
�N ln �� γ

π
� V	 + N


Z
Ae

κ~γS¡ , (C.)

where the lattice sum S is given by

S = λB Q
R~=

e−κSRSSRS (C.)

with the lattice positionsR determined by the lattice geometry. Note that the lattice
sum (C.) does not depend on the variational parameter γ. Hence, the free energy
(C.) can be analytically minimized with respect to γ. ¿e minimum condition
reads

γ = Z
A
S



eκ
~γ

κ
, (C.)

the solution of which is given in terms of the LambertW-function [] by

γ = κ �W � 

Z
AS
�	− . (C.)

¿eLambertW-function is defined as the inverse function of f (W) =WeW ; many
good numerical approximations for it are known (see, e.g., [, , ]).

C. Lattice summations

¿e lattice sum S of Eq. (C.) can, in principle, be summed by iterating over all
lattice sites. For three-dimensional lattices, however, this would mean evaluating a
triple summation for a given value of the screening parameter κ. Computationally,
it is much more efficient to calculate the number of lattice sites at each distance
from an (arbitrarily chosen) origin in advance, and for each evaluation of the sum
S only evaluate a one-dimensional iteration over the distance from the origin.

Picking the origin at an arbitrary lattice site, and introducing a set of primi-
tive vectors �e , e , e� of a lattice structure [], any point in the lattice can be
decomposed as

R = ne + ne + ne , (C.)
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F C. — FCC (le ) and BCC (right) lattice structures in the conventional unit cells
with edge length D.

FCC BCC
j SRS N j SRS N j
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 º
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 º
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DBCC
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 º
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DBCC

º
 

 º
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º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º
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º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º
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º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º

DFCC

º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º

DFCC

º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º

DFCC

º
  


DBCC

º
 

 º

DFCC

º
  


DBCC

º
 

T C. —¿is table show the number of lattice positions N j at a distance SRS around a
central lattice position for BCC and FCC lattices. ¿e DFCC and DBCC are the edge lengths
of the conventional unit cells for the FCC and BCC lattice, as displayed in Fig. C..
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for certain n, n, and n . ¿e lattice sum S can hence be written as

S =
ª

Q
n=−ª

ª

Q
n=−ª

ª

Q′
n=−ª

f (Sne + ne + neS), (C.)

with f (R) = λBe
−κR~R, and where the prime denotes the exclusion of the term�n , n , n� = (, , ) in the summations. In the current case, we are only inter-

ested in square lattices, so we may assume without loss of generality that each of
the primitive lattice vectors is normalized equally, i.e., SeS = SeS = SeS. ¿e possi-
ble distances between two lattice sites then are given by λ j~ for positive integers j
and some number λ that is yet to be determined (see below). ¿e lattice sum can
be written as

S =
ª

Q
j=

N j f (λ» j), (C.)

where N j denotes the number of lattice sites that are present at a distance λ j~

from the origin.
Note that we have reduced the triple summation in Eq. (C.) to a single sum-

mation in Eq. (C.). ¿e latter expression is computationally very easy to calcu-
late, assuming the function N j is known. ¿is function N j, however, only depends
on the lattice geometry and not on the screening κ, and therefore needs to be com-
puted only once and can be stored for later use.

To computeN j and λ for an FCC and a BCC lattice, we first choose appropriate
primitive lattice vectors:

FCC � �e , e , e� = DFCC


�(, , ), (, , ), (, , )�; (C.a)

BCC � �e , e , e� = DBCC


�(−, , ), (,−, ), (, ,−)�, (C.b)

where DFCC = a 
»
π~η and DBCC = a 

»
π~η are the edge lengths of the con-

ventional cubic unit cells of the FCC and BCC lattices (see Fig. C.), respectively,
expressed in terms of the colloidal radius a and packing fraction η. ¿e square
distances in the FCC and BCC lattice are therefore given by

FCC: R = D
FCC


(n

 + n
 + n

) + D
FCC


(nn + nn + nn) (C.a)

BCC: R = D
BCC


(n

 + n
 + n

) − D
BCC


(nn + nn + nn) (C.b)

where the −ª < n , n , n < ª are integers. Note that thus all distances between
lattice points are indeed of the form λ

»
j for some integer j, with λFCC = DFCC~º

and λBCC = DBCC~ for the FCC and BCC lattice structures, respectively.
¿e function N j can easily be pre-calculated by evaluating Eqs. (C.a) and

(C.b) for all −nmax < n , n , n < nmax for some (large) cutoff value of nmax, and
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simply keeping track of the number of lattice sites at distance λ
º
i for integer i.

For reference, the function N j is shown in Table C. for a j B .
We exploit this efficient technique to calculate S fromEq. (C.), hence γ from

Eq. (C.), and hence the free energy of the crystalline phase from Eq. (C.).
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Samenvatting

Zachte materie

Het onderwerp van dit proefschi zijn zogenaamde colloïden. Colloïden zijn fei-
telijk microscopische deeltjes met diameters tussen een nanometer en een micro-
meter. Zulke deeltjes zijn enerzijds zo klein dat ze slechts onder een microscoop
kunnen worden waargenomen, maar aan de andere kant wel veel groter dan ato-
men en moleculen.

Colloïden zijn een vorm van zogenaamde ‘zachte materie’, waartoe ook on-
der meer eiwitten, -moleculen, virusdeeltjes, celwanden, yoghurt, kunststof-
fen, rubber en andere polymeersystemen behoren. De gezamenlijke eigenschap
van al deze systemen is inderdaad dat ze “zacht” zijn: flexibel en buigzaam.

Het feit dat er in de meeste systemen zo veel verschillende soorten deeltjes
voorkomen, in allerlei vormen, en van allerlei groottes, is een van de redenen
dat het moeilijk is de eigenschappen van zachte-materiesystemen uit te rekenen.
Colloïden kunnen bijvoorbeeld  keer zo groot zijn als de watermoleculen
waartussen ze zich bewegen, maar om het hele systeem goed te beschrijven moe-
ten wel al deze deeltjes op een of andere manier wordenmeegenomen. Bovendien
zijn er meestal, bahalve de deeltjes waaruit het oplosmiddel bestaat, ook nog ande-
re deeltjes aanwezig in het systeem, zoals zoutionen of polymeerketens. Terwijl we
vooral geïnteresseerd zijn in het gedrag van de grote, zachte-materiedeeltjes, be-
invloedt de aanwezigheid van de kleine achtergronddeeltjes de manier waarop de
grotere deeltjes met alkaar interageren. Zo blijkt bijvoorbeeld dat grote colloïden
elkaar een beetje gaan aantrekken als je er kleine polymeren aan toevoegt. Door
de interacties tussen de polymeren onderling en de polymeren met de colloïdale
deeltjes in rekening te brengen, is het mogelijk om precies uit te rekenen hoe de
aanwezigheid van de polymeren de interacties tussen de andere deeltjes beïnvloedt.

Er is de laatste tijd veel aandacht voor systemen van zachte materie, zowel van-
uit de industrie als vanuit de fundamentele wetenschap. De aandacht vanuit de
industrie is begrijpelijk als je bedenkt wat voor soort systemen er allemaal onder
de noemer “zachte materie” vallen: dat varieert van toepassingen in de cosmeti-
sche en de voedingsmiddellenindustrie (huid- en zonnebrandcrême, shampoo en
yoghurt zijn allemaal voorbeelden van zachte materie) tot moderne  en 
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computer- en televisieschermen. Enkele bekende recente toepassingen zijn elek-
tronisch papier en fotonische materialen voor optische computerchips.

Vanuit een fundamenteel oogpunt zijn systemen van zachte materie vooral
interessant omdat ze, vanwege hun grootte en lage snelheid, relatief gemakkelijk
kunnen worden bestudeerd: terwijl voor onderzoek aan traditionele geconden-
seerdematerie bijvoorbeeld verstrooiingsexperimenten nodig zijn,kunnen zachte-
materiesystemen simpelweg onder een optische microscoop worden bekeken. Het
is zelfs mogelijk om filmopnamen temaken van deeltjes in zulke systemen om hun
beweging via de computer te analyseren. Bovendien kunnen de deeltjes ook via een
zogenaamd laser-pincet individueel worden verplaatst of gevangen.

Wat het gebied van zachte materie nog eens extra interessant maakt, is dat het
zich afspeelt op de grens van de natuurkunde, de scheikunde en de (moleculaire)
biologie. Celmembranen en oplossingen van -moleculen zijn typische voor-
beelden van zachte materie, die in biologische systemen alleen kunnen worden
begrepen door de chemie van de -moleculen en de natuurkunde van hun in-
teracties met de waterige omgeving en de daarin aanwezige ionen te combineren.

Colloïden

Zoals gezegd zijn colloïden een specifieke vorm van zachte materie: het zijn sus-
pensies van microscopische deeltjes in een oplosmiddel als water of alcohol. Be-
kende voorbeelden zijn inkt (een oplossing van pigmentdeeltjes in water of alco-
hol), latex-verf (oplossing van rubberachtige polymeren in water), klei (dunne,
hard schij�es in water) of vetdeeltjes in bijvoorbeeld melk. In de suspensie zijn
vaak ook nog andere chemische componenten aanwezig, zoals polymeerketens,
eiwitten, of zoutionen. De colloïdale deeltjes zelf zitten qua grootte in tussen een
nanometer (grofweg tien keer zo groot als een atoom) en een micrometer (onge-
veer honderd keer zo klein als de dikte van eenmenselijke haar), en kunnen allerlei
verschillende vormen hebben.

Colloïdale deeltjes kunnen in het laboratoriumonder een optischemicroscoop
worden gevolgd en gefilmd; de posities en de bewegingen van de deeltjes kunnen
dan later met de computer worden geanalyseerd. Bovendien is het mogelijk om
een of meerdere deeltjes op individueel niveau te manipuleren door middel van
een laser-pincet. In zo’n laser-pincet wordt een deeltje gevangen in een laserstraal,
en kan hij bijvoorbeeld naar een andere positie in het systeemworden versleept, of
hij kan juist netjes op zijn positie worden gehouden. Door zo’n laser-pincet met de
computer aan te sturen, is het mogelijk omhonderden deeltjes tegelijk op te sluiten
of te manipuleren.

Het is tegenwoordig mogelijk om veel verschillende vormen en soorten collo-
iden te maken in het laboratorium: bollen, plaatjes, naalden, deeltjes met een
halter-vorm, holle bollen, enz. Deze deeltjes kunnen bovendien uit allerlei ver-
schillende materialen bestaan, zoals metalen (bijv. goud, aluminium of ijzer), glas,
rubber, of plastic. Bovendien is het tegenwoordig mogelijk om heel veel van (vrij-
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wel) precies dezelfde deeltjes temaken, zodat bijvoorbeeld alle bollen dezelfde dia-
meter hebben, en mooi rond zijn. Dit is belangrijk, omdat eventuele verschillen
tussen de deeltjes afwijkingen kunnen geven in experimenten.

De specifieke colloïdale systemen waar dit proefschri over gaat, zijn harde
bollen (van bijvoorbeeld glas of plastic) in water of alcohol. Bij het oplossen van
zulke colloïden in water, treedt een chemische reactie op waarbij positief geladen
zoutdeeltjes (de zogeheten counterionen) zich losmaken van het oppervlak van de
colloïden, en daarbij een negatieve lading achterlaten op het oppervlak. Hierdoor
krijgen de colloïden dus allemaal een negatieve lading en stoten ze elkaar af. De
precieze grootte van de lading, en dus de sterkte van de afstoting tussen de deeltjes,
hangt af van allerlei factoren; het materiaal waaruit de colloïden bestaan is uiter-
aard belangrijk, maar ook de temperatuur en het soort oplosmiddel dat is gebruikt.

Belangrijk is verder dat colloïdale suspensies behalve de colloïden zelf, het op-
losmiddel en de counterionen, ook nog extra zoutionen bevatten. Deze zouten
splitsen zich namelijk in een positief en een negatief ion op het moment dat ze
oplossen, en worden daardoor aangetrokken of afgestoten door de colloïden. Het
zout kan expres zijn toegevoegd (bijvoorbeeld keukenzout) om de eigenschappen
van het systeem te veranderen, maar het kan ook gewoon vervuiling zijn door bij-
voorbeeld koolzuur uit de lucht die oplost. Bovendien hebben de meeste oplos-
middelen ook van nature een minimale hoeveelheid aanwezige zoutionen; een li-
ter zuiver, gedestilleerd water bevat bijvoorbeeld altijd minimaal  microgram aan
H+ enOH−-ionen.

D-theorie

De traditionele manier waarom zulke suspensies van hoog geladen, bolvormige
colloïdenworden beschreven, is doormiddel van zogenaamde-theorie. Deze
is in de jaren ’ ontwikkeld door de Nederlanders Verwey en Overbeek en door
de Russen Derjaguin en Landau.

In deze theorie speelt de aanwezigheid van extra zoutionen in de suspensie een
belangrijke rol. De colloïden zijn negatief geladen en stoten elkaar dus af; een ge-
deelte van de zoutionen is echter positief geladen, en wordt dus juist aangetrokken
door de veel grotere colloïdale deeltjes. Deze positieve zoutionen vormendaardoor
een wolk van positieve lading om het negatief geladen colloïd-deeltje, en schermt
daardoor de lading van het deeltje voor een groot deel af. Netto komt dit effect
erop neer dat de afstoting tussen de colloïden sterk wordt afgezwakt. De mate van
afzwakking, en de grootte van de zoution-wolken rondom de deeltjes, hangt ech-
ter af van de totale hoeveelheid zout die in het systeem aanwezig is: is er veel zout,
dan zitten de zoutionen dicht bij het oppervlak van de deeltjes en is de afscher-
ming groot. Bij lage zoutconcentraties daarentegen, bevinden de zoutdeeltjes zich
verder van de oppervlakken van de colloïden, en is de afscherming minder groot.

Als nu de zoutconcentratie lager en lager wordt gemaakt, worden de wolken
dus steeds uitgestrekter, tot op een gegevenmoment de zoution-wolken van nabu-
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rige deeltjes gaan overlappen. De grootte van de ionenwolken en de sterkte van de
afscherming door de zoutionen wordt dan dus ook afhankelijk van de aanwezig-
heid van naburige colloïden. Deze situatie treedt op bij zeer lage zoutconcentraties,
die pas sinds het eind van de jaren ’ experimenteel haalbaar bleken. Deze situ-
atie wordt echter niet meer beschreven door de -theorie, en vereist dus een
andere aanpak.

Fasegedrag

In een gas kunnen de gasdeeltjes zich vrijelijk bewegen, zonder dat ze veel andere
deeltjes tegenkomen. In een vaste stof daarentegen zitten de deeltjes ieder op een
vaste positie, waaromheen ze hooguit een beetje kunnen trillen. Een vloeistof zit
hier een beetje tussenin: de deeltjes zitten niet vast in een kristal en kunnen in prin-
cipe nog vrij bewegen, maar ze botsen vaak met naburige deeltjes en de dichtheid
van een vloeistof is veel hoger dan dat van een gas.

Net als een normale vloeistof die kan verdampen en stollen, kunnen ook collo-
iden zich als een gas, een vloeistof of een vaste stof gedragen. De colloïdale deeltjes
spelen dan dus de rol van de moleculen in het gas, de vloeistof of de vaste stof.

Het blijkt zo te zijn dat een vloeistof–kristal overgang (dus stollen of smelten)
heel veel voorkomt in de natuur; hier zijn geen speciale eigenschappen van de deel-
tjes voor nodig: het is voldoende dat ze elkaar afstoten. Voor een overgang tussen
een gas en een vloeistof (verdampen of condenseren), moeten er in het systeem
echter aantrekkende krachten aanwezig zijn. Op het eerste gezicht zou je dus zeg-
gen dat in een systeem van gelijk geladen colloïden, die elkaar dus afstoten, alleen
een overgang tussen een vloeistof- en een kristalfase kan voorkomen. Die fase-
overgang is in het verleden uitgebreid bestudeerd en blijkt prima beschreven te
kunnen worden op basis van de hierboven beschreven  theorie die de afsto-
tende interacties tussen geladen colloïdale bollen beschrij .

In de afgelopen  jaar zijn er echter experimenten gedaan die lijken te sug-
gereren dat er in colloïdale systemen ook fase-overgangen kunnen plaatsvinden
tussen een gas en een vloeistof, of tussen een gas en een vaste stof. Zulke overgan-
gen kunnen niet worden verklaard op basis van de traditionele  theorie. Ze
treden bovendien op bij zulke lage zoutconcentraties, en zulke hoge ladingen van
de colloïdale deeltjes, dat -theorie ook niet meer geldig is.

Het onderwerp van dit proefschri is een nieuwe theorie die deze overgangen
wel kan verklaren. De theorie, die wordt afgeleid in hoofdstuk , is een combi-
natie van twee bestaande benaderingen van de zogenaamde Poisson–Boltzmann-
theorie, en beschrij de interacties tussen de colloïdale deeltjes op een effectieve
manier. Het blijkt dat, hoewel de interacties tussen de deeltjes, net als in de traditi-
onele -theorie, nog steeds afstotend zijn, de sterkte van de interacties afhangt
van de deeltjesdichtheid. Bovendien blijkt dat de aantrekkende kracht tussen de
colloïden en de zoutdeeltjes een belangrijke rol speelt, en voldoende cohesie gee 
om overgangen tussen een gas en een vloeistof en tussen een gas en een kristal te
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kunnen verklaren. We hebben tevens laten zien hoe groot de lading op de colloïden
moet zijn voordat dergelijke verschijnselen optreden.

Een extra complicatie in het geheel is, dat de lading van de colloïdale deeltjes
niet constant is, maar zelf ook afhangt van de aanwezige concentratie van zout-
ionen in het systeem: als er veel zoutionen aanwezig zijn, hebben die de neiging
om zich op het oppervlak van de colloïden te binden, en neemt de netto lading
van de colloïden af. Andersom, als er weinig zout aanwezig is, lossen de deeltjes
aan het oppervlak gemakkelijk op, en neemt dus de lading van het colloïd-deeltje
toe. Dit evenwicht tussen de ionen in de oplossing en de ionen op het oppervlak
van de colloïdale deeltjes hebben we ook in onze theorie verwerkt; deze variant is
beschreven in hoofdstuk . Het blijkt dat het door dit evenwicht erg lastig is om
deeltjes te maken met een lading die hoog genoeg is om de hierboven genoemde
verschijnselen te kunnen waarnemen. Dit zou een van de redenen kunnen zijn,
waarom het erg moeilijk blijkt om de gas–vloeistof en de gas–kristal overgangen
in het laboratorium te reproduceren.
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